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        In the high competition of the hospitality and service industry, hotels are in 

the process of intensely managing their employees’behavior and emotions, and this can 

have a detrimental impact on frontline employees’ work attitudes, job performance, and 

behavior within the organization. In Thailand, there are still pressing questions 

regarding these issues. The objectives of this study were to examine the relationships 

among emotional labor, burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational 

commitment, and to compare the moderating roles of the employee’s gender, age, and 

manager emotional intelligence affecting emotional labor concerning the job satisfaction 

and burnout of hotel frontline employees in Thailand. A total of 509 subjects were 

investigated. With the structural equation modeling (SEM) and multiple group analysis 

technique used in this study, the positive and negative significant effects of emotional 

labor concerning job and organizational outcomes, and the moderating roles of age and 

manager emotional intelligence, were determined. The managerial implications from the 

results of the study can have beneficial outcomes for the hospitality and service 

industry, particularly regarding the human resource management process in terms of 

dealing and custom treat with employees’ emotional labor. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 Significance of the Study  

 

 The travel and tourism industry has shown a significant growth of elasticity 

worldwide, even faster than that of the world trade.  Global tourism now represents 

seven percent of the world’ s exports in goods and services, up from six percent in 

2014. It also takes a large portion of the worldwide economy and employment (World 

Tourism Organization, 2 0 1 6 ). According to the World Travel and Tourism Council 

(2016), the industry now accounts for one in 11 jobs of the world with a prediction to 

rise to one in 10 jobs by 2022.  It has grown faster than financial services, transport 

and manufacturing industries and has played a key role as a driver of growth and job 

creation by providing 266 million jobs, directly and indirectly ( World economic 

forum, 2015).  

  The tourism sector in Thailand has also played a gradually vital role in the 

economy.  In 2016, the travel and tourism accounted for 9.2 percent of the national 

GDP with a forecast to rise to 9.3 percent in 2017.  With tourist numbers doubling 

over the past decade, authorities are planning for even more rapid growth in the 

future, Thailand will receive more than 100 million tourists a year, 40 percent of them 

visiting Phuket and neighboring areas (World Bank Group, 2017). The three tourism-

related sectors–hotel and restaurant, wholesale and retail trade, and transportation and 

communication – have together employed more than 10 million workers, an increase 

of 1.4 percent annually, and a share of 26 percent of total employment in Thailand 

( Royal Thai Embassy, 2017) .Among them, the accommodation segment has been a 

major contributor to Thailand's tourism industry. 
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Figure 1.1  The Direct Contribution of Travel and Tourism to GDP in Thailand 

Source:  World Travel and Tourism Council (2017) 

   

According to a survey by Thailand National Statistical Office on hotel and 

guest house operations throughout Thailand, in 2009, there were 5,420 hotels and 

guest houses across the country employing, approximately 174,323 people.  In 2011, 

the number of hotels and guest houses across the country increased to 9,865 while 

employment increased to 255,658.  In 2013, despite the increase in number of hotels 

and guest houses to 10,018, the employment was down to 231,528 people.  The 

number of hotels and guest houses and employment throughout the country has 

continued to grow in 2015, with a total of 12,654 hotels and guest houses and 

employment of approximately 237,344 people, a slight increase from 2013. (National 

Statistical Office, 2015) .  Based on the above statistics, it can be seen that there has 

been changes and growth in the number of hotels and employment. 
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Figure 1.2  The Number of Hotels and Employment Rate in Thailand 

Source:   The researcher concludes the data from National Statistical Office 

(2009,2011, 2013, 2015) 

It is apparent that despite the continuing growth in number of accommodation, 

the employment figure has grown at a more sluggish rate implying the notion of 

quality of workforce over quantity. The current ‘Thailand 4.0’ scheme aimed to pull 

Thailand out of the middle incomes traps indicates national development propelled by 

innovation and higher quality human resource across the board. Accordingly, the 12th 

National Development Strategy and Development Plan (2017 – 2021) of the National 

Economic and Social Development Board has included the improvement of labor 

productivity as one of the eight reform agenda which is also in line with the 

Thailand’ s 20-Year National Strategy ( 2017-2036) .  The overall aims would be to 

develop the skills needed to work in the 4.0 industrialized era responsive to the effects 

of changing employment patterns.  The new model of work and career is to develop 

people's potential in a sustainable manner and to contribute to the country's economic 

growth (Ministry of Labor Thailand, 2017a). Hotel industry is cited as one among the 

six clusters to switch from traditional to “High Value Services” with several measures 

set to enhance competitiveness including investment promotions, establishment of 

service innovation, global collaborative and market networks ( Royal Thai Embassy, 

2016). It is foreseeable that the policies under Thailand 4.0 would greatly affect the 

2009 2011 2013 2015

Employed 174,323 255,658 231,528 237,344

Hotel 5,420 9,865 10,018 12,654

 -
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labor market and employment patterns, job patterns and the emergence of new jobs 

(Ministry of Labor Thailand, 2017a).  

The labor demand of the service section in Thailand, especially in the 

hospitality sector of hotels and restaurants grew steadily in 2010-2014 ( Ministry of 

Labor Thailand, 2015). It was the third largest section among the 21 industries, after 

the Manufacturing, and Shipping and Retail sectors ( Ministry of Labor Thailand, 

2 0 1 7 b).  Although the hotel industry in Thailand has fundamentally expanded and 

generated enormous revenue and employment, there are still pressing issues that need 

to be addressed.   In 2013, the survey of hotel and guest houses operators found that 

11. 3 percent of the respondents were faced with the problems of skilled personnel 

shortage, while 14. 2 percent desired support and assistance from the government 

(National Statistical Office, 2013). Furthermore, the survey of hotel and guest house 

operators in 2016 also revealed that 60. 1 percent of the respondents needed 

government assistance in terms of economic stimulus measures, public relations and 

tourism promotion, tariffs reduction and price control ( National Statistical Office, 

2 0 1 5 ) .  The survey of the Department of Employment, Department of Labor and 

Social Welfare, Ministry of Labor with sample from establishments in the hospitality, 

accommodation and food service sectors found that the percentage of employee 

turnover was higher than that of the new employment.  In 2012, the number of new 

employment was 3.62 percent while that of resignation was 5.96 percent (Ministry of 

Labor Thailand, 2012). In the first quarter of 2013, the number of new employed was 

around 4.17 percent while the resignation was 5.61 percent ; the second quarter 5.87 

percent and 7.53 percent   (Ministry of Labor Thailand, 2013a, 2013b), and the third 

quarter 0. 97 percent and 1. 28 percent respectively ( Ministry of Labor Thailand, 

2013c).   
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Figure 1.3 The Rate of New Employment and Resignation of Hotel Frontline 

Employees in Thailand 

Source:  The researcher concluded the data from Ministry of labor (2012, 2013a,  

  2013b, 2013c) 

Phuket is a province in the south of Thailand by being called "Pearl of the 

Andaman."  The number of tourists visiting Phuket is likely to increase continuously 

with Thai and foreigners by coming to travel more than 13 million a year. In 2016, 

9,641,703 foreign tourists were coming in accounted for 71.0 percent of all the 

number of tourists (Phuket Provincial Statistical Office, 2017). The number of hotels 

in Southern has increased to 13,327 in 2019 (Bank of Thailand, 2018b). Mainly, it has 

increased steadily to 5,874 rooms from 2016 to 2019, with the number of new supply 

being mostly 4-5 star hotels located throughout Phuket (Sripanwa, 2017). The visiting 

of tourists in Phuket increase new operators result in high competition in the area. 

From the increase in the number of tourists both domestic and international reflected 

by higher hotel occupancy rates, however, the intense competition and the foreign 

economy remains a barrier to the income of the tourism sector (Bank of Thailand, 

2018a). Moreover, the current skilled workers in the south are also scarce and Thai 

employees have relatively high turnover rates (Bank of Thailand, 2018b). 
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 The high turnover rate in hotel and hospitality industry is no exception as the 

problem is generally acknowledged as one of the distinctive structures ( Carbery, 

Garavan, O'Brien, & McDonnell, 2003) of the industry.  The turnover costs for hotels 

are even higher for high complexity jobs in large, independent properties with high 

average daily rates and high occupancy (Tracey & Hinkin, 2008) as it incurs the costs 

of separation, recruiting and selecting applicants, training new employees, tasks left 

unperformed, skill differential, and operations (Darmon, 1990). It also causes many 

negative effects to an organization, for instance, deterioration of service quality, 

substantial loss in terms of cost, time and effort ( Payne & Huffman, 2 0 0 5 )   in 

recruiting and training process of new employees ( Pitakdebsombat, Wattanasin, & 

Panyasiri, 2 0 0 9 ) .  Exclusively, it could also reflect an organizations’  well-being 

(Grandey, 2000). Previous studies shown that the major cause for turnover intention 

was burnout (Deery, 2008; Low, Cravens, Grant, & Moncrief, 2001) which basically 

is a psychological response to stressors on the job ( Karatepe, Babakus, & Yavas, 

2 0 1 2 ) .  In the twenty-first century, burnout has been labeled as the biggest 

occupational hazard (Leiter & Maslach, 2 0 0 5 ) as it intensifies depression (Shani & 

Pizam, 2009), upsurges healthcare expenses and increases considerable loss of annual 

workdays (Gabriel & Liimatainen, 2000). Cause of burnout is a development of loss 

of mind, lack of energy, and less work goals (Aguilera & Messick, 1974). Burnout is 

also linked to work stress as a psychological fatigue condition resulting in 

accumulation of decreased physical energy, lowered immunity, more work 

dissatisfaction and pessimism, frequent work absence, and work ineffectiveness and 

ultimately job dissatisfaction (Maslach, 1986).  All of the aforementioned could lead 

to unwanted outcomes such as lower organizational commitment, increased 

absenteeism and turnover intentions (Deery, 2008; Low et al., 2001). Such problems 

have occurred en masse especially among frontline employees who are a fundamental 

part of the organizations ( Seymour, 2 0 0 0 )  as they play a vital role in customers' 

satisfaction and perceptions of service quality. 

To solve such problems, the organization should heighten employees’  job 

satisfaction and strengthen organizational commitment in order to retain employees 

and reduce turnover intention rate.  This concept was supported by the study of Wu 

( 2 0 1 1 )  who claims that turnover intention is normally caused by the lack of 
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organizational commitment and low level of job satisfaction. The studies in the topic 

of burnout and job satisfaction have been conducted in order to prevent turnover 

intention, increase and strengthen organizational commitment through the study on 

emotional labor.  Seery and Corrigall (2009), for example, explored the links between 

emotional labor and emotional enhancement on job satisfaction, affective 

commitment, emotional exhaustion, and intention to quit and found the relations 

between emotional labor and job satisfaction, affective commitment, turnover 

intentions, and emotional exhaustion.   The effects of organizational commitment on 

positive outcomes stated by   Steers and Porter ( 1983)  such as heighten job 

performance, tenure and decreased absenteeism could lower and prevent turnover 

intention.  Employees with higher commitment will produce more highly effective 

performance and have lower level of turnover intention    (Steers, 1977). These could 

help create business competitiveness as well as service quality which are the heart of 

the business.  In addition, enhancement of quality of life for their employees and 

increase job satisfaction (Vecchio, 2005) could help to reduce stress at work (Morse, 

1953) and represent good corporate governance (Davis & Newstrom, 2014). In other 

word, job satisfaction is vital to the welfare of the organization and employees. 

Moreover, Job satisfaction is the main factor contributing to an organizational 

commitment that could result in positive effects for the organization.  

  As such, there is an element of emotional load involved when performing their 

service task ( Singh, 2000) .   Grandey ( 2000)  stated that turnover intention is an 

employees’ withdrawal behavior in organization within the emotional labor model. 

The concept of emotional labor has been of interest especially in relation to the 

frontline employees whose emotion normally get involved in their work task.  In the 

focus of increasingly forceful rivalry in hospitality and service industry, current 

highly competitive businesses are in progress to intensely manage their employees’ 

emotional behavior (Diefendorff & Richard, 2003; Seymour, 2000).   Many high-

contact services involving concentrated interactions between employees and 

customers require service employees to manage how they present their emotions   

(Chu, Baker, & Murrmann, 2012) .  The expectation of service employees to display 

cheerful and friendly emotions when interacting with customers as the explicit norms 

are often included in job description and employees are trained accordingly (e.g. smile 
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with cheerful greeting) ( Kim, 2008) .  It seems possible that hotel firms’  work 

regulations increasingly require their employees to control their feelings to express 

organizationally expected emotions through facial and bodily displays as well as the 

prospect of hotel personnel’ s emotional regulation leading to emotional acting.  The 

efforts of which have caused established emotional labor ( Ashforth & Humphrey, 

1993; Lam & Chen, 2012) . The impact of work-related emotions on individuals and 

organizations can however be double-edged sword to the organizations.  While 

individuals comply with the workplace requirements to express emotion to maintain a 

service quality, the effort might be detrimental to a person as it may cause burnout 

and job dissatisfaction (Hochschild, 2012) .  Hence a mixed result of job satisfaction 

and burnout at work among the frontline employees in hotel industry. Since human is 

valuable assets of an organization, it is important to learn about employees’ emotional 

labor in order to develop appropriate human resource management process. 

Gender and age of individual are substantial controlling variables that play a 

vital role as well as imperative to moderate the emotional labor in service workplace.  

Walsh and Bartikowski ( 2013)  suggested that employees’  gender and age moderate 

the links between emotional labor strategies and job satisfaction.  In terms of 

emotional labor,  Cheung and Tang ( 2010) , Johnson and Spector ( 2007) , Jung and 

Yoon (2014) , Mann (2007), Scott and Barnes (2011), Simpson and Stroh (2004), and 

Walsh and Bartikowski ( 2013)  found that gender acted as significant moderator 

causing different results of emotional labor and its outcomes.  It was also found in 

previous studies that age was another moderator influencing different effects of 

emotional labor on burnout and job satisfaction (Cheung & Tang, 2010; Hur, Moon, 

& Han, 2014; Kruml, 1999). A reflective study and understanding of emotional labor 

and its effects should take into account individual’s emotional labor progressions and 

deliberate the ways in which individual’ s differences influence their respective 

emotional labor progressions ( Scott & Barnes, 2011) .  Integrative study approaches 

would be required, according to Kozlowski and Klein (2000), to derive at meaningful 

interpretation of this phenomenon that passes through complicated variables and 

analysis process.   It can be seen from the abovementioned findings that the 

differences in personal variables, such as gender and age, could result in a change in 

the level of influence of emotional labor to its outcomes, job satisfaction and burnout. 
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These findings are keys to the importance of research on the topic of age and gender 

which would be the moderations of research on emotional labor in the hospitality 

industry. 

The empirical studies by Chen et al.  ( 2012)   examined and found the 

relationship between emotional labor and job satisfaction and burnout as well as that 

between supervisory support and emotional labor and job performance in Chinese 

hotel employees.  In the comparative study of Mann ( 2007) , the expectations of 

emotional display in the workplace of the American and British service industry was 

explored.  The findings showed differences in emotional display across cultures, 

between jobs and roles within an organization, and between males and females. 

In Fay’s study, gender was found to be a key moderator on female employees 

which could lead to an inverse correlation between emotional labor and job 

satisfaction and positive relationship between emotional labor and a measure of job 

burnout ( Fay, 2011) .  Scott and Barnes ( 2011)  who examined within-individual 

relationships among emotional labor, negative and positive affective states, and work 

withdrawal, and the moderating role of gender found that emotional labor related to 

work withdrawal and the moderating effects of gender were stronger for female than 

male.  Walsh and Bartikowski ( 2013)  examined the relationship among two 

dimensions of emotional labor and its consequences and found that job satisfaction 

partly mediated relationships between emotional labor and quitting intentions in 

varying effects between gender and age.  The aforementioned studies from various 

cultures and countries together with gender and age of individuals showed dissimilar 

findings. Cho, Rutherford, Friend, Hamwi, and Park (2017) who studied the influence 

of employees’ emotion (deep acting and surface acting) on job satisfaction, affective 

organizational commitment, and turnover intentions suggested that further study 

should assert on the relationship of emotional labor that have influences on burnout, 

job satisfaction by moderation effects of gender and age.  

  Another essential factor called emotional intelligence, which will influence the 

level of impact of emotionally charged labor on variables.   For instants, Wolfe and 

Kim ( 2013)  investigated the association between emotional intelligence and job 

satisfaction as well as between emotional intelligence and job tenure.   The study of 

Güleryüz, Güney, Aydın, and Aşan ( 2008)  who examined the relations among 
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emotional intelligence, job satisfaction and organizational commitment of nurses and 

the mediating effect of job satisfaction between emotional intelligence and 

organizational commitment.  Weng et al.  ( 2011)  investigated the inter-relationships 

among emotional intelligence, patient satisfaction, doctor burnout, and job 

satisfaction.  Moreover,Han, Kim, and Kang (2017) investigated the influence of the 

restaurant manager’ s emotional intelligence and manager support on service 

employees’ attitudes and performance by applying useful event theory. Together with 

the studies of Çekmecelioğlu, Günsel, and Ulutaş ( 2012) , these findings found the 

different effect of emotional intelligence.  Thus, the support of manager emotional 

intelligence might also change the effect of the emotional labor on burnout, job 

satisfaction, and also turnover intention and organizational commitment.  

In Thailand, there are the studies of the antecedents and consequences of the 

emotional labor such as the effect of spiritual intelligence, emotional labor, burnout 

on job satisfaction and service behavior among hotel front office personnel in 

Bangkok (Nanthapreechawong, 2 0 0 9 ) . The study of the relationship between work 

stress, organizational commitment and work efficiency (Krunlek, 2013). The study of 

the emotional exhaustion which is one of elements of burnout, motivation and job 

outcomes of hotel frontline employees in Phuket by Yuanlaie ( 2011) .  The study of  

Aukkawanichcha and Thevata (2016)  on the moderating role of cultural competence 

effected on frontline employees emotional exhaustion. Besides, that due to complexity 

and variation in the individual’ s behavior, in the context of Thai people who are 

dynamic, and emotional (Yuanlaie, 2011). 

Despite a myriad of studies on emotional labor, as far as the researcher’s best 

awareness concerns, there are none on the study of the relationship between the 

penetration of the element of emotional labor.  Particularly in the moderating role of 

differences of age and gender, as well the manager emotional intelligence support 

effected on burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational 

commitment of hospitality frontline hotel employees in Thailand.  It is therefore 

challenging and critical to embark on the study of this topic in order to access and 

elucidate problem of burnout and turnover intentions. The study would also contribute 

beneficial outcomes to the hospitality and service industry particularly in the human 

resource management section.  The research recommendation is expected to assist 
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further development of selection, training, and activities creation process as well as 

fairer evaluation and welfare in order to avoid unnecessary fatigue for frontline 

employees, especially within differences of gender and age.  If successful, this would 

lead to a real quality service that would promote organizational performance, 

organizational commitment, better retention of employees, reduce turnover rate of 

employees, and cost of training, as well as improve service quality and business 

efficiency.  Furthermore, the research is responsive to the national development 

policy’s concept of ‘Thailand 4.0’ that focuses on human development by improving 

the quality of human resources, building a foundation for labor standards (Productive 

Manpower) , employees’ well-being, developing labor skills to create labor force that 

is productive manpower and increasing labor productivity to support future goals of 

the hospitality and service industry especially in Phuket, Thailand. 
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 Research Objectives 

 The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between emotional 

labor and its associated consequences. The underlying assumption is that there are the 

positive and negative effects of emotional labor on job outcomes, an individual’ s 

gender, age, and the manager emotional intelligence support are critical factors or 

moderators in determining the perceived positive or negative consequence of 

performing emotional labor. The specific objectives are as follows: 

1) To examine the relationship among emotional labor, burnout, job 

satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational commitment of hotel frontline 

employees in Phuket, Thailand. 

2 )  To compare the differences of the individual’ s gender, age, and manager 

emotional intelligence as a moderating role influencing job satisfaction and burnout of 

hotel frontline employees in Phuket, Thailand. 
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 Research Questions   

Based on the research objectives, this study will address the focus on the following 

questions: 

1) What is the relationship among emotional labor affecting burnout, job 

satisfaction, turnover intention and organizational commitment of hotel frontline 

employees in Phuket, Thailand? 

2) How does the difference in gender and age of hotel frontline employees in 

Phuket, Thailand, and manager emotional intelligence influence the relationship of 

emotional labor affecting burnout and job satisfaction?  
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 Expected Results of the Study    

The expected result of this study are as follows: 

1) The relationship among emotional labor affecting burnout, job satisfaction, 

turnover intention, and organizational commitment of hotel frontline employees in 

Phuket, Thailand. 

2) The differences of gender and age, and the supportive of the manager 

emotional intelligence that influence the relationship of emotional labor affected 

burnout and job satisfaction of hotel frontline employees in Phuket, Thailand. 

  

 

 Expected Benefits of the Study 

1)  For frontline hotel employees:  better understanding of an organization on 

employees’  emotional labor would improve frontline employees’  working life and 

well-being not only physically but also mentally. 

2) For tourism and hospitality businesses industry: better understanding of the 

emotional labor of frontline employees in the hospitality industry from this study, 

would render several direct benefits to tourism service entities particularly hotel, 

organizations and related sectors.  This study will provide suggest managerial 

implications that should be developed for human resource management in order to 

enhance a beneficial strategy of emotional labor, specifically, for differences of 

gender and age of individual, and manager emotional intelligent support for hotel 

frontline employees in Thailand.   Firstly, the results of this study would provide 

implications that could enable human resource management to identify individual 

likely to appreciate or suffer from performing emotional labor. This data is valuable to 

the industry as it could assist the refinement of employee selection and training 

strategies. Secondly, this study also investigated how moderators such like gender and 

age, and managers’  emotional intelligent support could help improving the probable 

negative consequences of emotional labor.  Lastly, some implications from this 

research may help finding ways to reduce job burnout in organizations. Even though 

job burnout was found to be associated with turnover and absenteeism, this study can 
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improve job satisfaction, a positive consequence of the emotional labor, and attitudes 

toward job, organizational commitment, and job performance.  These findings would 

also help them develop and improve their service quality in order to increase an 

organization performance, and advance their competitive advantage. 

3) For academic implications: foundational knowledge for further research on 

the topic of emotional labor.  This research would also be an addition to the existing 

literature on emotional labor to allow educational institutes such as schools and 

universities to further develop theories and concept of emotional labor.  It is also 

hoped that the issue of emotional labor be integrated into existing syllabuses or 

curricula in order to produce quality frontline personnel to hospitality and service 

industry, especially hotel business in Thailand. 
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 Scope of the study 

1.6.1 Scope of Contents 

This research is a study of the concept and theory of emotional labor, gender 

and age, and the managers’  emotional intelligent support as affecting moderators of 

burnout and job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and turnover intention of 

hotels frontline employees in order to clarify the relationship of the emotional labor’s 

model and to develop managerial implementations aiming to improve frontline 

employees’  well-being as well as service quality and organization performance for 

Thailand hospitality industry.  

 

1.6.2 Scope of Area 

The subject for this study was inevitably frontline hotel employees with direct 

interaction and contact with customers in all service context within a given hotel.  In 

terms of geographical scope of the study, the statistics data suggested that the majority 

or 32.6 percent of hotel is located in the South; 25.9 percent in the Central; and 18.3 

percent and 17.4 percent in the North and Northeast respectively. The remaining 5.8 

percent of hotel is located in Bangkok.  With regards to number of employment, 

around 85,424 or 36. 0 percent are in the South and the rest are allocated in the 

Central, Bangkok, North, and Northeast regions respectively.  The details are as per 

the following table: 

Table 1.1  The Number of Hotels and Employment by Region in Thailand in 2015 

Region Hotel (Number/ %) Employment (Person/ %) 

South 4,128/ 32.6 85,424/ 36 

Central 3,273/ 25.9 57,424/ 24.2 

Bangkok 728/ 5.8 55,049/ 23.1 

North 2,321/ 18.3 24,903/ 10.4 

Northeast 2,204/ 17.4 14,514/ 6.1 

Source: The data was concluded from  National Statistical Office (2015)   
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Since the South represent the majority of hotels and employment in Thailand 

and as noticed that 40 percent of tourists visiting Phuket and neighboring areas  

( World Bank Group, 2017) .  The number of tourists visiting Phuket is likely to 

increase continuously with Thai and foreigners by coming to travel more than 13 

million a year. In 2016, 9,641,703 foreign tourists were coming in accounted for 71.0 

percent of all the number of tourists (Phuket Provincial Statistical Office, 2017). The 

number of hotels in Southern has increased to 13,327 in 2019 (Bank of Thailand, 

2018b). Mainly, it has increased steadily to 5,874 rooms from 2016 to 2019, with the 

number of new supply being mostly 4-5 star hotels located throughout Phuket 

(Sripanwa, 2017). Thus, the hotel labor demand in this area will be critically increased 

and needed to develop.  Also, to save time, workforce and cost of data collection, the 

researcher, therefore, decided on the samples, frontline hotel employees, working in 

the Phuket, Thailand. 

 

1.6.3 Scope of Demography 

The involving factor of this study is the population of individuals who are 

likely to perform emotional labor in their work e.g. , hotel frontline employees with 

direct interaction with customers. The sample of frontline hotel employees in Phuket, 

Thailand who working in a position of reception, check-in counter, restaurant and 

coffee shop, housekeeping, and bell person were chosen. 

 

1.6.4 Scope of Time 

The process of this study covering literature review, research design, pilot 

testing, data collection, data analysis, and finalization and report of the study took 

place during February 2017 to Jan 2019. 
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 Definition of Terms 

 “ Emotional labor”  is defined as “the management of feeling to create a 

publicly observable facial and bodily display for a wage” (Hochschild, 2012, p.7) . In 

this study, emotional labor involves the manipulation of frontline employees who 

adjust or not adjust their emotion, feeling, and expression during service in 

accordance to the purpose of organizational regulations and goals.  

  “ Surface acting”  is defined as the modification of individual’ s outward 

appearance in order to follow display rule (Hochschild, 2012). In this study, surface 

acting involves frontline employees’deliberate faking in observable facial expressions 

by suppressing inner feelings in the service interaction with customers. 

  “ Deep acting”  is defined as an effortful process through which employees 

change their internal feelings to align with organizational expectations, producing 

more natural and genuine emotional displays  (Grandey, Diefendorff, & Rupp, 2013, 

pp. 5-7).  In this study, deep acting involves frontline employees’  sensible efforts to 

generate certain emotion appropriate for service work when interaction with 

customers. 

  “ Job satisfaction”  is defined as “a pleasurable or positive emotional state 

resulting from the appraisal of one's job or job experiences” (Locke, 1976, p. 1304). 

In this study, job satisfaction involves frontline employees’  positive feeling (like or 

preferable) toward their jobs. 

  “Burnout”  is defined as a set of symptoms that includes exhaustion resulting 

from work's excessive demands (Freudenberger, 1974, pp. 159-160). In this study, 

burnout involves a symptom of frontline employees caused by job tiredness leading to 

fatigue from excessive use of energy and thought. 

“Emotional Intelligence” is defined as “the ability to monitor one's own and 

other people's emotions, to discriminate between different emotions and label them 

appropriately, and to use emotional information to guide thinking and behavior” 

(Salovey & Mayer, 1990, p. 186). In this study, emotional intelligence involves the 

emotional intelligence of the managers or leader that support frontline hotel 

employees in Phuket, Thailand.   
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“Frontline employees” is defined as a group of persons who have a same type 

of job characteristics ( frequency, duration, variety, and intensity of employee–

customer interaction) that inherent in any emotional labor jobs in vary careers of the 

tourism and hospitality industry. In this study, frontline employees involve employees 

who working in a position of reception, check-in counter, restaurant and coffee shop, 

housekeeping, and bell person who had frequent face-to-face or voice-to-voice 

interaction with customers in Phuket, Thailand.  

 “ Turnover intention”  is defined as employees’  behavior with a purpose to 

leave a job.  Such intention might occur when employees express negatively about 

their job tasks, when they limit their involvement in the organization, or when they 

actually leave their jobs (Kim, Im, & Hwang, 2015, pp. 70-71). In this study, turnover 

intention involves a behavior of frontline hotel employees who have negative 

expression, less or limit participation, and an intention leading to an eventual leave 

from their organizations.  

“ Organizational commitment”  is defined as the characteristic of an 

employees’  mental state that fixes them to organization and their tasks, and a 

sentimental component of commitment contains an emotional attachment to an 

organization (Meyer & Allen, 1991, pp. 61-66) .   In this study, organizational 

commitment involves behavior of frontline hotel employees who have positive 

attitude for their job and organizations, participate actively in organizations, and a 

strong sense of belonging or a sense that the organization has a personal meaning for 

them.    
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

This chapter outlines several concepts, theories, and researches on the study of 

emotional labor, burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, organizational 

commitment, and the moderating roles of gender, age, and manager emotional 

intelligence that effect on job outcomes. The reason for choosing such concepts and 

theories is due to these can explain the phenomena that occur correctly, clearly and 

directly in the context of the research in a field of human resource in the hospitality 

and service industry. In that respect, the chapter is organized as follows: 

2.1 Thailand hotel industry and frontline employees 

2.2 Emotional Labor, Antecedences, and Strategy 

2.3 Effects of Emotional Labor on Burnout 

2.4 Effects of Emotional Labor on Job Satisfaction 

2.5 Gender, Age, and Manager Emotional Intelligent Support as Moderation 

Effects of Emotional Labor on Burnout and Job Satisfaction 

2.6 Effects of Burnout on Turnover Intention 

2.7 Effects of Job Satisfaction on Organizational Commitment 

2.8 Researches Related to Emotional Labor, Burnout, Job Satisfaction, 

Differences Effected by Gender, Age, and Manager Emotional 

Intelligence, Turnover Intention, and Organizational Commitment 

2.9 Conceptual Research Framework 

2.10 Research Hypotheses 
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  Hotel Industry  

2.1.1 Hotel Industry in Thailand and Phuket 

 In Thailand, hospitality and service businesses such as hotels play a vital role 

in the tourism industry ( Suwanabhandit & Adulpattanakit, 2005)  for the country's 

economic and social development.  The hotel business is essential and beneficial, for 

instance, it could be used as a location for meetings or conferences, a place for 

distributing as well as for producing goods and services. The hotel business generates 

a stream of domestic income flowing into the local economy, directly and indirectly, 

through the distribution of revenue throughout the community.  It also plays a vital 

role in generating revenue and conducting the first employment for many domestic 

workers in the country.  Moreover, it helps the country to promote and create a good 

image regarding its traditions and culture (Medlik & Ingram, 2000). 

Thailand has a well-developed hotel industry.  Strong growth rates in the 

tourism industry have resulted in significant investments in the country’ s hotel 

industry (Netherlands Embassy in Bangkok, 2017). The expansion of the hotel sector 

has tended to concentrate on those tourist destinations which are preferred by 

international tourists.  In the past, investment in the hotel business was typically 

concentrated in Bangkok, as this represented both the central tourist destinations and 

the national travel hub.  However, following a policy of developing international 

airports in tourist centers to meet the growth in tourism outside the Bangkok region, 

investment has increasingly been directed to these provinces, including areas such as 

Pattaya, Phuket, Chiang Mai, Krabi, and Koh Samui in Surat Thani Province. Hotels 

in these regions are operated by Thai investors and those serving as a part of 

international hotel chains ( Lunkam, 2017) .  Critical players in Thailand’s hotel 

industry include Accor, Inter-Continental, Starwood and Marriott.  The country has 

also established domestic hotel groups with a high degree of brand recognition, such 

as Centara Hotels and Resorts and Dusit International and Minor International. 

( Netherlands Embassy in Bangkok, 2017) .  The standardization for hotels was 

classified by standard star ranking in Thailand.  The star symbol ranks from 1 to 5 

stars ( Thai Hotels Association, 2011) .  In the South, the number of hotels has 
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increased to 13,327 in 2019 (Bank of Thailand, 2018b). Mainly, it has increased 

steadily to 5,874 rooms from 2016 to 2019, with the new number comprising mostly 4 

to 5 star hotels located throughout Phuket (Sripanwa, 2017). More than 13 million 

tourists visit Phuket yearly   (Phuket Provincial Statistical Office, 2017). The 

increased new operators has resulted in high competition in the area, and is reflected 

by higher hotel occupancy rates (Bank of Thailand, 2018a). 

 

2.1.2 Frontline Hotel Employees 

The operational management for frontline hotel employees is mainly divided 

in departments (Bardi, 2002; Rutherford & O’Fallon, 2007) that have high services 

interaction and differing roles as described below.       

1)  Front desk and reception department:  This provides guests with 

access to various facilities starting from the first duties involving the booking 

and room preparation, guest reception, providing various services for guests 

during their stay in the hotel and facilitating communication with parties 

inside and outside the hotel.  

2)  Food and beverage department:  This provides services regarding 

food management and drinks in the hotel's dining rooms, banquet rooms and 

inroom services. 

3)  Housekeeping department:  This provides cleaning services and 

verifying the rooms in the area.  The staff experienced the working chance to 

encounter customers directly and need to provide the best possible cleaning 

services. 

4) Bell attendants and luggage service staff 
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 Frontline hotel employees also were defined by several researchers, for 

example, Yeh (2013) examined the relationships among tourism involvement, work 

engagement and job satisfaction of frontline hotel employees. Karatepe, Uludag, 

Menevis, Hadzimehmedagic, and Baddar (2006) examined the effects of selected 

individual characteristics on frontline employee performance and job satisfaction. 

Karatepe and Uludag (2008) investigated the effects of frontline hotel employees on 

their role stress and burnout concerning job performance.  

Furthermore, Karatepe and Bekteshi (2008) investigated the antecedents and 

consequences of 2 directions of conflict and facilitation between work and family 

roles of frontline hotel employees. Their representative subjects comprised frontline 

hotel employees including front desk agents, reservations agents, food servers, 

beverage servers, door attendants and bell attendants.  

The front desk operations of the hotel require unique characteristics that differ 

from a general business as described below (Bardi, 2002; DeVeau, 1996; 

Kijpanphanich, 2001):  

1 )   Working Hours:  In running a hotel business, employees are required to 

work 24 hours daily, excluding holidays and public holidays. Some hotel departments 

need to arrange shift- working duties.  In general, the three sessions involve the 

morning, afternoon and late night. The front desk and restaurant units need to remain 

open for 24 hours. 

2) Pressure of work: The need to respond effectively to requests and complete 

tasks in time to satisfy the customers may cause pressure to employees concerning 

their work. 

3 )  Dealing with all sorts of people:  The hotel staff must directly contact a 

variety of people and respond to many needs to accommodate the diverse moods and 

needs of customers. 

From the above discussion, it could be seen that frontline employees are 

confronted with many problems emerging from long work hours, customer 

aggression, excessive job demands and irregular and inflexible work schedules. These 

constitute important sources of information about customers’ requests and complaints 
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and provide managers with suggestions for improving services delivery. At the same 

time, they have boundary-spanning roles, e.g., representing the organization to 

customers, and are expected to enhance the image of the organization ( Karatepe, 

2012). Frontline employees are the heart of the hotel and have more interaction with 

customers than any other department. They are the center of coordinating with clients, 

including the departments in the hotel from first to last contact point.   Frontline 

employees are most likely to be involved in emotional labor regarding their work 

characteristics.  In this study, frontline employees comprise those employees working 

in the positions of reception, check-in counter, restaurant and coffee shop, 

housekeeping and bell attendants who interact face-to-face or voice-to-voice with 

customers frequently (Karatepe & Bekteshi, 2008; Karatepe & Uludag, 2008; 

Karatepe et al., 2006; Yeh, 2013). 
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  The Antecedences and The Strategy of Emotional labor  

2.2.1 Emotional Labor 

  To-date, the concept of emotional labor has been defined by several terms. 

( Strazdins, 2000)  referred to it as ‘ emotional management’  depicting a process in 

which a person manages his/ her inner emotions and level of expressive emotion in 

order to meet the needs of customers and other people.  The first scholar who 

introduced this concept was a sociologist named (Hochschild, 2012). In his book “The 

Managed Heart” , he defined the concept of emotional labor as ‘ the efforts of 

individuals to change the level of emotional traits and their feeling to retain 

presentation of self that corresponds to the ideal ideology, and the emotional 

management of individuals’ mood that has to adjusted prior to facial expressions and 

gestures during interactions with others, especially with customers’.  

 Lovell, Lee, and Brotheridge (2009) and Zapf, Vogt, Seifert, Mertini, and Isic 

( 1999)  correspondingly referred to the concept the with term ‘ emotional work’  to 

explain the situation when a person manipulated his or her inner emotions for 

expression that would affect one's emotions.  ( Zapf et al. , 1999)  explained that this 

behavior related to personal behavior and that inner belief came from physical and 

mental needs of work, which was motivational.  Emotion work was characteristically 

stressful. The stress was said to come not only from the psychological effort required 

during emotional display and performing but also from merging difference between 

expressed and experienced emotions intrinsic in faking and hiding ( Lovell et al. , 

2009). 

On the other hands, many researchers have used the word ‘emotional labor’ to 

describe the expression of individual’ s emotion in the workplace as explanation for 

any act that represented expression of the desired role in the work ( Brotheridge & 

Lee, 2003; Grandey, 2000). It was the function of managed emotions and feelings of 

individual to create facial expressions and gestures that could be seen from the outside 

to perform the tasks that have been paid for and the value of work (Hochschild, 2012). 

Performers or employees had to stimulate, manipulate, or suspense their emotion to 

express themselves to create good feelings to others and manages their inner emotions 
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in order to achieve required attitude to express in the way their customers wanted, 

with staff wage and working conditions as an inducement (Zapf et al., 1999). 

Based on the above review, the researcher has decided to use the term 

‘ emotional labor’  to describe the feelings, emotions, and behaviors of employees at 

work which have influence and effect on attitudes and behaviors of others.  It is the 

process of managing feelings and expressions to fulfill the emotional requirements of 

a given job.  Employees are expected to adjust their emotions through interactions 

with customers, co-workers and superiors, especially customer or service recipient. 

The emotions that individuals or employees express (active deep acting) should be in 

accordance with organizational requirements.  Even though the emotional expression 

is not mentioned in a job description, it is naturally assumed based on the nature of 

the job and employee training given by the organization.  Emotional labor also 

consists of analysis and decision making in terms of expression of emotion, whether 

essentially felt or not, and its contrary, the suppression of emotions that are felt but 

not expressed. 

The concept of emotional labor studies how frontline employees manage their 

emotions as part of their job demands. Emotional labor requires organizational display 

rules irrespective of one’ s felt emotions and entails employees to use emotion 

regulation strategies at work (Diefendorff, Croyle, & Gosserand, 2 0 0 5 ) . As service 

provider, frontline employees incline to regulate their own emotional displays 

resulting in two types of emotional labor behaviors depending on the efforts and 

methods used to modify their emotion in accordance to the feeling rules and display 

rules.  Most studies have focused on two emotional labor strategies namely surface 

acting and deep acting (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Brotheridge & Lee, 2003; Chu 

& Murrmann, 2006; Grandey, 2000; Hochschild, 2012). Surface acting or “acting in 

bad faith” refers to suppression of felt emotions and faking process to express desired 

emotions while deep acting or “acting in good faith” refers to truly desired emotions 

and effort to experience desired emotions that leads to an ordinary display 

(Diefendorff et al., 2005; Grandey, 2000).  These two process are generally used by 

the employees to manipulate their emotional displays at work (Grandey, 2000) stated 

that the success of the effort is less important than the process in which the 
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individuals attempt and pursue to operate their emotions.  Therefore, these emotion 

regulation strategies may not have uniform effects on affective and behavioral results. 

 

 

2.2.2 The Antecedents of Emotional Labor of Frontline Employees 

 Antecedents of emotional labor, in its own context, are the situational 

variables which include employee's interaction with customers (Grandey, 2000), and 

job characteristics of frontline employees who act as service provider performing 

frequent interactions with customers which are likely to expand a level of emotional 

labor for them (Hochschild, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Theoretical Model of Emotional Labor 

Source: Grandey (2000) 

Figure 2 .1  described a theoretical model of emotional labor outlining factors 

affecting emotional labor collectively known as ‘ situational cues’  consisting of 

interaction expectations, emotional events, individual factors and organizational 

factors (Grandey, 20 00). It can be seen that emotional labor could be influenced by 
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many factors including exact nature of the mood and experience in using emotion 

tactics of individual when events occur, known as personal factors, and the rules that 

direct employees to express their emotions at work, known as organizational 

determinants factors (Diefendorff & Gosserand, 2003). The latter covers factors such 

as display rules or standards that determine how persons should express their 

appropriate emotions ( Ekman et al. , 1 9 8 7 ) .  It is the organization’ s stated rules 

dictating visible positive expressions and hidden negative expression while working. 

Such notation would result in employees having to control their self-expression in 

various service tasks (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002).  

Other factors affecting emotional labor consist of 1 )  frequency of emotional 

expression, 2 ) concentration of emotional expression, 3 ) duration of interaction that 

requires emotional expression, 4 )  variety of emotions to express, 5 )  inconsistencies 

between emotion and emotional expression relating to events or corporate 

specifications (Kim, 2008 ; Morris & Feldman, 1996).  The emotional events could 

affect emotion of frontline employees, specifically at work, leading to positive and 

negative feelings. In previous studies, positive feelings were positively correlated with 

emotional expression by adjusting the inner feeling (Deep Acting)  but not related to 

pretending to feel (Surface Acting), while the rule of negative feelings was positively 

correlated with surface acting.  In addition, they reported that interaction 

characteristics such as frequency, duration, and routineness were not significant 

predictors of surface acting but generally related to deep acting. Specifically, duration 

had a positive impact on deep acting while routineness showed a negative influence 

on deep acting (Diefendorff et al., 2005). Brotheridge and Grandey (2002) found that 

frequency and variety of emotional display were positively related to surface acting 

and deep acting and that duration was positively related to deep acting.  Kim (2008) 

who studied the factors and results of the performance of the hotel staff from 

customer satisfaction found that it depended on the quality of interpersonal interaction 

between customers and frontline employees. He found that the frequency and variety 

of expression along with the positive display rules were factors for deep acting 

whereas negative display rules were factors for surface acting.  The findings were 

consistent with those from the study by Brotheridge and Lee (2003)  who found that 
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frequency and variety showed a positive relationship with surface acting and deep 

acting, although duration was not related to either. 

2.2.3 Emotional Labor Strategy 

  Emotional labor strategies or emotional management of frontline employees 

is the process or the effort of the emotional refinement of the provider before 

expressing facial expressions, gestures, and conversations while interacting with other 

people, especially with customers.  The fundamental factors associated with emotion 

consist of personal factors including family status, educational background, display 

rules, culture, environment, and situation while service or working. When the feelings 

of the person do not correspond to the situation, emotional management will occur in 

two ways - evocation and suppression. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2  The Related Factors and Elements of Emotional Management 

Source:  Adaptation from the concept of emotional labor (Ashforth & Humphrey, 

1993; Diefendorff & Gosserand, 2003; Hochschild, 1979; Morris & 

Feldman, 1996; Zapf et al., 1999) 
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To comply with the organizational display rules, frontline employees, as 

service providers, have to express their emotions and feelings appropriately while 

performing the task.  Meanwhile personal factors, display rules, and situations 

(Diefendorff & Gosserand, 2 0 0 3 ; Morris & Feldman, 1 9 9 6 )  imply that frontline 

employees need to manipulate their emotional expression during interaction with 

others at work.  In that respect, there are three ( 3)  techniques they can adopt when 

faced with situations requiring emotional management at work which are 1) cognitive 

technique or attempt to change an idea or belief in order to change one's state of 

consciousness 2)  bodily technique or use of body to try to create emotions in the 

direction of the person's needs such as deep breathing to relieve nervousness and 3) 

expressive technique or change of expression to change the inner feeling of persons 

to be in accordance with their expression ( Hochschild, 1 9 7 9 ) .  Nonetheless, when 

feeling of individual does not match the situation, the modified two emotional 

management approaches might come into play namely 1)  emotional stimulation 

(evocation) to induce the desired mood and 2) emotional suspension (suppression) to 

suppress the real feeling emotions (Hochschild, 1979). 

Glomb and Tews ( 2004)  had proposed the conceptualization of emotional 

labor and display rules covering the whole range of effects on both emotions and 

moods. Openness accounts for causally felt emotion that coincides with conformance 

to display rules.  The anticipated conceptualization allows that conforming to display 

rules may encompass expressing proper emotion or not expressing unfitting emotion. 

Genuinely felt displays as well as faked displays and suppression may establish 

emotional labor.  Faking and suppressing may be more taxing than genuinely 

expressing emotions but enclosure of genuine displays in an emotional labor 

framework and consistent operationalization allows for larger exhaustiveness.  

Display rules may often require expressing positive emotions and not express 

negative emotions but such norms may not always be the case and should not be 

assumed, as shown in figure 2.3 
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Figure 2.3  Conceptualization of Emotional Labor  

Source:  Glomb and Tews (2004) 

Figure 2. 3 explained the conceptualization of emotional labor proposed by 

Glomb and Tews ( 2004)  which concentrated mainly on interactive expression and 

non-expression of felt or unfelt emotions in accordance with display rules.  They 

advised that emotional labor was 1) expression of emotions and 2) non-expression of 

emotions, which may or may not be felt, in accordance with display rules. Emotional 

displays may be categorized largely as positive and negative.  The first dimension of 

their framework categorized a display as an appropriate expression of emotion and 

appropriate non-expression of emotion.  The second dimension was a felt range 

demonstrating the expression and non-expression that was consistent with internal 

feeling. The four quadrants in two dimensions characterized display rules. Quadrants 

2 and 3 signified submissions that was inconsistent with felt emotion. In quadrant 2, 

negative emotions were felt, but not expressed (appropriate suppressed display) while 

in quadrant 3, positive emotions were expressed, but not felt ( appropriate faked 

display) .  On the other hand, quadrants 1 and 4 illustrated submission that was 

consistent with felt emotion.  In quadrant 4, positive emotions were both felt and 

expressed (appropriate genuine display) while in quadrant 1, emotion was not felt and 
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not expressed (nothing felt or displayed) .   They suggested that quadrant 1 would be 

exempted from the anticipated measure as it represented absence of both felt and 

expressed emotion, although not expressing unfelt emotion in covenant with display 

rules was theoretically labor according to the proposed definition. 

Many researchers had developed a strategy of emotional labor that was 

divided into three-dimensional (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1 9 9 5 ; Hochschild, 1 9 7 9 ) 

explaining differences in the way people try to manipulate their emotions in three 

folds:  

1)  Surface Acting:  or pretend feeling.  It was the way in which a person 

manipulated his or her expression shown to the society in correspondence to the 

expectation or rule of performance ( Display Rules)  in each situation.  The service 

provider may feel cautious about the rules of the service which was not due to his or 

her own feelings (adjusting observable expressions to mask true feelings and pretend 

to feel a desired emotion). 

2)  Deep Acting:  or adjusted feeling.  It was the process in which a person 

manipulated his or her inner emotions so that the feelings could be reflected in a way 

that was visible in a manner consistent with display rules in each situation. It was the 

way that individual adjusted inner feeling in accordance with external expression. The 

service provider tried to keep normal attitude while trying to hold off emotions, 

dissatisfaction with customers or trying to adjust the mood to appear happy or bright 

while bored or tried (modifying true feelings to feel a desired emotion). 

3)  Genuine Acting:  or expression of true emotions aka non-felt emotion.  It 

was the true emotions of employee who did not manipulate his or her emotion or 

expression in accordance with the rules set by the organization.  

Hochschild ( 2012)  further described the elements of emotions labor as 

monotonous elements that focused on the frequency of emotion that employees must 

express while working to meet the organizational requirement through two scenarios: 

1) Externally Visible Expression which was facial and gesture expression of 

a service provider that can be observed immediately and in accordance with the 

organization. It should also match the feelings in the mind of the employees, such as 
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speaking, greeting customers with a smile, attitude, neatness, and enthusiasm to help 

customers and colleagues. 

2)  Invisible Expression in Mind which was the expressed emotions in the 

minds of employees who could not express their feeling and action to others because 

it would not meet the needs of the organization.  Among some examples would be 

receptionists who needed to serve nagging customers.  Despite their dissatisfaction, 

they would still be obliged to fulfill the duties set by the organization.  The act of 

suppressing and harassing unwanted emotions in this situation was called “active deep 

acting” by (Hochschild, 2012). However, should the employees adjust their emotions 

automatically without feeling bored or annoyed with the customer service, the 

situation would be referred to as “passive deep acting”. 

Others researchers had proposed supplementary terms that conveyed similar 

meanings with this strategy.  For instance,  (Lovell et al. , 2 0 0 9 )  proposed the term 

‘emotional labor strategy’ that included duration, frequency, variety, and intensity of 

emotions displayed as well as performing of unfelt emotions (faking), suppression of 

felt emotions (hiding) and deep acting (displayed emotions also genuinely felt). Chu 

and Murrmann (2006) presented a scale to measure the emotional labor divided into 

four ( 4)  elements that consists of surface acting, deep acting, genuine acting, and 

emotive dissonance.  Kruml ( 1999)  developed a new functional measurement of 

feelings at work and applied it to a wide range of service workers. In their study, the 

two-dimensional variables were use namely 1)  emotive dissonance to depicted an 

inconsistency in expressing feelings or difference between true sense and hypocritical 

feeling.  For example, the staff who smiled when greeted by customers even when 

being previously blamed by supervisor and was not satisfied and 2) emotive effort to 

mean effort of an employee to express their feelings to suit the job properly.  These 

two elements of emotional labor strategy have also been used by many others (Chu et 

al., 2012; Kruml, 1999; Kruml & Geddes, 2000). 

It could be seen earlier that Hochschild had developed emotional labor into 

two strategies, surface acting and deep acting, and further specified the latter into two 

types known as active deep acting and passive deep acting.  Nonetheless, Hsieh, 

Hsieh, and Huang ( 2016)  argued that passive deep acting did not need cognitive 

manipulation of emotion because it described a situation when an employee 
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spontaneously felt the desired emotion or displayed authentic emotions.  But active 

deep acting required cognitive manipulation of inner feelings as well as external 

expressions in order to accomplish role requirements.  

Based on the above conceptual study, it is found that the use of various terms 

by several authors related to emotional labor strategies.  The researcher concluded as 

followings table. 
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Table 2.1 The Conclusion of Word Using for The Emotional Labor Strategies from Various Authors 
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Hochschild (2012) •  •  •           

Brotheridge and Grandey 

(2002) 

•  •            

Brotheridge and Lee (2003) •  •            

Kim (2008) •  •            

Hur et al. (2014) •  •             

Chu and Murrmann (2006)     •  •        

Grandey (2000) •  •            

Diefendorff et al. (2005) •  •   •          

Lovell et al. (2009)  •      •  •      

Kruml (1999)    •  •  •        

Kruml and Geddes (2000)    •  •  •        

Chu et al. (2012)    •  •  •        

Lee and Ok (2012)    •  •  •        

Glomb and Tews (2004)         •  •  •  •  
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From table 2.1 could be seen that many authors had been used various words 

to defined types of emotional labor in the same meanings that explain about the 

consistency and the conflict between emotions and expressions of individual.   In this 

study, researcher consider to use the word ‘surface acting’ and ‘deep acting’ in term 

of emotional labor strategies or types of it.  Thus, this research would cover only 

surface and deep acting, similar to many scholars who have mostly decided that 

emotional labor strategies should be characterized by two forms of emotive i.e. acting 

surface and (active) deep acting (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002 ; Brotheridge & Lee, 

2003; Diefendorff et al., 2005; Grandey, 2000). 

However, the success of the emotional strategy effort is less important than the 

process in which the individuals attempt and pursue to operate their emotions 

(Hochschild, 1979) when trying to manipulate or manage emotions in order to achieve 

the right emotional expression. As mentioned above, two ways strategy of emotional 

labor, surface acting and deep acting, can be understood generally to modifiable 

moods or manipulating expression acting (Grandey, 2000; Kruml & Geddes, 2000). 

The progressions of surface acting and deep acting may be linked to employee stress 

and health as well as organizational well-being (Grandey, 2000) which will result in 

positive or negative effects on the person and their performance. 

To fit job characteristic, employee’ s emotion may be tailored to behave in 

accordance with the rules of an organization known as display rules ( Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1993). In that respect, they must try to inhibit or stimulate their emotions 

using some process to manage their mentality to change their temper in order to 

encounter the needs of the organization ( Zapf et al. , 2 0 0 1 )  and plan to control 

emotions appropriately with interpersonal communication (Morris & Feldman, 1996). 

Therefore, for frontline employees in hotel who have to always interact with 

customer, as per characteristic of their work, it is very important to express their 

emotion, especially for the service.  

Understanding emotional regulation changes as organizational determinants 

and situational factors has become more influential as the notion allows employees to 

make greater efforts to properly control and monitor their emotions at work.  Besides, 

organizations desirous of their employees to express their emotions about the job 

properly need to create desired emotional requirements.  Therefore, the organizations 
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or entrepreneurs should focus on selection process, staffing, service provision, 

training, supervision and monitoring of employees’ performance and compensation in 

addition to considered satisfaction of service recipients.  Also, the experience and 

skills of the practice will increase the confidence that they can express emotions 

needed to be expressed (Diefendorff & Gosserand, 2003). The organization's emotion 

display rules should subsidize the emotional labor progression.  The emotion 

regulation literature, integrated with the emotional labor theories, has provided the 

presence of various accomplishment emotion management in work (Grandey, 2000).  

In conclusion, the concept of emotional labor studies concerns how frontline 

employees manage their emotions as part of their job demands (Hochschild, 2012). 

This involves a process of regulating both feelings and expressions according to 

organizational goals required by organizational display rules irrespective of felt 

emotions; hence, the use of emotion regulation strategies at work by employees 

(Diefendorff et al., 2005; Grandey, 2000). This scenario mostly happens to hotel 

frontline employees as they are service employees who have direct interaction with 

customers both face-to-face and voice-to-voice to fulfill their needs (Hochschild, 

2012). At the same time, they must make truthful exertions to experience and display 

appropriate emotions and obey the organization’s emotional display rules (Chen et al., 

2018; Johnson & Spector, 2007). As frontline employees act as a contact point 

between customers and the organization, they are viewed as a source of service 

differentiation or competitive advantage for companies (Tsaur & Tang, 2013).   

 Employees tend to regulate their emotional displays as hotel frontline service 

providers usually resulting in two types of emotional labor behaviors depending on 

the efforts and methods used to modify their emotion-feeling rules and display rules. 

Most studies have focused on two strategies of emotional labor generally used by 

employees to manipulate their emotional displays at work (Brotheridge & Grandey, 

2002; Brotheridge & Lee, 2003; Diefendorff et al., 2005; Grandey, 2000; Hochschild, 

2012).  First, surface acting or ‘acting in bad faith’ refers to suppressing true felt 

emotions and manipulate to express desired emotions. The way in which an individual 

manipulates his or her expression is shown to the society in response to the 

expectation or rule of performance (Display Rules) in each situation. Frontline 

employees may feel cautious about the rules of the service which is not due to his or 
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her feelings (adjusting observable expressions to mask true feelings and pretend to 

feel the desired emotion). Last, deep acting or ‘acting in good faith’ refers to truly 

desired emotions and efforts to experience desired emotions that lead to an ordinary 

display. In this process an individual manipulates his or her inner emotions so that 

feelings could be reflected in a way that is visible in a manner consistent with display 

rules in each situation. In this way that personal adjusted inner sense follows an 

external expression. The service provider endeavors to maintain a general attitude 

while holding off emotions, dissatisfaction with customers or trying to change the 

mood to appear happy or bright while bored or tired (modifying true feelings to feel 

the desired emotion). Individuals who express emotions that contradict their real 

feelings and emotions could face conflict and dissatisfaction (Ashforth & Humphrey, 

1993; Grandey, 2000; Hochschild, 2012; Morris & Feldman, 1996; Wharton, 1993). 

The increase in the inclination to put an effort into surface acting should eventually 

result in more energy depletion (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Brotheridge & Lee, 

2003). When employees engage in surface acting, actual and desired emotions need to 

be adjusted, and individuals need to invest continuous efforts to change their 

emotional expression (Grandey, 2003; Martínez-Iñigo, Totterdell, Alcover, & 

Holman, 2007). It could be seen as the reason that surface acting makes them feel 

drained and exhausted (Coté, 2005; Yagil & Medler-Liraz, 2017). 

There are many studies of emotional labor measurement scale from several 

authors. For example, in 1997, Morris and Feldman had developed the emotional 

labor scale that measures the samples from diverse occupations likely to engage in 

differing levels and forms of emotional labor by frequency, duration, emotional 

dissonance, and interactive display. Their scale was used and further developed by 

Brotheridge and Lee (1998) in the study of “the dimensionality of emotional labor; 

development of an emotional labor scale.” This scale also used and developed by 

Tews and Glomb (2000) in their research of “the feelings at work scale; theoretical 

basis, development of the instrument, and preliminary validity testing.” In 2000, the 

study of Kruml and Geddes empirically identified the dimensions and initiated the 

development of a measure of emotional labor of a broad sample of service workers. 

Analysis revealed two dimensions of emotional labor: emotive effort, and emotive 

dissonance. Their scale was used and validated by Chu and Murrmann (2006). 
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Besides, the scales of emotional labor were also developed by various authors as 

concluded in the following table.  

Table 2.2  The Conclusion of the Emotional Labor Scale Measurement 

Authors  Scale of Measurement Used in the Studies of 

Adelmann (1995) 1. Frequency 

2. Duration 

Adelmann (1995) 

Morris and Feldman 

(1997)  

9 Items of 

1. Frequency 

2. Duration 

3. Emotional 

dissonance 

4. Interaction 

Display  

Morris and Feldman (1997) 

Brotheridge and Lee (1998) 

Tews and Glomb (2000) 

Brotheridge and  Lee 

(1998) 

15 Items of 

1. Diversity 

2. Intensity 

3. Frequency 

4. Duration 

5. Display rules   

6. Surface Acting 

7. Deep Acting   

Brotheridge and  Lee 

(1998) 

Brotheridge and  Lee 

(2003)   

Tews and Glomb (2000) 

Brotheridge and Grandey 

(2002) 

Diefendorff et al. (2005) 14 Items of 

1. Surface Acting 

2. Deep Acting 

3. Expression of  

Naturally Felt 

Emotions 

Diefendorff et al. (2005) 

Cukur (2009) 

Lam and Chen (2012) 

Chen et al. (2012) 

  

 

Kruml and Geddes (2000) 6 Items of 

1. Emotional 

Dissonance 

2. Emotive Effort 

Kruml and Geddes (2000) 

Chu and Murrmann (2006) 
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Table 2.2 (Continued) 

Authors  Scale of Measurement Used in the Studies of 

Brotheridge and  

Lee (2003) 

15 Items of  

1. Diversity 

2. Intensity 

3. Frequency 

4. Duration 

5. Surface Acting 

6. Deep Acting   

Brotheridge and  Lee (2003) 

Grandey (2003) 

Kiffin-Petersen, Jordan, and 

Soutar (2011) 

Kim (2008) 

Grandey, Fisk, and Steiner 

(2005) 

Picardo, López-Fernández, 

and Hervás (2013) 

Mitchell (2015) 

 Chu and 

Murrmann (2006) 

20 Items of 

1. Surface Acting   

2. Deep Acting 

3. Genuine Acting 

4. Emotive Dissonance   

Chu et al. (2012) 

Gursoy, Boylu, and Avci 

(2011) 

 

 

Brotheridge and  Lee (2003) had developed and validated of the emotional 

labor Scale (ELS) that measures six facets of emotional display in the workplace, 

including the frequency, intensity, and variety of emotional display, the duration of 

interaction, and surface and deep acting.  Chu and Murrmann (2006) had developed 

the hospitality emotional labor scale (HELS) for assessing employees' perception of 

emotional labor in hospitality organizations. Several researchers used these sets of 

scales. The emotional labor strategies of mostly characterized by two forms of 

emotive e.g., acting surface and (active) deep acting (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002 ; 

Brotheridge & Lee, 2003; Diefendorff et al., 2005; Grandey, 2000) for service worker 

who have high level of interaction with customer.  In this study, the researcher 

considers to use the emotional labor scale measurement synchronized from 

Brotheridge and  Lee (2003), and Chu and Murrmann (2006) because it is suitable for 

research context for frontline hotel employees and contemporary and widely used for 

service interaction work-related for frontline employees in hospitality industry.  
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 The Effects of Emotional Labor on Burnout   

2.3.1 Burnout 

Burnout is signs of individual or employee who are unreliable and tired of a 

long-time job leading to fatigue from excessive use of energy and thought.  Burnout 

symptoms vary according to individuals and usually occur about a year after 

beginning work with a given organization (Freudenberger, 1974). It is a condition of 

emotional exhaustion and cynicism that occurs frequently among individuals who do 

‘ people-work’  of some kinds.  A key aspect of the burnout syndrome is increased 

feelings of emotional exhaustion (Maslach & Jackson, 1 9 8 1 ) . Pines, Aronson, and 

Kafry (1981) noted that burnout is a concept of the phenomenon of increased feelings 

of emotional exhaustion and a nature of the negative development of attitudes and 

feelings of the person towards the recipient.  They described a concept of burnout as 

two phenomena happened with employees namely 1)  the increase of emotional 

exhaustion and 2)  the growth of negative attitudes and feelings towards the service 

recipient. Individuals also tend to evaluate their own work in a negative way. Burnout 

is the result of a repeated emotional pressure due to individuals’  extended work as a 

service provider rather than a service recipient. It causes a person to have physical and 

emotional exhaustion, self-helplessness, hopelessness, lack of attention, and lack of 

enthusiasm for work and life. 

An intensity of burnout is divided into three levels:  high, middle and low  

(Maslach, Jackson, Leiter, Schaufeli, & Schwab, 1986). It was accordingly suggested 

that 1)  persons with high burnout level would also have high emotional exhaustion 

and depersonalization level and low personal accomplishment level while 2) persons 

with middle burnout levels would experience middle level of emotional exhaustion, 

depersonalization and personal accomplishment and 3) persons with low burnout level 

would have low emotional exhaustion and depersonalization level and high personal 

accomplishment level. The entire three symptoms and level of burnout characteristics 

would not occur within an individual simultaneously but with some being more 

pronounced than the others.  Likewise, the degree of symptoms severity also varies. 

Burnout is a state of feeling for such symptoms rather than feeling frustrated or 

burnout decisively in any manner. 
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Burnout intensifies depression (Shani & Pizam, 2 0 0 9 ) , upsurges healthcare 

expenses and leads to considerable loss of workdays each year ( Gabriel & 

Liimatainen, 2 0 0 0 ) .  Cause of burnout is a development of loss of mind, lack of 

energy, and less work goals.  These are consequences of working conditions such as 

lack of education or training, overwhelming amount of work, long working hours, low 

salaries and returns, and strict corporate policy. Eventually, there is a gap between the 

desired purpose of persons and the reality that occurs (Aguilera & Messick, 1 9 7 4 ) . 

Burnout is linked to work stress as psychological fatigue condition because it cannot 

eliminate or reduce stress from work.  This results in decreased energy accumulation 

in the body, lowered immunity, more dissatisfaction with work and pessimism, 

increased work absences, and ineffective work (Veninga & Spradley, 1981). 

Employees with symptom of emotional exhaust such burnout would detach 

themselves from customers to avoid emotional participation and may lose their sense 

of job obligation.  In that respect, they would not gain acknowledgement from 

customers and colleagues, hence, negative self-perception and low job satisfaction 

( Lee & Ok, 2 0 1 2 )  When burnout symptom occurs, individual will experience a 

feeling of emotional exhaustion, unworthy of being human and reduced work success. 

The aforementioned are consequences of chronic stress caused by interactions 

between service providers and service recipients. When happens, a person would feel 

negatively towards clients and colleagues such as feeling of discouragement, fatigue, 

unhuman service, negative feeling to the job ( feeling of self-worthlessness) , and no 

pride in work.  All of which could affect job dissatisfaction ( Maslach, 1 9 8 6 ) . 

Moreover, burnout is spreadable from one individual to others and across organization 

which could lead to unwanted outcomes from work-related strain, burnout caused job 

performance, job dissatisfaction, lower organizational commitment, and increased 

absenteeism and turnover intentions (Deery, 2008; Lee & Ashforth, 1996; Low et al., 

2001).  

 Most job-related emotions have been proposed and studied to understand the 

impact of emotions on people and the organization as well as their significances. 

Though individuals have to comply with the requirements of the workplace to express 

emotion while working, the regulations and requirements could be detrimental 

causing burnout and increased dissatisfaction (Hochschild, 2012). The performance is 
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negatively related to the size and duration of the conflict between emotional 

expression and expression rule, therefore, emotional management is useful to the 

organization.  Furthermore, demonstrating emotional in an organized method is 

beneficial to individuals’  performance ( Grandey, 2000)  as it implies their ability to 

meet job requirements. Yet such action could be disadvantageous to the individuals. 

 In summary, burnout constitutes the signs of an individual or employee who is 

unreliable and tired of a long-time job leading to fatigue from excessive use of energy 

and thought. Burnout symptoms vary according to individuals and usually occur about 

one year after beginning work with a given organization (Freudenberger, 1974). 

Symptoms of burnout were clarified as first, emotional exhaustion or exhaustion, 

frustration, and stress from work which when experienced over a long period of time 

would lead to bitterness and unsuccessful work; second, depersonalization or an 

impairment of relationships with bad attitude to others, an indifferent and uncaring 

behavior of the person concerned, paranoid and pessimistic views towards others and  

third, a lack of personal accomplishment or feeling of unsuccessfulness and 

incompetence at work. It can involve the inability to motivate the people involved to 

achieve their expectations, and the inability to meet the expectations of the service 

recipients (Maslach & Jackson, 1981). Burnout conveys the meaning of negative 

feeling from prolonged unresolved emotional stress. People with burnout have loss of 

intention and enthusiasm for work, characterized by symptoms such as 1)  emotional 

exhaustion, fatigue, as well as frustration and stress; 2)  the impairment of 

relationships with bad attitude to others, indifference and uncaring behavior of the 

person concerned, paranoid and looking at other person with pessimism; and 3) 

feeling of failure in their work, incompetence, and inability to get people involved in 

their expectations.  

Symptoms of burnout were clarified by Maslach and Jackson ( 1981)  as 1) 

emotional exhaustion or exhaustion, frustration, and stressed from work which if 

experienced over a long period of time would lead to bitterness and unsuccessful 

work; 2)  depersonalization or an impairment of relationships with bad attitude to 

others, an indifferent and uncaring behavior of the person concerned, paranoid and 

pessimistic view towards others; and 3) lack of personal accomplishment or feeling 
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of unsuccessfulness and incompetence at work, inability to get the people involved to 

their expectations, and inability to meet the expectations of the service recipients. 

In 1981, Maslach and Jackson who studied for the measurement of 

experienced burnout had purposed the indicators for to measure hypothesized aspects 

of burnout syndrome which is called Maslach Burnout Inventory ( MBI) to assess 

various aspects of the burnout syndrome was administered to a wide range of human 

services professionals. Three subscales consist of emotional exhaustion, 

depersonalization, and personal accomplishment. This scale was used to measure in 

many studies as followings table. 
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Table 2.3  The Conclusion in the Studies Using Maslach Burnout Inventory  

Author Scale Measurement/ Factors Used in The Studies of 

 

Maslach and 

Jackson 

(1981) 

 

22 items of  

1. Emotional Exhaustion 

2. Depersonalization 

3. Personal 

Accomplishment  

 

Maslach and Jackson (1981) 

Brookings, Bolton, Brown, and 

McEvoy (1985) 

Maslach, Jackson, and Leiter 

(1986) 

Leiter and Maslach (1988) 

Kahill (1988) 

Wolpin, Burke, and Greenglass 

(1991) 

Friedman (1993) 

Kalliath, O'Driscoll, Gillespie, and 

Bluedorn (2000) 

Schutte, Toppinen, Kalimo, and 

Schaufeli (2000) 

Maslach, Schaufeli, and Leiter 

(2001) 

Schaufeli, Salanova, González-

Romá, and Bakker (2002) 

Richardsen and Martinussen 

(2004) 

Schaufeli and Taris (2005) 

Piko (2006) 

Poghosyan, Aiken, and Sloane 

(2009) 

Kiffin-Petersen et al. (2011) 

Yang (2010) 
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2.3.2 The Relationship between Emotional Labor and Burnout 

From previous studies, surface acting is one element of emotional labor’ s 

strategies seen as self-overwhelming strategy aimed at controlling emotional displays 

(Chau, Dahling, Levy, & Diefendorff, 2009). When employees fake their emotions in 

order to satisfy organizations’  expectations, a degree of role conflict would come 

across.  Consequently, employee may experience emotional dissonance by reason of 

the emotional conflict (Parajon, 2011), this situation may lead to negative impact on 

personal and organizational levels.  Hochschild (2012) reported that emotional labor 

was linked to substance abuse, headaches, absenteeism, and sexual dysfunction.  It 

was also linked to negatively impact to organization such as lower job satisfaction, 

job commitment, and job performance (Diefendorff & Richard, 2003) and could lead 

to reduced sense of personal accomplishment (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1 9 9 3 ) . This 

symptom can be seen by self-imposed isolation of individuals which might generate 

guiltiness and dissatisfaction with work efforts (Hochschild, 2012).  

Frontline employees who repeatedly suppress their true emotions in order to 

follow an organization’s display rules tend to suffer from a continuing inconsistency 

between their inner feelings and outward expressions ( Grandey, 2000) .  This 

emotional incongruity leads to emotional distress and job stress that in turn causes 

burnout and job dissatisfaction (Zapf, 2002). Thus, the demand of emotional labor can 

lead to some negative effects on employees such as burnout, job stress, job retention, 

job dissatisfaction, poor quality service, and negative customer retention, among other 

undesirable outcomes.Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) , Grandey (2000) , Hochschild 

(2012), Morris and Feldman (1996), and Wharton (1993)  claimed that the impact of 

emotional labor depended on the consistency of the person's emotions and goals in 

personal goal hierarchy.  In other word, individuals who express their emotions in 

accordance with their personal goal hierarchy would have a feeling of reality and get 

benefits from work.  However, individuals who express emotions that contradict 

personal goal hierarchy could face with conflict and dissatisfaction.  This is because 

despite the value placed on self- emotions, they still could not express them to prevent 

conflict with work expectations.  The negative effects of emotion at work may come 

from long or drawn out conflict between emotional expression and emotion.  Should 
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the conflict continue over a period of time, it could lead to burnout ( Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1993; Wharton, 1993)  that could cause stress, mental and psychological 

fatigue ( Muldary, 1 9 8 3 ) , emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and lack of 

personal accomplishment (Maslach & Jackson, 1981).  

There is support for the relationship of emotional exhaustion to managing 

emotions at work.  Surface acting was related to emotional exhaustion beyond deep 

acting and dissonance (Brotheridge & Lee, 1 9 9 8 ). It was found that surface acting, 

one element of emotion labor, was positively related to burnout whereas another, deep 

acting, negatively related to burnout ( Chen et al. , 2 0 1 2 ) .  Their findings were 

agreeable with those of Chu ( 2002)  who noted that surface acting ( high emotive 

dissonance)  and deep acting ( emotive effort)  associate negatively with emotional 

exhaustion (one symptom of burnout). Yet, genuine acting (low emotive dissonance) 

was found to associate positively with emotional exhaustion.  Brotheridge and 

Grandey ( 2002)  found that surface acting was the most significant predictor of one 

symptom of burnout, which is depersonalization. The more employees reported faking 

their emotional expressions at work, the more they reported self-isolation from clients 

and treating them as objects. In addition, surface acting leads to lower job satisfaction 

(Lam & Chen, 2012). Hochschild (2012) stated that employees may use the way to 

distancing themselves from the stress of the emotional expenditure by try to made a 

less or detached interaction with customer in order to reduce their emotion producing 

reactions.   Likewise, if an employee feels that meeting emotion demands at work 

requires highly effort and feels detached from customers, they may feel a lowered 

sense of personal accomplishment (Grandey, 2000). In the study of  Goodwin, Groth, 

and Frenkel (20 1 1 ) , they found a relationship between surface acting and employee 

turnover and emotional exhaustion.  Surface acting was also correlated with negative 

work-related outcome such as lowered job satisfaction, burnout, turnover intentions, 

and decreased work performance ( Fay, 2011) .  Moreover, surface acting positively 

associated with work withdrawal while negatively affected this relationship (Scott & 

Barnes, 2011).  Grandey (2003) and  Judge, Woolf, and Hurst (2009) found that the 

use of surface acting led to harmful well-being outcomes and linked to lower job 

satisfaction, higher levels of burnout, and intentions to leave the organization. These 

kinds of employees’  behaviors were also said to have adverse effect on the 
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organization in terms of loss of valuable personnel due to high level of turnover 

intention (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Morris & Feldman, 1997). 

In sum, surface acting is one element of emotional labor’s strategies seen as a 

self-overwhelming strategy aimed at controlling emotional displays (Chau, Dahling, 

Levy, & Diefendorff, 2009). Employees who express emotions that contradict their 

real feelings and emotions could face conflict and dissatisfaction (Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1993; Grandey, 2000; Hochschild, 2012; Morris & Feldman, 1996; 

Wharton, 1993). The increase in the inclination to put an effort into surface acting 

should eventually result in more energy depletion (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; 

Brotheridge & Lee, 2003). When employees engage in surface acting, actual and 

desired emotions need to be adjusted, and individuals need to invest continuous 

efforts to change their emotional expression (Grandey, 2003). It could be seen as the 

reason that surface acting makes them feel drained and exhausted (Coté, 2005; Yagil 

& Medler-Liraz, 2017). Surface acting has been linked to substance abuse, headaches, 

absenteeism and sexual dysfunction (Hochschild, 2012). This was also linked to 

negative impacts to the organization such as lower job satisfaction (Lam & Chen, 

2012), job commitment and job performance (Diefendorff & Richard, 2003) and 

could lead to a reduced sense of personal accomplishment (Ashforth & Humphrey, 

1993). Surface acting was negatively related to job satisfaction (Brotheridge & 

Grandey, 2002; Chen et al., 2012; Chu, 2002). Surface acting was related to emotional 

exhaustion beyond deep acting and dissonance (Brotheridge & Lee, 1998) and was 

positively related to burnout (Chen et al., 2012). Surface acting was also correlated 

with negative work-related outcomes (Scott & Barnes, 2011), decreased work 

performance (Fay, 2011) and higher levels of burnout (Grandey, 2003; Judge, Woolf, 

& Hurst, 2009).  

With deep acting, another strategy of emotional labor, the employee truly 

experiences the expressed positive emotions, consequently, the correspondence 

between feelings and emotional displays decreases the experience of negative emotion 

(Johnson & Spector, 2007). Many studies have found that deep acting subsidized a 

greater sense of individual effectiveness at work.  When employees make an effort to 

feel the required emotions, they feel an emotional congruence between true feelings 

and emotional display; hence, increasing their personal accomplishment and job 
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satisfaction (Grandey, 2000; Lee & Ok, 2012; Zapf, 2002) as only honest expressions 

could have positive outcomes for employees. Furthermore, both the frequency of 

interactions and display rules to show positive emotions were shown to be related to a 

heightened sense of personal accomplishment (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993). Thus, 

deep acting was negatively related to emotional dissonance (Parajon, 2011), and 

burnout (Chen et al., 2012). 

By reviewing the concepts and the studies mentioned above, the researcher 

concluded the following relationship hypotheses between emotional labor (surface 

acting and deep acting) and burnout: 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4   Effect of Emotional Labor on Burnout 

 

H1a: Surface acting is positively related to burnout. 

H1b: Deep acting is negatively related to burnout. 

 

 The Effects of Emotional Labor on Job Satisfaction 

2.4.1 Job Satisfaction  

Job satisfaction defined as person’s attitude towards work (Vecchio, 2005). It 

is an optimistic emotional state coming from an individual’ s subjective experience 

with his/her job (Locke, 1976) . It is also a positive attitude towards their job which 

help to make persons feel not withdraw or escape from work (Chiramanee, 1991). It 
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can be described as a series of feelings of appreciation and admiration for employees 

on the job (Davis & Newstrom, 2014).  Muangman and Suwan (1996) stated that job 

satisfaction is a condition of satisfaction or positive emotional resulted from an 

evaluation of each people toward his or her work experience.  The sense of job 

depends on the job and the person's needs, both physically and mentally.  It is an 

important part of a person's survival or personal fulfillment.   French and Saward 

(1975) stated that job satisfaction could be an indicator of individuals’ attitudes with 

their jobs.  It reflects the degree to which a person’s wants, needs, or expectations are 

met at work ( Cranny, Smith, & Stone, 1992) .  Job satisfaction is the feeling of 

happiness a person received from work and reward. It is the satisfaction that makes a 

person enthusiastic, committed to work, as well as boosting their morale 

(Wonganutrararoj, 1 99 2).  Spector (19 96 ) defined job satisfaction as the extent to 

which people like their jobs. Vecchio (2005) described the concept of job satisfaction 

as a tendency of thought, feelings, and practices, altogether as attitude towards the 

job.  A level of job satisfaction is influenced by experience, especially stressful 

experiences.  Greenberg and Baron (2008) said that most people can tell whether they 

are feeling good or bad about the job and have faith in their job. The word is formally 

called "job satisfaction" referring to individual's attitude towards work and including 

cognitive, affective, and job retaliation.  Furthermore, the expectations toward work 

can strongly influence interpretation and evaluation of work-related experiences of 

individual. 

Job satisfaction plays an important role in the ability of an organization to 

attract and retain good employees on which the organization's survival depends 

greatly.  Organizations that do not appropriately comply with staff will encounter 

difficulty in attracting the best people to attend. Low job satisfaction is correlated with 

attendance rates, lack of union work and complaints.  These issues cause enormous 

costs or expenses and disruptions to operations.  Modern managers have 

acknowledged that job satisfaction should be measured in human dimension as well as 

ROI ( Return on Investment) , market share, after-tax profit and other conventional 

dimensions.  There are various reasons supporting the need to care for employee 

satisfaction and the most likely of which is morals. Based on the notion that work is 

needed and most adults in a workplace must work, it can be said that employers have 
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a moral obligation to create work experience in return for employees’  satisfaction 

(Vecchio, 2005). 

Job satisfaction is a last outcome of various possible outcomes of employees’ 

job behavior that is valued and influenced by beliefs and attitudes, as well as motives 

and behaviors. Job satisfaction of employees is of primary focus for any organization 

as it can result in absenteeism, access to work, complaints, accidents, health, readiness 

to training and productivity (Albanese & Van Fleet, 1983).  

In some circumstances, employees would face with great work-related 

demands requiring their response. Such demand could cause stress that can lead to job 

dissatisfaction.  However, some proper responds could reduce or exhaust the said 

stress resulting in an eventual job satisfaction.  Thus, if organization can heighten a 

level of their employees’ job satisfaction that could help to reduce the stress at work 

(Morse, 1953). The obvious symptom of organizational decline is a low level of job 

satisfaction among its employees.  The worse pattern is strike, slow job-taking, 

absenteeism, and turnover. Low job satisfaction costs are large in size or quantity, on 

the other hand, high job satisfaction is a requirement of management because it means 

positive and good representation of corporate governance (Davis & Newstrom, 2014). 

Thus, job satisfaction is vital to the welfare of the organization and its employees. 

Many researchers have described job satisfaction as a combination of 

employee attitudes that involve work in two ways: 1) facet satisfaction or a tendency 

for employees to like and dislike something in the job, such as “I Like the job, but not 

like the supervisor”  or “ Here, hire is poor, but good colleagues. ” ; 2)  overall 

satisfaction such as “overall, I like the job, but something has to be improved” . The 

employee may respond to the same level of satisfaction (overall satisfaction)  but for 

different reasons ( facet satisfaction)  ( Johns & Saks, 2 0 0 1 ) .  Davis and Newstrom 

( 1989)  asserted that there was a difference between the three elements of an 

employee's feeling attitude, namely, 1) job satisfaction, which is a feeling of pleasure 

or pain (“ I like to work a lot”) ; 2)  concrete idea (“my job is complicated”) ; and 3) 

intentional behavior (“ I intend to quit this job within 3 months” ) . When integrating 

the three parts of attitudes together, it will help managers or administrators to 

understand the employee's reaction to the job, and it can predict employee behavior in 

the future. 
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Herzberg ( 1966)  stated that job satisfaction derived from higher levels of 

satisfaction such as motivator needs being responded to while job dissatisfaction 

caused by lower satisfaction (primary satisfaction) due to the fact that hygiene needs 

factors not being met. 

 

 

Figure 2.5   Herzberg’s Two Factors Theory   

Source:  Baron and Greenberg (1990) 

 

 Herzberg’ s two factors theory provides an explanation for the relationship 

between burnout and job satisfaction.  According to Herzberg’ s theory, when 

employees are burned out, they may experience lower job satisfaction.  Lee and Ok 

(2012) stated that achievement, recognition, and responsibility were principal sources 

of job satisfaction.  Employees with symptom of emotional exhaust would detach 

themselves from customers to avoid emotional participation and may lose their sense 

of job obligation.  In that respect, they would not gain acknowledgement from 

customers and colleagues, hence, negative self-perception and low job satisfaction. 

Employee can be satisfied and dissatisfied at the same time. If the organization 

responded only to hygiene needs, the effort could eliminate dissatisfaction yet could 

not motivate employees. Organizations must also be responsive to motivators needs as 
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it will result in better performance due to job satisfaction of the employee (Herzberg, 

1966). For example, despite an interesting and challenging job, an employee may be 

dissatisfied with the job if the hygiene needs, such as low job stability, have not been 

responded to.  Therefore, the organizations need to consider the ways to apply these 

two elements in order to optimize positive outcomes. 

In conclusion, job satisfaction is the condition of a person's good 

determination or attitude toward their work. Positive approaches of a person by both 

physical and mental fulfillments will make him/her satisfied when accomplishes the 

objective of the organization. It is the appearance that expresses a sense of work and 

can be measured by the difference between expected and actual returns.  If the actual 

return is greater than or equals to the expected return, the person will satisfy with 

work, and vice versa. The person or service provider will evaluate the return in forms 

of compensation, work progress, job description, and quality of work life.  If the 

evaluation of what they have earned from working over task they dedicated to do was 

high, then job satisfaction would arise.  Consequently, they would be more dedicated 

to their work and continue to improve quality of their service.  Thus, corporate job 

satisfaction management is critical to organizational success and should be enhanced 

via incentive to work towards satisfying customers or clients. 

Job satisfaction is normally measured by multiple dimensions and perspectives 

such as relative attitudes.   Locke ( 1976)  had purposed the factors influencing job 

satisfaction such as scope of work, working, earning, promotion opportunities, 

reputation, social rights, working rights, inspection, colleagues, and entity and 

management.  Porteous (1997)stated the variables affecting job satisfaction into two 

groups, that is:  individual factors ( age, gender, marital status, race and education 

level)  and work-related factors.   Khaleque and Rahman ( 1987)  claimed that the 

characteristic of job satisfaction consists of co-worker, hour, work environment, 

recognition, security, desired job, autonomy, benefits, promotion, and supervision. 

While  Scarpello and Campbell ( 1983)  explained the factors of job satisfaction as 

nature of work, control over work, quality of physician environment, supervisor, co-

worker, and job reward. 

 Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969) explained five facades of their instrument to 

measure job satisfaction which were 1) nature of work 2) relationship with coworkers 
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3) supervision 4) present pay and 5) opportunities for promotion, the details of which 

are as follows:  

1)  Nature of Work.   Robbins ( 2001)  stated that the work itself was 

stimulating tasks provided to the individuals as well as chance for knowledge, 

personal development, and opportunity to be accountable and responsible for 

outcomes.  Nature of work performed by employees had significant effect on their 

level of job satisfaction (Luthans, Luthans, & Luthans, 2015; Rast & Tourani, 2012). 

2) Relationship with Coworkers. Relationship among colleagues influenced 

the outcomes of workplace as it increased job satisfaction, job involvement and 

organizational commitment while decreased employees’  intention to leave an 

organization (Rast & Tourani, 2012). Constructive relationship between co-workers 

expanded the rate of job satisfaction ( Riordan & Griffeth, 1 9 9 5 ) .  In the study of,  

Markiewicz, Devine, and Kausilas ( 2000) , they found that quality friendly 

relationship was related to job satisfaction and career success among employees. 

Furthermore, quality of close male friendships was more associated with career 

success and job satisfaction than quality of close female friendships.  

3)  Supervision.  Supervisor played a vital role with employees’  job 

satisfaction aided by his/ her competence when giving advice in both emotional and 

technical fields along with direction of employees’  task (Robbins, 2001) . Generally, 

the employees would be satisfied with their job if they were satisfied with their 

supervisors while employee-centered supervisors would show interest in listening to 

the employees’ opinions which would in turn increase the level of employees’  job 

satisfaction (Rast & Tourani, 2012). 

4) Present Pay. Most employees were looking for fair payment, certainty and 

association with their prospects.  Satisfaction at work would be achieved if the 

payment was reasonable, equivalent with job demands, individuals’  skill level and 

public payment standards (Robbins, 2001) as well as cost of living. 

5) Opportunities for Promotion. Job satisfaction among employees related to 

promotional chance would rely on equality of opportunity. Generally, job satisfaction 

would be experienced when individual could expect good future job opportunities 

( Drafke & Kossen, 1 9 9 8 ) .  Therefore, the positive relationship between job 
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satisfaction and the promotion relied on employees supposed equality ( Rast & 

Tourani, 2012). 

 George and Jones ( 2012)  defined job satisfaction as a collection of feelings 

and beliefs that people have about their current jobs. They claimed that there are four 

factors influence job satisfaction as follows: 

1)  Personality.  Personality effects to the enduring ways a person has of 

thinking, feeling and behaving, influences the extent to which feelings and thoughts 

about the job are negative or positive.  Personality affects perception of person to 

thinks and feels about his/her job or job satisfaction. 

2)  Values.  Values are reflecting employees’  convictions about the outcomes 

that job should lead to and how one should behave at workplace. It was divided to 1) 

intrinsic work values that related to the nature of the job and 2) extrinsic work values 

that valued to the consequences of the job. For example, if a person has extrinsic work 

values he/she likely appreciates the money more than the content of the job.   

3) Work situation. Work situation means the work itself, working conditions, 

and all other aspects of the job and the employing organization. It represents the tasks 

a person performs, the surroundings in which a person works, the people a jobholder 

interacts with, and the way the organization treats the employee.   

4) Social influence.  Social influence could influence both groups and 

individuals’  attitude and behavior.  It comes from co-workers, groups that a person 

belongs to, or from a culture.   

In 1967, Weiss, Dawis, England, and Lofquist developed the Minnesota 

Questionnaire (MSQ) (Weiss, Dawis, England, & Lofquist, 1967). MSQ is a broadly 

recognized, accepted, and trusted scale that highlights important components and has 

been used to measure job satisfaction with three dimensions as follows. 

1) Intrinsic satisfaction which contain activity, independence, variety, social 

status, moral values, job security, social service, responsibility, ability utilization, 

creativity, authority, and achievement scopes.  

2) Extrinsic satisfaction consists of supervision-human relations, supervision-

technical, company policy, compensation, career progress, and recognition scopes.  
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3)  General satisfaction is the sum of the intrinsic and extrinsic satisfaction 

dimensions and two additional dimensions including working conditions and co-

worker scopes.  

In sum, Job satisfaction is determined by individuals’ attitude toward the job 

that encourages positive and pleasing emotional states when positive job values are 

promoted (Cheng & Yi, 2018; Locke, 1976). It comprises the condition of 

individuals’ proper determination or attitude toward their work. Positive approaches 

of individuals by both physical and mental fulfillment will make them satisfied when 

they accomplish the objectives of the organization. Job satisfaction is important for 

employees as a good working life responds to the needs of employees and positively 

affects their quality of life. This is also crucial for the business because it affects 

productivity, performance, profits and many other outputs (Çelik, Dedeoğlu, & Inanir, 

2015). Job satisfaction is typically measured by multiple dimensions and perspectives 

such as relative attitudes. Among the factors influencing job satisfaction are the scope 

of work, working environment, earnings, promotion opportunities, reputation, social 

rights, working rights, inspection, colleagues, entity and management (Locke, 1976). 

The variables affecting job satisfaction can be categorized in two groups, namely, 

individual factors (age, gender, marital status, race, and education level) and work-

related factors (Porteous, 1997).  Generally, job satisfaction would be experienced 

when the individual could expect good future job opportunities (Drafke & Kossen, 

1998).  

From above-review can be analyzed that several authors used several 

characteristics to described factors of job satisfaction and researcher has concluded in 

table 2.4 below.  
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Table 2.4  The Conclusion of Factors Affects Job Satisfaction by Various Authors 

 The Characteristics/ Factors of Job Satisfaction 
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Weiss et al. (1967) •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •      •  •  •  •  •  •  •  

Markiewicz et al. (2000) •  •  •  •  •                

 Smith et al.  (1969) •  •  •  •  •                

Rast and Tourani (2012) •  •  •  •  •                

Luthans et al. (2015) •  •  •  •  •                

Vecchio (2005) •  •  •  •  •                

Robbins (2001) •  •  •  •  •                

Locke (1979) •  •  •  •  •    •  •  •  •          

George and Jones (2012) •  •           •  •           

Khaleque and Rahman (1987) •  •  •      •       •  •  •     

Scarpello and Campbell (1983) •  •  •  •                •  •  
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Table 2.5  The Conclusion in the Studies that used the Minnesota Questionnaire   

Author Scale Measurement/ Factors Used in The Studies of 

Weiss et al. 

(1967) 

20 Items of  

Activity 

Independence 

Variety 

Social Status 

Moral Values 

Job Security 

Social Service 

Responsibility 

Ability Utilization 

Creativity 

Authority 

Achievement 

Supervision 

Company Policy 

Compensation 

Career progress 

Recognition 

Working Conditions 

Co-workers 

 

 

Ghiselli, La Lopa, and Bai 

(2001) 

Hancer and George (2003) 

Fulford (2005) 

Feinstein, Vondrasek, and 

Restaurants (2006) 

Tutuncu and Kozak (2007) 

Chen and Choi (2008) 

Lee and Cummings (2008) 

Zheng and Ricardo (2009) 

Tsai, Cheng, and Chang 

(2010) 

Gunlu, Aksarayli, and Şahin 

Perçin (2010) 

Pelit, Öztürk, and Arslantürk 

(2011) 

Jang and George (2012) 

Yeh (2013) 

Zopiatis, Constanti, and 

Theocharous (2014) 

 

In 1967, Weiss et al. had developed and validated the Minnesota satisfaction 

questionnaire (MSQ); a measure of job satisfaction. Their questionnaire had been 

used by numerous researchers (e.g., Jang and George, 2012; Yeh, 2013; Zopiatis, 

Constanti, & Theocharous, 2014) and has been used in numerous studied as shown in 

table 2.5. Since MSQ is a broadly recognized, accepted, and trusted scale that 

highlights essential components, for that reason, researcher considering to use MSQ 
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to measure job satisfaction which covers all factors from various authors (George & 

Jones, 2012; Markiewicz et al., 2000; Smith et al., 1969).   

  

2.4.2 The Relationship between Emotional Labor and Job Satisfaction 

As mentioned above in part of the emotional labor, it’ s strategy was divided 

into surface acting and deep acting. With deep acting, employee truly experiences the 

expressed positive emotions, consequently, there is the correspondence between 

feelings and emotional displays besides a decrease in the experience of negative 

emotion (Johnson & Spector, 2007). As only honest expressions could have positive 

outcomes for employees, deep acting can subsidize greater sense of individual 

effectiveness at work ( Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993) .  Deep acting may generate a 

sense of satisfaction in the quality of the provided services (Hochschild, 2012).  When 

employees make an effort to feel the required emotions, they feel emotional 

congruence between true feelings and emotional display, hence increasing their 

personal accomplishment and job satisfaction (Adelmann, 1995; Grandey, 2000; Zapf, 

2002). Furthermore, both frequency of interactions and display rule to show positive 

emotions are related to a heightened sense of personal accomplishment. The impact of 

emotional labor depends on the consistency of the person's emotions and goals in 

personal goal hierarchy. That is, individuals who express their emotions in accordance 

with their goals in the personal goal hierarchy will feel real and will benefit from the 

work (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993; Wharton, 1993). Furthermore, deep acting leads 

to higher job satisfaction which in turn leads to higher service quality and lower 

turnover (Lam & Chen, 2012).  

Many studies found that deep acting subsidized a greater sense of individual 

effectiveness at work.  Furthermore, both frequency of interactions and display rule to 

show positive emotions were related to a heightened sense of personal 

accomplishment ( Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993) .  It may generate a sense of 

satisfaction through the quality of provided services (Hochschild, 2012) and heighten 

work performance ( Chen et al. , 2012) .  A positive relationship was found between 

emotive effort (deep acting) and job satisfaction (Chu et al., 2012). Deep acting and 

emotional exhaustion significantly impact job satisfaction (Cho et al., 2017)  which in 
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turn negatively correlated with emotional dissonance (Parajon, 2011). Surface acting 

was negatively related to job satisfaction whereas deep acting was positively related 

to job satisfaction (Chen et al., 2012). Surface acting (high emotive dissonance) and 

deep acting (emotive effort) associate positively with job satisfaction. Genuine acting 

( low emotive dissonance)  associate negatively with job satisfaction ( Chu, 2 0 0 2 ) .  

Moreover, in the study of Lam and Chen (2012) , it was found that surface acting led 

to lower job satisfaction, negative emotions negatively related to deep acting while 

deep acting led to higher job satisfaction which in turn led to higher service quality 

and lower turnover intention.  

In conclusion, surface acting has been linked to substance abuse, headaches, 

absenteeism and sexual dysfunction (Hochschild, 2012). This was also linked to 

negative impacts to the organization such as lower job satisfaction (Lam & Chen, 

2012), job commitment and job performance (Diefendorff & Richard, 2003) and 

could lead to a reduced sense of personal accomplishment (Ashforth & Humphrey, 

1993). Surface acting was negatively related to job satisfaction (Brotheridge & 

Grandey, 2002; Chen et al., 2012; Chu, 2002). Surface acting was related to emotional 

exhaustion beyond deep acting and dissonance (Brotheridge & Lee, 1998) and was 

positively related to burnout (Chen et al., 2012). Surface acting was also correlated 

with negative work-related outcomes (Scott & Barnes, 2011), decreased work 

performance (Fay, 2011) and higher levels of burnout (Grandey, 2003; Judge, Woolf, 

& Hurst, 2009).  

With deep acting, another strategy of emotional labor, the employee truly 

experiences the expressed positive emotions, consequently, the correspondence 

between feelings and emotional displays decreases the experience of negative emotion 

(Johnson & Spector, 2007). Many studies have found that deep acting subsidized a 

greater sense of individual effectiveness at work.  When employees make an effort to 

feel the required emotions, they feel an emotional congruence between true feelings 

and emotional display; hence, increasing their personal accomplishment and job 

satisfaction (Grandey, 2000; Lee & Ok, 2012; Zapf, 2002) as only honest expressions 

could have positive outcomes for employees. Furthermore, both the frequency of 

interactions and display rules to show positive emotions were shown to be related to a 

heightened sense of personal accomplishment (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993). It may 
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generate a sense of satisfaction through the quality of provided services (Hochschild, 

2012) and heighten work performance (Chen et al., 2012). Deep acting was positively 

related to job satisfaction (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Chen et al., 2012; Chu, 

2002) 

From the above review, the researcher has concluded the hypotheses between 

emotional labor (surface acting and deep acting) and job satisfaction as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2.6   Effects of emotional Labor on Job Satisfaction 

 

H2a: Surface acting is negatively related to job satisfaction. 

H2b:  Deep acting is positively related to job satisfaction. 

 

 The Moderating Role of Gender, Age, and Manager Emotional Intelligence 

on Burnout and Job Satisfaction 

2.5.1 Gender………. 

 Gendered emotional expression norms come across the labor market 

allocation process (Simpson & Stroh, 2 0 0 4 ) . In workplace, authoritative emotions, 

such as anger, are more acceptable when expressed by men than women while 
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warmer emotions, such as joy, are more suitable for women to express than men 

(Brody, 2000; Fay, 2011).  People have different expectations concerning emotional 

displays from different gender e. g. , women were expected to display warmth 

irrespective of their actual feelings while men were expected to display feelings that 

matched their real feeling ( Mann, 2 0 0 7 ) .  The perceived match between a job 

candidate’ s gender appropriate forms of emotional regulation and the objective 

emotional labor requirements of a particular job is strong stimulus on the selection 

process (Grandey, Tam, & Brauburger, 2002). It can be seen that some characteristic 

of the job is suitable for particular gender especially in hospitality and service 

industry where plenty of emotional labor regulations and management are at play.  

Many studies found different result of gender that influences its outcome. In a 

study of emotional expression and emotional dissonance, Simpson and Stroh (2004) 

examined the emotional expression content of human resources jobs and the varying 

content by gender. They found that women more frequently imitated feminine display 

rules which required destruction of negative emotions and replication of positive 

emotions.  Conversely, men more frequently implemented mannish display rules 

which required destruction of positive emotions and replication of negative ones. 

However, their findings found no different indication between women and man in 

terms of their vulnerability to the negative outcomes associated with emotional labor. 

Both men and women seem to feel less personally authentic in the workplace from 

instantaneously defeat negative emotions and display positive emotions on the job. 

The aforementioned findings were, however, different from that of Walsh and 

Bartikowski ( 2013)  who suggested that employees’  gender and age moderated the 

links between emotional labor strategies and job satisfaction. Regarding their finding, 

deep acting positively affects job satisfaction of male but not female service 

employees. The linking of surface acting and job satisfaction was negative for female, 

but not so for male service employees. In terms of emotional labor, Fay (2011) found 

that gender acted as a significant moderator in a result of emotional labor and its’ 

workplace outcomes. The gender moderator was also found at stronger level in female 

with regards to the inverse correlation between emotional labor and job satisfaction. It 

also had positive relationship between emotional labor and a measure of job burnout 

(Fay, 2011). 
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Figure 2.7  Conceptual Model of Emotional Labor: Emotion Regulation Framework 

Source:  Grandey (2000) and Johnson and Spector (2007)   

According to the research of Johnson and Spector ( 2007) , gender was 

supported as a moderator of the relationship between surface acting and the outcomes. 

They found that female service employees who surface acting possibly will 

experience more negative outcomes.  Women reported more disadvantageous 

outcomes than men when surface acting.  That is, it condensed affective well-being 

and job satisfaction along with superior emotional exhaustion. Surface acting possible 

spreads emotional dissonance, which contributes to role inauthenticity and 

consequently to emotional exhaustion and condensed well-being for women.  They, 

however, did not find support for gender as a moderator of a relationship between 

deep acting and personal outcomes though deep acting showed correlation with 

emotional exhaustion, affective well-being, and job satisfaction.  They assumed that 

the correspondence between felt and expressed emotions created by deep acting has 

uniform positive effects across genders. 

 Gender differences have been found in the display of positive and negative 

emotions.  In a comparison of male and female job satisfaction, there is a slightly 

different level of satisfaction (Pitakdebsombat et al., 2 0 09 ). Females were found to 

follow the display rule pattern of expressing positive emotions and suppressing 

negative ones more frequently than men (Lovell et al., 2009). 
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2.5.2 Age………. 

From the socioemotional selectivity theory explained by Carstensen, Fung, 

and Charles ( 2003)  on the subject of individuals’  motivation and perceived 

restrictions, it was suggested that when people perceived noticeable restrictions of 

time, originated in people as adolescents in between age and time left in human life, 

chronological age, they would on average associated themselves with increased 

preferences for and investment in emotionally meaningful goals.  The increased 

attention to emotional goals results in superior density of emotional experience and 

improved regulation of emotions experienced in human life. Principally, when elder’s 

concerning for the future are less relevant, attention to current feeling states will be 

heightened.  The age related motivational shift leads individuals to change to active 

interaction with their atmospheres.  For instance, the optimization of emotional 

experience is prioritized in their future life.  Understanding emotional goals of them 

are embedded in social relationships, and usually demands effective regulation of 

emotions and the pursuit of emotionally meaningful goals, stereotypically subsequent 

in sense of decent manners.  

  Then they further explained the three (3) lifespan changes that have 

contributed to improved emotion regulation of individuals across adulthood, and onto 

their older age.  The first concerned age-related tendency antecedent emotion 

regulation to prioritize emotionally meaningful social partners over acquaintances and 

novel social partners.  The second concerned age-related changes to response to 

focused emotion regulation in coping with negative proceedings. The third concerned 

influence of cognitive processing on motivation applied, for example, older people 

appear to and better remember a quantity of positive data than negative ones.   They 

have both the motive and the ability to decrease some negative emotional experiences 

in the interest of feeling more consistently positive which become increasingly 

motivated to maximize the experience of positive emotions and minimize the 

experience of negative emotions as they age (Charles & Carstensen, 2007) .  Briefly, 

motivational changes initiated by perceived restrictions on the rest of the lifetime 

make individuals being effortful and add instinctive strategies that support their 

emotion regulation  (Carstensen et al., 2003). 
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From an overview of this theory, it can be assumed that people of different age 

groups have different emotional regulation, emotional management and strategies to 

interact and cope with situations in their life. Besides, there are also many studies that 

support this assumption.  Hochschild ( 2012)  stated that age relates positively to 

emotion management.  Elder individuals actually engage more in deep acting than 

younger people ( Cheung & Tang, 2010)  because they can draw from broader 

emotional memories than the young ones, hence better performance of deep acting 

( Kruml & Geddes, 2000) .  Dahling and Perez ( 2010) found that older service 

employees seek to capitalize on positive and diminish negative emotional 

experiences.  In addition, older employees can control their emotions and external 

displays better than the younger peers (Kim, 2008). Bakker, Demerouti, and Schaufeli 

(2003)  accordingly reported that older employees, with more work experience, more 

job demands and fewer resources, might be less able to use surface acting.  It can be 

said that older employees’ might adjust a predilection for displaying authentic if they 

must deploy inauthentic emotions. 

There are also supporting researches of a linkage between an individuals’ age 

differences and job satisfaction.  The research of Clark, Oswald, and Warr ( 1996) 

showed that older employees reported higher job satisfaction. However, in a study of 

Walsh and Bartikowski (2013), their findings argued that the linking of deep acting to 

job satisfaction was stronger for younger than older service workers.  Though they 

found no age difference in relation to surface acting yet they found a direct positive 

effect of surface acting on quitting intentions for older and not for younger 

employees. 

2.5.3 The Manager Emotional Intelligence  

Emotional intelligence is a type of social intelligence that involves the ability 

to monitor one’ s own and others’ emotions, to discriminate among them and to use 

the information to guide one’ s thinking and actions ( Salovey & Mayer, 1990) .  It 

involves the ability to recognize and express emotions appropriately, to use emotions 

in thoughts and decisions and to regulate emotions in one’ s self and others 

(Cummings & Worley, 2014).  
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 Salovey and Mayer ( 1 9 9 0 )  conceptualized emotional intelligence in four 

dimensions: 

1. Self-emotional appraisal (SEA); appraisal and expression of emotion in the 

self. SEA relates to the individual’s ability to understand their deep emotions and be 

able to express these emotions naturally. People who have exceptional ability in this 

area will sense and acknowledge their emotions well before most people. 

2. Others’ emotional appraisal (OEA); appraisal and recognition of emotion in 

others.  OEA relates to peoples’  ability to perceive and understand the emotions of 

those people around them. People who are highly skilled in this ability will be much 

more sensitive to the feelings and emotions of others as well as reading their minds. 

3. Regulation of emotion (ROE); ROE in the self. ROE relates to the ability of 

people to regulate their emotions, which will enable more rapid recovery from 

psychological distress. 

4. Use of emotion to facilitate performance (UOE); UOE relates to the ability 

of individuals to make use of their emotions by directing them towards constructive 

activities and personal performance.  

Wong and Law (2002) developed the emotional intelligent measurement scale 

consisting of four elements: SEA, OEA, ROE, and UOE. 

Emotional intelligence has a direct impact on job performance, job 

satisfaction, interpersonal relationships, negotiation, organizational commitment, 

employee engagement, leadership, organization citizenship behavior etc.  ( Gupta, 

2 0 1 7 ) .   Emotional intelligence was significantly and positively related to job 

satisfaction and organizational commitment. Additionally, a positive relationship was 

identified between job satisfaction and organizational commitment ( Güleryüz et al. , 

2 0 0 8 ) .  Emotional intelligence was found to be positively associated with and a 

significant predictor of job satisfaction (Çekmecelioğlu et al., 2012; Glodstein, 2014). 

Higher self-rated emotional intelligence of an individual was significantly associated 

with less burnout and higher job satisfaction.  Moreover, higher patient satisfaction 

was correlated with less burnout. Moreover, less burnout was found to be associated 

with higher job satisfaction (Weng et al., 2011). Sardo (2004) stated that people with 

high emotional intelligence have lower absenteeism from work, better psychological 

health, higher commitment to the organization, clearer role boundaries, higher levels 
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of responsibility for the activities and work performance of direct reports and 

generally are more satisfied and regularly seek support when coping with stressful 

situations at work.  The findings of the study of Wolfe and Kim (2013)  showed that 

several emotional intelligence components, such as intrapersonal, general mood and 

stress management are predictors of some job satisfaction categories, i.e., nature of 

work, communication, contingent rewards and coworkers.  Also, emotional 

intelligence is a predictor of longevity in the hotel industry. 

Managers’ support is another critical driver of service employees’ job 

satisfaction. The support of managers’ emotional intelligence might help to change 

the impact of emotional labor concerning burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention 

and organizational commitment. Managers who use their ability of emotional 

intelligence to monitor his or her emotional expression is aware of what emotions are 

expected and (un)acceptable in a given interaction with their employees. They could 

control their emotions to affective states well, use emotional strategies effectively, 

make good decisions in stressful situations, and use various skills necessary for 

effective social behavior. These characteristics reflect the managers’ ability to 

perceive and understand the emotions of their employees (Fabian, 1999). The study of 

Han et al. (2017) indicated that emotional intelligence and support from managers 

have a significant impact on employees’ job satisfaction and further leads to high 

levels of service performance. Employees’ perceptions of their managers’ 

emotionality and sociability were associated with increased employee satisfaction 

with the leader. The leaders’ emotional intelligence has more influence on worker 

commitment to the leaders than on worker commitment to the organization (Webb, 

2013). 

To sum up, for the moderating role of gender, age, and manager emotional 

intelligence effect emotional labor on burnout and job satisfaction, gender differences 

have been found in the display of positive and negative emotions. Gendered 

emotional expression norms are involved in the labor market allocation process 

(Simpson & Stroh, 2004). In the workplace, employees have different expectations 

concerning emotional displays for the different genders. Women were expected to 

display warmth irrespective of their actual feelings while men were expected to 
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display feelings that matched their real feelings (Brody, 2000; Fay, 2011; Mann, 

2007). It could be observed that some characteristics of the job were suitable for a 

particular gender especially in the hospitality and service industry where plenty of 

emotional labor regulations and management strategies are at play. Females who 

employ surface acting possibly will experience more negative outcomes and reported 

more disadvantageous outcomes (Johnson & Spector, 2007). In addition, gender 

moderated the links between emotional labor strategies and job satisfaction. Deep 

acting positively affected job satisfaction of male but not that of female service 

employees (Walsh & Bartikowski, 2013). The linking of surface acting and job 

satisfaction was negative for female, but not so for male service employees. The 

gender moderator was also found at a stronger level among females regarding the 

inverse correlation between emotional labor and job satisfaction. It also exhibited a 

positive relationship between emotional labor and a measure of job burnout (Fay, 

2011). 

Age relates positively to managing emotions (Hochschild, 2012). The elderly 

actually engage more in deep acting (Cheung & Tang, 2010) because they can draw 

from broader emotional memories than younger employees; hence, can more capably 

perform deep acting (Kruml & Geddes, 2000). They can capitalize on positive and 

diminish negative emotional experiences (Dahling & Perez, 2010). In addition, older 

employees can control their emotions and external displays better than their younger 

peers (Kim, 2008). With more work experience, more job demands and fewer 

resources, older employees might be less able to use surface acting (Bakker, 

Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2003). It could be said that older employees’ might adjust a 

predilection for displaying authentic when they must deploy inauthentic emotions. 

The research of Clark, Oswald, and Warr (1996) showed that older employees 

reported higher job satisfaction. However, in a study of Walsh and Bartikowski 

(2013), their findings argued that the linking of deep acting to job satisfaction was 

stronger for younger than older service workers. Though they found no age difference 

in relation to surface acting, they found a direct positive effect of surface acting on 

quitting intentions for older and not for younger employees.   

Emotional intelligence is a type of social intelligence that involves the ability 

to monitor one’s own and others’ emotions, to discriminate among them and to use 
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the information to guide one’s thinking and actions (Salovey & Mayer, 1990). It 

comprises the ability to recognize and express emotions appropriately, to use 

emotions in thoughts and decisions and to regulate emotions in one’s self and others 

(Cummings & Worley, 2014). Emotional intelligence has a direct impact on job 

performance, job satisfaction, interpersonal relationships, negotiation, organizational 

commitment, employee engagement, leadership and organization citizenship behavior 

(Gupta, 2017).  Emotional intelligence was significantly and positively related to job 

satisfaction and organizational commitment (Güleryüz, Güney, Aydın, & Aşan, 

2008). Moreover, emotional intelligence was found to be positively associated with 

and a significant predictor of job satisfaction (Çekmecelioğlu, Günsel, & Ulutaş, 

2012; Glodstein, 2014). People high displaying emotional intelligence have lower 

absenteeism from work, better psychological health, higher commitment to the 

organization, clearer role boundaries, higher levels of responsibility for their activities 

and work performance of direct reports, are generally more satisfied and regularly 

seek support when coping with stressful situations at work (Sardo, 2004). 

For the manager’s emotional intelligence, the manager who exhibits the ability 

of emotional intelligence to monitor his or her emotional expression is aware of what 

emotions are expected and (un)acceptable in a given interaction with his/her 

employees. He or she could well control his/her emotions to affective states, use 

emotional strategies effectively, make good decisions in stressful situations and use 

various skills necessary for effective social behavior. This characteristic reflects the 

manager’s ability to perceive and understand the emotions of his/her employees 

(Fabian, 1999). The employees’ perceptions of their managers’ emotionality and 

sociability were associated with increased employee satisfaction with their manager 

(Webb, 2013). The emotional intelligence and support from a manager had a 

significant impact on employees’ job satisfaction and further led to high levels of 

service performance (Han et al., 2017).   
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By reviewing the concepts and studies mentioned above. The researcher has 

concluded the hypotheses of moderating role of gender and age affect burnout and job 

satisfaction as follows: 

 

 

Figure 2.8  The moderating role of gender, age, and manager emotional intelligence  

  affect burnout and job satisfaction 

 

 

Hypothesis 3a:   The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout 

is stronger in female frontline employees than in male 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 3b:   The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger in female frontline employees than in 

male frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 3c:    The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

weaker in female frontline employees than in male frontline 

employees. 
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Hypothesis 3d: The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker in female frontline employees than in 

male frontline employees. 

 

Hypothesis 4a:   The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout 

is weaker in older frontline employees than in younger 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4b:   The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker in older frontline employees than in 

younger frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4c:   The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

stronger in older frontline employees than in younger 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger in older frontline employees than in 

younger frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 5a:   The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout 

is weaker with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence. 

Hypothesis 5b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker with high support of manager 

emotional intelligence. 

Hypothesis 5c:   The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

stronger with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence.  

Hypothesis 5d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger with high support of manager 

emotional intelligence. 
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 The Effect of Job Satisfaction, and Burnout on Turnover Intention 

2.6.1 Turnover intention 

Turnover intention has remained as a topic of attention among management 

researchers (Nadiri & Tanova, 2010). Recently, most hotels pay less consideration to 

employees’  role in generating profits in order to lower the total operational costs 

(Mohsin, Lengler, & Kumar, 2 0 1 3 ) .  The highest rate of staff turnover in the hotel 

industry has been influenced by many different factors.  Among them have been 

treatment by superiors, amount of work hours, job pressure, scheduling, training, 

fringe benefit packages, better opportunities elsewhere, and physical demands of the 

job, wicked working environment and poor supervision ( Hinkin & Tracey, 2 0 0 0 ) . 

High turnover is generally acknowledged as one of the distinguished features of the 

hotel and hospitality industry (Carbery et al., 2003). 

Turnover intention is defined as the likelihood of an employee leaving an 

organization (Cho et al., 2017). Managers may find that employee intention may not 

be result of payment or superficial factors but of their internal feelings about the 

company (Wu, 2011). Such intention may appear when employees speak negatively 

about their positions, when they limit their participation in the organization, or when 

they actually leave their jobs (Karatepe, Karadas, Azar, & Naderiadib, 2013 ; Kim et 

al. , 2 0 1 5 ) .  As discussed by Grandey ( 2000) , turnover intentions are withdrawal 

behavior as part of organizational well-being within the emotional labor model. 

Turnover intention is an unpleasant thing so long as employees remain dissatisfied 

with their current positions or organizations (Kim et al., 2015).  

A high turnover rate of employees can destroy quality of service at a hotel. If 

long-working experiences hotel staffs leave their positions, the organization will lose 

substantially in terms of cost, time and effort ( Kim, Tavitiyaman, & Kim, 2 0 0 9 ; 

Payne & Huffman, 2005 ; Pitakdebsombat et al., 2009). Rutherford, Boles, Hamwi, 

Madupalli, and Rutherford ( 2009)  explained that turnover intention and recruitment 

process caused high cost to an organization, specifically, specialists or those in high 

positions. An estimating entry and exit costs of an employee could be calculated only 

by cost of training, wage, development of knowledge and job coaching.  This 

calculation could be lower than the actual cost as it did not include some hidden costs 
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such as suspension of the team and lost revenue from the operations base on a 

resignation of highly skilled employees.  Lashley (2001)  described that costs of staff 

turnover have usually been divided into four categories namely 1)  leaving costs 

referring to payroll and personnel costs such as payments made to leaving person (e.g. 

redundancy payments and administrative cost ascending from resignation replacement 

costs, transition costs and indirect costs) ; 2)  replacement costs including recruitment 

costs, interview time and employee selection and any agency fees the company may 

incur; 3) transition costs covering training costs, both direct (e.g. courses) and indirect 

(e.g. training time spent on new employee) , induction costs and loss of productivity 

while the new employee learning the job; 4)  indirect or hidden costs associated with 

loss of customer service and/or satisfaction as a result of staff turnover.  Thus, from 

the above-mentioned fact, turnover of capable employees is a loss to the company 

(Kim et al., 2015).  

Understanding the characteristic of turnover intention is imperative for hotel 

managers because it is connected to instant behavior such as absenteeism, complaints, 

imputations of responsibility to others, lack of commitment, and job dissatisfaction 

(Cichy, Cha, & Kim, 2009; Kim et al., 2015). Pitakdebsombat et al., (2009) claimed 

that absenteeism in North America was a high cost behavior for organizations, $ 64 

billion in revenue in the United States and $ 10 billion in Canada.  These costs were 

due to payment of sickness, loss of productivity and the need for more labor to 

compensate for absenteeism. They also discussed reduction of job dissatisfaction that 

could lead to burglary in workplace.  Among many explained reasons for such 

behavior was disappointment with the organization’ s treatment as if the employees 

were intangible. In the United States, the estimated cost of such behavior was over $ 

30 billion worth of damage while more than half of employees had stealing behaviors. 

Strict measures and punishments could not solve the problem of burglary because 

focusing on the cause of symptoms was not the cure as it was a serious symptom of 

job dissatisfaction.  
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Figure 2.9  Relationship among Job Satisfaction, Absence, and Intention to leave 

Source:  Davis and Newstrom (1989)  
 

From Figure 2.6 Davis and Newstrom (2014)suggested the correlation of job 

satisfaction with absentee and intention to leave an organization. Employee with low 

job satisfaction will be reported with more absence.  On the other hand, high job 

satisfaction correlated with low intention to leave as employees tend to remain with 

the organization. It is apparent then that job satisfaction has less influence on absentee 

than intention to leave. For the indicators of turnover intentions, in 1996, Netemeyer, 

Boles, and McMurrian had developed a measurement scale of turnover intentions by 

build the indicators of needs, intentions, duration, frequency, and intensity of 

attitudinal and behavioral of individual that tends to indicate a desire to leave the 

organization (Netemeyer, Boles, & McMurrian, 1996). Then, their turnover intention 

measurement scale was used to measure in the later study of Brashear, Boles, 

Bellenger, and Brooks (2003). 

 

To conclude, Turnover intention is the withdrawal behavior as part of 

organizational well-being within the emotional labor model (Grandey, 2000) and 

constitutes the likelihood of an employee to leave an organization (Cho et al., 2017). 

High turnover is generally acknowledged as one of the distinguishing features of the 

hotel and hospitality industry (Carbery et al., 2003). Managers may find however that 
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employee turnover intentions may not be the result of payment or superficial factors 

but of their internal feelings about the company (Wu, 2 0 1 1 ) .  Such intentions may 

appear when employees speak negatively about their positions, when they limit their 

participation in the organization, or when they actually leave their jobs (Karatepe et 

al., 2013; Kim et al., 2015). 

 

2.6.2 Relationship among Emotional Labor, Burnout, Job Satisfaction and 

Turnover Intention 

Many studies found the relationship among emotional labor, job satisfaction 

and burnout with effect on turnover intention.  DeConinck and Johnson ( 2 0 0 9 ) 

described the variables of turnover such as intention to leave, job satisfaction, and 

organization.  Wu ( 2011)  discussed the process of turnover intention by reviewing 

theories and research of organizational commitment and job satisfaction with 

knowledge applied from the work of Meyer and Allen ( 1991)  and Rutherford et al. 

( 2009)  and stated that turnover intention caused by lack of organizational 

commitment and low level of job satisfaction. Seery and Corrigall (2009) explored the 

links from surface acting and emotional enhancement to job satisfaction, affective 

commitment, emotional exhaustion, and intentions to quit.  They found that higher 

turnover intention, lower job satisfaction, lower affective commitment and emotional 

exhaustion stem from one of emotional labor strategies - surface acting which was 

correlated with negative work-related outcome such as less job satisfaction, burnout, 

turnover intention, and decreased work performance ( Fay, 2011) .  Goodwin et al. 

( 2011)  investigated relationship among emotional labor strategy, job performance, 

and turnover and claimed that emotional exhaustion and turnover intention of 

employees were results of surface acting.  However, there was a partial argument in 

the study of Cho et al.  ( 2017)  who found that turnover intention was significantly 

impacted by both surface and deep acting along with emotional exhaustion while not 

significantly predicted by job satisfaction and affective organizational commitment.  

Whereas the research of Yang ( 2010)  on antecedents and consequences of 

employee job satisfaction noted that lower employee turnover intentions, affective 

commitment, and continuance commitment were significantly contributed from job 
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satisfaction. The finding of Yang was in compliance with the result of the study of El-

Nahas, Abd-El-Salam, and Shawky ( 2013)  who found negative and significant 

relationship between job satisfaction and turnover intentions.  Michaels and Spector 

( 1982)  concluded that lack of job satisfaction and organizational commitment 

increased the possibility for employee turnover intentions and consequently led to 

increased turnover.  if employees experience stress-related burnout, they absented 

themselves more frequently and their turnover intent increases ( Lee & Ashforth, 

1993). 

In sum, several studies have found that the relationship among emotional 

labor, job satisfaction and burnout affect turnover intention (DeConinck & Johnson, 

2009; Seery & Corrigall, 2009). Higher turnover intention, lower job satisfaction, 

lower affective commitment and emotional exhaustion stem from one of the 

emotional labor strategies - surface acting. Surface acting has been correlated with 

negative work-related outcomes including less job satisfaction, burnout, turnover 

intention and decreased work performance (Fay, 2011; Goodwin, Groth, & Frenkel, 

2011). A significant and negative relationship has been proved between job 

satisfaction and turnover intentions (El-Nahas, Abd-El-Salam, & Shawky, 2013). The 

lack of organizational commitment and low level of job satisfaction could cause 

turnover intention (Wu, 2011). 
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The following hypotheses between the effect of burnout and job satisfaction 

on turnover intention were conducted after reviewing the concepts and the studies. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10  The effect of burnout and job satisfaction on turnover intention 

 

H6a:  Burnout is positively related to turnover intention. 

H6b:  Job satisfaction is negatively related to turnover intention. 
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 Effects of Job Satisfaction, and Burnout on Organizational      

Commitment 

2.7.1 Organizational Commitment 

Mowday, Porter, and Steers (1982) had defined the word ‘ organizational 

commitment’ is employees’ identification with the organization and their connection 

to the organization emotionally.  It is also a physiological situation binding the 

employees to their organization ( Meyer and Allen, 1991) .  Kanter ( 1968)  defined 

organization commitment as a reflection which ascends at the juncture of 

organizational fundamentals and personal experience.  It is similar to willingness of 

social actors to give their energy and loyalty to social systems or attachment to 

personality systems to social relations which are seen as self-expressive.  Many 

researchers used other words to mean organizational commitment.  Buchanan (1974) 

and Steers (1977) used the word ‘work engagement’ in the same essence to conclude 

identification.  It embraces the goals and values of the organization and involvement 

both mentally and actively in corporate activities.  It is an intention to make the best 

effort for the organization based on the role of the member (Johnson & Spector, 2007) 

and loyalty. That is a firm commitment and a strong desire to remain a member of the 

organization forever.  Porter and Smith ( 1970) , Sheldon ( 1971) , and Newstrom and 

Davis ( 1997)  stated a similar conclusion defining organizational commitment as a 

strong belief, an acceptable attitude in the goals and values of the organization, 

linkage to the presence of persons, willing to work as a member of the organization, 

and a strong desire to remain a member of the organization. 

Meyer and Allen ( 1997)  defined organizational commitment as a 

psychological state that characterizes the employee’ s relationship with the 

organization and has implications for the decision to continue membership in the 

organization.  Employees who have higher commitment will produce more highly 

effective performance, and have a lower level of turnover intention to an organization 

( Steers, 1977) .  Organizational commitment can be a virtuous forecaster of 

organizational effectiveness (Steers, 1977) as organizational commitment levels affect 

employee perceptions and satisfaction. Those who are committed to the organization 
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will have positive attitude towards the organization which could improve their level of 

job satisfaction.  It is employees’  internalization of the organization’ s goals, high 

effort for the benefit to the organization (Baysal & Paksoy, 1999), and willingness to 

continue working and wish to stay in the organization ( Mowday, Steers, & Porter, 

1979).   Organizational commitment can enhance the productivity (Tinbergen, 1952), 

effectiveness, and decrease in the personal turnover rate of the organization (Bayram, 

2005). It is consistency with Wu (2011) claimed That organizational commitment is 

one of the main factors to prevent employees’ turnover intention. 

Steers and Porter (1983)  had noted the effects of organizational commitment 

on positive outcomes as follows: 

1) Job Performance.  It was shown by contemporary theories that job 

performance was based on employee motivation and clarity of role and ability of the 

employees.  Attitudes and organizational commitment are the only factors that affect 

employees' efforts or intentions and lead to good performance only.  It is concluded 

that job performance is relatively less related to organizational commitment. 

2) Tenure. Employees with high organizational commitment will remain 

a member of an organization for a longer period of time as it would mean not only 

physical existence but also spiritual commitment leading to devotion and loyalty.   It 

also shows the intention and sacrifice for the benefit of the organization (Greenberg & 

Baron, 2008). 

3) Absenteeism.  Organizational commitment has an impact on 

motivation to work of employees.  Employees with high organizational commitment 

will have less tendency to resign or absentee (Greenberg & Baron, 2008). 

4) Turnover.  If a person engages in an organization that would leads to 

behaviors that demonstrate a willingness to work, excellent job performance, and 

employee retention as a member of the organization. Such will result in less turnover. 

Baron and Bielby ( 1986)  also show factors contributing to increase of 

organizational commitment such as job characteristics, motivation, high responsibility 

for work, high job autonomy, self-performance satisfaction, more senior position and 

work experiences, good quality supervisory, and fair evaluation.  They also show 

factors contributing to reduction of organizational commitment such as ambiguity in 
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role, work stress, opportunity to find new job, and perception that the organization is 

not interested in nor care for employees.  

 

 

Figure 2.11  Factors affecting Organizational Commitment   

Source:  Applied from the Concept of Organizational Commitment by Steers  

              and Porter (1983) 

 

From Figure 2. 11, in the study of organizational commitment by Steers and 

Porter ( 1983) , they found the factors influencing organizational commitment that 

could be divided into four groups as follows. 
 

1)  Personal Characteristics such as gender, age, education, income, marital 

status, desire for success, duration of work, and motivation. In the study of Mowday 

et al. (1982), it was found that personal characteristics such as age, work experiences, 

and achievement motivation positively correlated with organizational commitment. 

Nonetheless level of education, one of personal characteristics, was not found to 

affect organizational commitment.  Baron and Bielby ( 1986)  also found that 

employees who have been working for long time with high position and substantial 

level of work satisfaction will project a higher level of organizational commitment. 

2)   Organization Characteristic that include systematic pattern, clearly 

defined functions, centralization and decentralization, participative decision making, 
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participative ownership and sense of belonging.  Officially, organization with 

characteristics of decentralization and formalization at high level will also make 

employees more committed. In addition, employees’ involvement in decision making, 

as if they were business owner, seems to correlate with organizational commitment 

(Mowday et al., 1982). 

3)  Role-related Characteristic such as challenging work assignments, work 

progress, input back, meaning of work, decency of work, prominent role, and 

relationships with colleagues and supervisors. Mowday et al. (1982) asserted that the 

component of organizational commitment including clarified job description, clear job 

assignments or clear and challenging task do have effect on organizational 

commitment itself, as well as clear role of employees within the organization.  It 

requires a lot of responsibility, independent and interest which will, in turn, result in 

employee's commitment to the organization.  However, if the job is stressful or 

unclear, the level of organizational commitment will decrease ( Baron & Bielby, 

1986). 

4) Work Experience or Working Condition such as employee attitudes that 

affect the organization, corporate reliability or the feeling of being a key person, 

ability to rely on, and the way that employees act with their supervisor.  Work 

experience can produce a mental commitment for employees by creating their 

credibility and feeling of importance within the organization, fulfillment of needs and 

expectations, recognition of justice in compensation, consideration of merit, and 

atmosphere known to colleagues. All of them contribute to good attitude towards the 

organization.  These will create more links between employees and the organization 

(Mowday et al., 1982).  

Baron and Bielby ( 1986)  also asserted their views on the further factors 

affecting the organizational commitment such as new opportunities, an opportunity to 

find new jobs and more job options. These could lead to tendency for the employees 

to reduce a level of their organizational commitment.  On the other hand, working 

conditions, such as satisfaction with supervisor, fair assessment and feeling of proper 

attention to welfare will lead to high level of organizational commitment. 

 Mowday et al.  ( 1979)  had purposed three characteristics of organizational 

commitment, which are a believer in the organization's goals and ideals, a willingness 
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to spend efforts for the success of the organization, and a great desirable to stay in the 

organization.  

O'Reilly and Chatman (1986)   had presented that organizational commitment 

as a psychological commitment three stages namely, 1) compliance stage, that is, the 

employees work to ensure compliance with organizational culture to get awards or to 

avoid penalties, 2) identification stage; the employees are identified with other people 

in the organization and reflect this identification to their attitudes, and 3) 

internalization stage; the employees are identified with other people in the 

organization and reflect this identification to their attitudes.  This stage occurs when 

harmony between the person and the organization's values appears. 

For the concept of Etzioni ( 1975)  had underlined three dimensions of 

organizational commitment, which are, 1)  the negative of alienating commitment; if 

the employees do not feel commitment to the organization, they were enforced to 

become a member of the organization.  2)  The neutral commitment, that is, the 

employees show the commitment level based on their salary.  3)  The positive 

commitment, it will appear in the employees who wish to remain in the organization 

principally due to they have adopted the organization’s objectives. 

 Kanter (1968) had classified organizational commitment into three 

interconnected dimensions such as, 1)  the mandatory involvement.  This kind of 

commitment appear in the employees who cannot leave the organization because of 

their sacrifice and investment. 2) The close relationship commitment, for instance, the 

social relations of employees within the organization. And 3) the audit commitment, it 

appears in the employees who has directed their behavior conferring to the 

organization’s norms. 

Allen and Meyer (1990) proposed that organizational commitment consists of 

three aspects as followings:  affective commitment, continuance commitment, and 

normative commitment.  In general, organizational commitment is the attachment of 

employees to the organization which could be formed differently.  Affective 

commitment is normally formed by desire ( want)  to be in the organization while 

continuance commitment by necessity (need) to be in the organization and normative 

commitment by obligation (ought) to be in the organization. 
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Based on the concept of the three components of organizational commitment 

from Allen and Meyer (1990) , they further suggested subset of variables of each 

element as follows: 

1) Affective Commitment means a sense of commitment, unity and desire 

to participate in the organization resulting in individuals’  work experience that is in 

line with their expectations.  As a result, they desire to remain in the organization. 

Affective commitment is divided into four main factors:  personal characteristic, job 

characteristic, work experiences, and structural characteristic. 

2) Continuance Commitment refers to the need to continue working with 

an organization, derived from the assessment and comparison of benefits received 

from remaining membership with an organization.  Continuance commitment is the 

result of an attractive return from work or perception of no alternative work with other 

organization and perceived difficulty of finding a new job, hence great loss upon 

quitting.  Such factors pose as necessity for the individual to stay with the 

organization.  Continuance commitment factors include age, tenure, career 

satisfaction, and intention to leave. 

3) Normative Commitment refers to the feeling of obligation to remain a 

member of an organization and is normally based on personal values.  Among them 

are, for instance, job hopper means ones with lack of loyalty and credibility; sense of 

responsibility to carry on as no one is doing so or cultivated idea that they should stay.  

All of the above convince individuals to remain in the organizations. Normative factor 

commitment consists of coworker relationship, organization dependability and 

participatory management. 

To sum up, organizational commitment is a psychological state that 

characterizes the employee’s relationship with the organization and has implications 

for the decision to continue membership in the organization. Allen and Meyer (1990) 

proposed that organizational commitment consists of three different aspects. The first, 

involves affective commitment; the desire (want) to be in the organization. The 

second comprises continuance commitment; the necessity (need) to be in the 

organization. Finally, normative commitment means the obligation (ought) to be in 

the organization. Organizational commitment can be a virtuous forecaster of 

organizational effectiveness (Steers, 1977) as organizational commitment levels affect 
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employee perceptions and satisfaction. Those who are committed to the organization 

will have positive attitude towards the organization, which could improve their level 

of job satisfaction. Organizational commitment can enhance productivity (Baysal & 

Paksoy, 1999; Tinbergen, 1952), effectiveness and decrease the personnel turnover 

rate of the organization (Bayram, 2005; Mowday, Steers, & Porter, 1979). 

It could be seen that organizational commitment is multi-dimensional.  It 

encourages to seek the antecedents of commitment to develop methods to reinforce 

commitment and reduce turnover which has distinct policy implications for human 

resource management.  Managers may find that employee intention may not be the 

result of payment or superficial factors but of their internal feelings about the 

company (Wu, 2011).  
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Based on the overview above, it could be seen that there are various Arthurs 

suggested the concept, levels, and elements of organizational commitment as 

concluded in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6  The Factors Affect Organizational Commitment from Various Authors 

Authors  Factors Affect Organizational Commitment 

Baron and Bielby (1986) 1. New Opportunities 

2. Working conditions 

Mowday et al. (1979) 1. Believer in the Organization's Goals and 

Ideals 

2. Willingness to Spend Efforts for the 

Success  

of the Organization 

3. Great Desirable to Stay in the Organization. 

O’Reilly and Chatman (1986) 1. Compliance Stage 

2. Identification Stage 

3. Internalization Stage 

Etzioni (1975) 1. Negative of Alienating Commitment 

2. The Neutral Commitment 

3. The Positive Commitment 

Kanter (1968) 1. The Mandatory Involvement 

2. The Close Relationship Commitment 

3. The Audit Commitment 

Allen and Meyer (1990) 1. Affective Commitment 

2. Continuance Commitment 

3. Normative Commitment 
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In this study, the concept of organizational commitment will be based on 

Allen and Meyer (1990). For the reason that their concept is completely covering and   

has been used widely in numerous previous studied as shown in table 2.7 below. 

Table 2.7  The Used of the Measurement Scale of Allen and Meyer (1990) in the 

Previous Studies 

Authors Used in the Studies of 

 

Allen and Meyer (1990) 

     Factors and Items of  

1. Affective Commitment 

2. Continuance Commitment 

3. Normative Commitment 

 

Hartmann and Bambacas (2000) 

Loi, Ngo, and Foley (2006) 

Yang (2008) 

Chew and Wong (2008) 

Feinstein et al. (2006) 

Zopiatis et al. (2014) 

Iun and Huang (2007) 

Buitendach and De Witte (2005) 

Back, Lee, and Abbott (2011) 

Brunetto, Teo, Shacklock, and 

Wharton (2012) 

Day and Schoenrade (1997) 

Perryer, Jordan, Firns, and Travaglione 

(2010) 

Cichy et al. (2009) 

Aghdasi, Kiamanesh, and Ebrahim 

(2011) 
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2.7.2 Relationship among Emotional Labor, Burnout, Job Satisfaction 

and Organizational Commitment 

Most previous studies found positive relation on organizational commitment 

from emotional labor and job satisfaction and negative relation from another strategy 

of emotional labor ( surface acting)  and burnout.  Emotional labor predicts both job 

satisfaction and organizational commitment (Cho, Rutherford, & Park, 2013). Cho et 

al.  ( 2017)  noted that both deep acting and job satisfaction could predict affective 

organizational commitment. Job satisfaction, in particular, was noted as a major factor 

affecting organizational commitment (Steers & Porter, 1983). Their findings complied 

with Boylu, Pelit, and Güçer (2007) who stated that there is high positive relationship 

between organizational commitment and job satisfaction.  Hofmann and Stokburger-

Sauer ( 2017)  who claimed that work-life balance and job satisfaction could drive 

employees’  commitment.  Baron and Bielby (1986)  stated that employees who were 

satisfied with their supervisor would be assessed in a fair manner.  Also, the content 

gained from proper welfare provision by the organization would positively affect high 

level of organizational commitment as well as employee perceptions and satisfaction. 

Employees who are committed to the organization will have positive attitude towards 

the organization which in turn could improve their level of job satisfaction.  

The significant positive relationships between the components of employees’ 

job satisfaction and organizational commitment were found in the study of Miarkolaei 

(2 0 1 4 ) . Yang (2010)  stated that job satisfaction significantly contributed to greater 

affective commitment and continuance commitment and lower employee turnover 

intentions.  In the study of El-Nahas et al.  ( 2013) , a positive and significant 

relationship between affective commitment and employees' job satisfaction and a 

positive but not significant between affective commitment and turnover intentions 

were found.  They also found a negative and significant relationship between 

normative and continuance commitment and employees' job satisfaction, while 

positive but not significant between normative and continuance commitment and 

turnover intentions. Whereas, in the study of Seery and Corrigall (2009), it was found 

that surface acting was related to lower affective commitment, a level of 
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organizational commitment.  The lack of organizational commitment and low level of 

job satisfaction are cause of turnover intention (Wu, 2011).  

To conclude, lower employee turnover intentions, affective commitment and 

continuance commitment significantly contributed to job satisfaction (Yang, 2010).  

Michaels and Spector (1982) concluded that a lack of job satisfaction and 

organizational commitment increased the possibility for employee turnover intentions 

and consequently led to increased turnover (Wu, 2011). When employees experience 

stress-related burnout, they absented themselves more frequently and their turnover 

intent increased (Lee & Ashforth, 1993). Job satisfaction significantly contributed to 

greater affective and continuance commitment and lower employee turnover 

intentions (Yang, 2010). By reviewing the concepts and studies as mentioned above, 

the researcher concluded the following hypotheses of the relationship between 

burnout and job satisfaction on organizational commitment: 

 

 

           Figure 2.12   The effect of burnout and job satisfaction on organizational  

                commitment 

H7a:  Burnout is negatively related to organizational commitment. 

H7b:  Job satisfaction is positively related to organizational commitment. 
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 Researches Related to Emotional Labor, Burnout, Job Satisfaction, 

Differences of Gender, Age, and Manager Emotional Intelligent, 

Turnover Intention, and Organizational Commitment   

The researcher has summarized the previous studies related to this topic as the 

following table: 

Table 2.8  Researches Related to Emotional Labor, Burnout, Job Satisfaction, 

Differences of Gender, Age, and Manager Emotional Intelligent, 

Turnover Intention and Organizational Commitment 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key Findings Key Contribution to Hospitality 

Practices 

Kruml 

(1999) 

Identified emotion labor as 

two dimensional 

constructed of emotive 

effort and emotive 

dissonance of various types 

of service employees. Her 

research was the first 

quantitative empirical study 

that identified emotive 

effort as a variable 

component of emotion 

labor; n = 358 (various 

types of customer-contact 

employees)  

 

1) Employees who used emotive 

effort in service task were the 

healthiest emotion laborers; 

employees who had emotive 

dissonance were at risk of 

emotionally exhausted, sarcastic 

towards customers, less mentally 

attached, and less accomplished in 

their jobs. 

2) Employees who were able to 

“feel with” customers’ experience 

were less emotive dissonance and 

exerted more emotive effort; older 

workers were creating more 

necessary feelings and displaying 

appropriate emotions. 

3) Men experienced more emotive 

dissonance (more surface acting) 

than women, there was no 

significant difference in emotive 

effort and emotional exhaustion 

between men and women. 

1) To exert emotive effort, 

companies should consider 

teaching their employees ways to 

apply emotive effort, and 

investing in the general nature of 

the encounters for which 

employees would be trained. 

2) To reduce effects of emotional 

dissonance, managers better know 

their customers personally. For 

instance, try to personalize the 

employee-customer relationship 

by creating and supporting a 

customer oriented culture, 

updating information of customer 

if possible and making sure that 

employees have clear conception 

of their customers’ behavior. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key Findings Key Contribution to Hospitality 

Practices 

Seery and 

Corrigall 

(2009) 

Explored the links from 

surface acting and 

emotional enhancement 

to job satisfaction, 

affective commitment, 

emotional exhaustion, 

and intentions to quit; n = 

363 (Nurses' aides and 

childcare workers) 

 

Surface acting was related to 

lower job satisfaction, lower 

affective commitment, higher 

turnover intentions, and emotional 

exhaustion.  Emotional 

enhancement was related to lower 

turnover intentions and emotional 

exhaustion.   

Their study had reflected that 

surface acting and emotional 

dissonance increased the 

likelihood of turnover intentions; 

employees who were not attached 

to their work organization would 

be more likely to perform surface 

acting rather than engaging in 

deep acting.  

Brotheridge 

and Grandey 

(2002) 

Compared job-focused 

emotional labor and 

employee-focused 

emotional labor as 

predictors of burnout 

beyond the effects of 

negative affectivity; n = 

238 (various career 

service employees) 

The use of surface-level emotional 

labor predicted depersonalization 

beyond the work demands. 

Perceiving the demand to display 

positive emotions and using deep-

level regulation were associated 

with heightened sense of personal 

accomplishment. 

Employees needed to be trained to 

engage in deep emotional labor 

techniques because deep acting 

had potential benefits for the 

employee and customer outcomes, 

but warned against organizations 

treating employees’ feelings as 

commodity. 

Kim (2008)  Examined the 

antecedents and 

consequences of two 

emotional labor strategies 

(surface and deep acting) 

of different traits of 

individuals; n = 197 

(Hotel service 

employees) 

Employees high in neuroticism 

were more likely to use surface 

acting during service and those 

high in extraversion would try 

harder to raise deep acting. 

Employees using surface acting 

were more exhausted and sarcastic 

than the ones using deep acting. 

The mediating role of emotional 

labor between burnout and job 

satisfaction and personality 

characteristics was found rather 

weak. Variety, duration, and 

positive display rules were 

significant predictors, deep acting 

and negative display rules were 

related to surface acting. 

 

Hotel manager had to review   

applicants’ personality profiles 

prior to selection and consider to 

recruit applicants with high 

extraversion and low neuroticism 

as these employees would be more 

likely to increase hotel guests’ 

perceptions of service quality and 

customer satisfaction through deep 

acting. They would also 

experience less burnout. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

 

Key Findings Key Contribution to 

Hospitality Practices 

Chen et al. 

(2012) 

Examined the relationship 

of emotional labor job 

satisfaction, burnout, and 

supervisory support in 

relationships between 

emotional labor and job 

performance; 

questionnaire; dyadic-data; 

n1 = 206 (hotel 

employees), n2 = 110 

(Supervisors) 

 

Surface acting negatively 

related to job satisfaction but 

positively related to burnout. 

Whereas deep acting positively 

related to job satisfaction but 

negatively related to burnout. 

Job satisfaction and burnout 

mediated the relationship 

between emotional labor and 

job performance. 

Appropriate selection was 

needed when organizations 

attempted to reduce amount of 

surface acting. Hotels were 

suggested to select employees 

with high extraversion, 

conscientiousness, and 

agreeableness for service 

industry. 

Jung and Yoon 

(2014) 

 Identified the effects of 

employees’ emotional 

intelligence (others’ 

emotion appraisal, self-

emotion appraisal, use of 

emotion, and regulation of 

emotion) on their emotional 

labor (deep acting and 

surface acting), and 

moderating effects of 

employees’ gender and job 

position on the relationship 

between emotional 

intelligence and emotional 

labor; n = 308 (deluxe 

hotels employees) 

 The use of emotion had the 

largest effect on surface acting 

while self-emotion appraisal 

had the largest effect on deep 

acting. The moderating effects 

of employees’ gender and job 

position on the relationship 

between emotional intelligence 

and emotional labor were 

found. The effects of others’ 

emotion appraisal on surface 

acting showed significantly 

higher in female employees 

than males. The use of 

emotions on deep acting 

showed larger effect on front of 

house staff than back of house 

staff. 

1) Organizations’ strategies 

should be established to manage 

their employees’ emotional 

intelligence and emotional labor 

through education or training. 

Methods should be devised to 

respond reasonably and 

efficiently when emotions 

experienced by employees and 

emotions expressed at service 

contact points were not suitably 

matched. Training programs 

should be developed for 

employees who perform 

emotional labor to understand 

the point of view of the customer 

in order to improve their ability 

to express emotion. 

2) Organization should develop 

recruiting process expected to 

recruit employees with excellent 

emotional intelligence who 

would eventually be expected to 

perform emotional labor 

effectively. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, 

if Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key Findings Key Contribution to Hospitality Practices 

 Chu (2002) Investigated the 

relationships among 

different ways 

individuals used to 

endorse emotional 

labor and its 

consequences, and 

address buffering 

effects of 

organizational 

characteristics and 

job characteristics 

on the perceived 

consequences of 

emotional labor 

(emotional 

exhaustion and job 

satisfaction); n = 

285 (hotel 

employees) 

Surface acting (high 

emotive dissonance) and 

deep acting (emotive 

effort) associated 

positively with job 

satisfaction and 

negatively with 

emotional exhaustion. 

Genuine acting (low 

emotive dissonance) 

associate positively with 

emotional exhaustion and 

negatively with job 

satisfaction. The strong 

relationships among the 

affectivity, empathy, and 

emotional labor factors 

were not found. Job 

autonomy and social 

support moderating the 

relations between 

emotional labor and its 

consequences were not 

found. 

Hotels should provide managerial 

implications in the process of employee 

selection, training, team solidarity, and 

compensation. 

1) Selection: hotel managers needed to 

realize a trade-off between high service 

quality and high employee turnover rate 

because when hiring highly positive people 

for their ability to provide excellent service, 

companies also faced with risk of losing them 

quickly as they would be more prone to 

exhaustion. 

2) Training: HR and hotel managers should 

provide training programs to develop 

customer service quality, especially privilege 

ones and program that cater for employees’ 

feeling. Constructive emotional labor strategy 

(deep acting) in service work task should also 

be created. 

3) Building team solidarity: hotel managers 

should build a sense of teamwork in order to 

improve employees’ morale and thus service 

quality. 

 

Mann (2007) Examined necessity 

of expectations of 

emotional displays 

of other employees 

that cause potential 

stress of emotional 

work; n = UK 121/ 

US 101, various 

service providers 

Emotional display was 

shown to differ across 

cultures, between jobs 

and roles within an 

organization, and 

between males and 

females. 

Organizations should be more aware of the 

value placed on displaying warm emotions, 

enhance the quality of communications, 

encourage or enforce frontline staff to appear 

pleasant and friendly which meant less 

concerned with genuine feeling of their staff 

and more concerned with the emotional 

display. Selection procedures ought to 

include assessment of proscribed job 

attributes, and leaders should adopt neutral 

emotion and avoid the kind of faked 

emotional displays endured at the customer-

organization interface. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key findings Key contribution to hospitality 

practices 

Chu, Baker, 

and Murrmann 

(2012) 

1) Investigated emotional 

management process that 

hospitality employees used 

while performing emotional 

labor for their customers, as 

well as the effects of such 

labor on employees’ work 

outcomes.    

2) Examined impact of 

emotional labor on job 

satisfaction and exhaustion; 

n = 253 (customer-contact 

employees) 

Employees with higher 

positive affect tended to 

experience less emotive 

dissonance while individuals 

with higher negative affect 

exerted more effort to enact 

emotional labor. A positive 

relationship was found 

between emotional contagion 

and emotive dissonance, and 

emotive effort and job 

satisfaction while a negative 

relationship was found 

between emotional 

dissonance and emotional 

exhaustion 

Organizations needed to develop 

training programs on emotion 

management in order to cope with 

negative consequences of 

emotional labor in a constructive 

way and provide more satisfying 

employee–customer interactions. 

These will beneficial to both 

employees and customers, as well 

as organizations. 

 

Scott and 

Barnes (2011) 

Examined within-

individual relationships 

among emotional labor, 

negative and positive 

affective states, and work 

withdrawal, and the 

moderating role of gender; 

n = 68 (bus drivers) 

 Surface acting positively 

associated with work 

withdrawal while negative 

affect mediated this 

relationship. The moderating 

effects of gender: within-

individual relationships were 

stronger for females than for 

males. 

Managers should discourage 

workers from engaging in surface 

acting and instead encourage them 

to engage in deep acting via 

training in techniques such as 

cognitive reappraisal, especially 

for females.  

Hur et al. 

(2014) 

Investigated the 

relationship of 

chronological age and work 

experience that affect 

emotional labor strategies 

(deep acting and surface 

acting) through emotional 

intelligence; n = 256 (flight 

attendants) 

Chronological age had a 

positive effect on both 

surface and deep acting. 

Work experience had a 

negative influence on surface 

acting, but non-significant 

effect on deep acting. Older 

employees likely to manage 

their emotions effectively, 

better identify and implement 

appropriate emotional 

regulation strategies. 

Organizations could take 

advantage of the skilled multiple 

emotional strategies of older 

employees for recruitment and 

placement. Organizations requiring 

desirable emotional regulation 

strategy should look for and give 

priority to older employees with 

long work experience and high 

emotional intelligent when hiring. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

 

Key Findings Key Contribution to 

Hospitality Practices 

Johnson and 

Spector (2007) 

Investigated how individual 

factors moderate the impact 

of emotional labor 

strategies on employee 

well-being; n = 176 

(customer service 

employees)  

Gender and autonomy were 

significant moderators of the 

relationships between 

emotional labor strategies an 

emotional exhaustion, 

affective well-being, and job 

satisfaction. Females 

experience more negative 

consequences when use 

surface acting. Autonomy 

served to ease negative 

outcomes for employees who 

often used emotional labor 

strategies. 

 

Organizations should provide 

useful information when 

attempting to enrich negative 

aspects of service work and 

reduce related personal and 

organizational costs. 

Wu (2011) Discussed the process of 

turnover intention; 

reviewed theories and 

research of organizational 

commitment and job 

satisfaction (literature 

research and interviews) by 

applied from the work of 

Meyer & Allen’s (1991) 

and of Rutherford et al’s 

(2009), then developed a 

model of turnover process 

for Taiwanese SMEs; n = 

in-depth interviewed to 

three experts 

 

Turnover intention caused by 

the lack of organizational 

commitment and low level of 

job satisfaction. Job factors, 

organizational factors, and 

social factors were found to 

affect job commitment and 

job satisfaction. 

Organizations should adjust 

policy to increase commitment, 

conduct tools to allow 

communication between 

employees and employers such 

as comprehensive evaluation 

feedback system and provide 

appropriate education and 

training for employees. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key Findings Key Contribution to Hospitality 

Practices 

Lam and Chen 

(2012) 

Developed and tested a 

model of emotional labor 

in the hotel industry by 

using affective event 

theory to discloses how 

supervisory support 

affect interactional 

justice, and influence 

negative emotions, job 

satisfaction, and 

emotional labor, service 

quality, and voluntary 

turnover; n = 424 (hotel 

service employees)  

Supervisory support related 

positively to supervisory 

interactional justice. 

Supervisory interactional 

justice negatively associated 

with negative emotions. 

Negative emotions related 

positively to surface acting 

and negatively to deep acting. 

Surface acting led to lower 

job satisfaction whereas deep 

acting led to higher job 

satisfaction. Job satisfaction 

led to higher service quality 

and lower turnover. 

 

1) Encouragement and support from 

supervisors may increase positive 

perceptions and decrease employees’ 

negative emotions. 

2) Hotels should train their service 

employees to increase their 

capabilities and enthusiasm for 

emotional displays by raising the 

value of modifying their inner 

emotions. 

3) Managers should endeavor to 

recruit and hire employees who were 

good fit with frontline jobs that 

required intense social interaction. 

Cheung and 

Tang (2010) 

1) Examined the role of 

age on the selection of 

emotional labor 

strategies.  

2) examined gender that 

moderated the association 

between age and 

emotional labor 

strategies; n = 386 

(various frontline staffs) 

Older workers reported 

greater use of deep acting, the 

conditional indirect effect of 

deep acting between age and 

job satisfaction was 

significant, the significant 

effect was found in both 

gender groups. 

 

A training workshops should be 

provided to workers in order to 

encourage the use of deep acting in 

the workplace, organization should 

tailor the training program that suits 

older workers’ unique needs.   

    

Cho et al. 

(2013) 

Examined the impact of 

emotional labor and 

emotional exhaustion on 

job satisfaction and 

organizational 

commitment; n = 213 

frontline retail sales 

employees 

 

Emotional labor predicts both 

job satisfaction and 

organizational commitment, 

while emotional exhaustion 

only predicts job satisfaction. 

Firms should monitor level of 

emotional labor on regular basis to 

ensure that employees were not over-

burdened by demanding customers. 

Management should strive to achieve 

an “affect balance” by allocating 

appropriate type of employees 

(junior versus. senior employees) to 

the most suitable work to minimize 

negative and maximize positive 

emotion.   
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, 

if Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key Findings Key Contribution to 

Hospitality Practices 

Fay (2011) Examined the 

differences in 

emotional labor 

efforts between 

men and women; n 

= 35 (university 

students) 

Surface acting was correlated with negative work-

related outcome (e.g., less job satisfaction, burnout, 

turnover intentions, and decreased work 

performance). In the feminine conditions (optimism 

and sympathetic), men did not differ from women on 

emotional labor. In the masculine conditions, women 

did not differ from men on emotional labor. In the 

sympathetic display condition, men’s gender 

identification (marginally) positively predicted their 

ratings of surface acting whereas in the optimistic 

condition, men’s gender identification negatively 

predicted surface acting. Women’s gender 

identification (marginally) positively predicted their 

ratings of surface acting. 

 This study provided an 

empirical evident that 

gender was differences 

in emotional display 

norms, thus the way that 

individuals were 

expected to manage 

their emotions may also 

differ for men and 

women.   

Simpson 

and Stroh 

(2004) 

Examined 

emotional 

expression content 

of human 

resources jobs and 

how the content 

varies by gender; n 

= 303 (HR 

graduate school 

students)   

Female more often obey feminine display rules which 

required suppression of negative emotions and 

simulation of positive ones. Male more often 

implemented masculine display rules which required 

suppression of positive emotions and simulation of 

negative ones. Emotional dissonance generated by 

feminine display rule positively correlated with 

personal inauthenticity feeling at work in both men 

and women. Gender modified the relationship 

between emotional dissonance and gender only in 

female who adopted the masculine display rule 

pattern reported feeling of least personally 

inauthentic of all. 

Organizations need to 

educate managers about 

the potential ill effects 

that associated with a 

feminine display-rule 

pattern. 
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 Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

 

Key Findings Key Contribution to Hospitality 

Practices 

Goodwin 

et al. 

(2011) 

Investigated the 

relationship between 

the emotional labor 

strategies (surface 

acting and deep acting), 

job performance, and 

turnover; n = 377 (call 

center service 

employees) 

 

Surface acting related to employee 

turnover and emotional exhaustion 

while relationship between surface 

acting and job performance was 

indirect via employee affective 

delivery. Whereas deep acting was 

not related. 

Managers need to be cognizant about 

the way their employees conform to 

organizational display rules, the type 

of emotional labor strategy that 

employees engaged in was likely to 

contribute to job performance and 

organizational attachment. 

Cho et al. 

(2017) 

Examined employees’ 

emotion (deep acting 

and surface acting) that 

influenced job 

satisfaction, affective 

organizational 

commitment, and 

turnover intentions; n = 

126 (retail employees) 

Deep acting and emotional 

exhaustion significantly impacted 

job satisfaction; both deep acting 

and job satisfaction predicted 

affective organizational 

commitment. Surface and deep 

acting, along with emotional 

exhaustion, each significantly 

impacted turnover intentions. Job 

satisfaction and affective 

organizational commitment were 

not significant predictors of 

turnover intention. 

1) Organizations such as retailers 

may consider focusing on developing 

methods to identify and hire 

employees who did not hide their 

true emotions and also fostering a 

work setting which consistently 

promoted genuinely positive 

employees’ emotions. 

2) Organization might focus on 

reactive steps to help employees 

cope with emotional exhaustion. For 

instance, training them to make the 

most efficient and effective use of 

their emotional resources and 

providing capital to help reduce and 

prevent physical and cognitive stress. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key Findings Key Contribution to Hospitality 

Practices 

Yang (2010) Investigated 

antecedents (role 

ambiguity and role 

conflict, burnout, 

socialization, work 

autonomy, affective 

and continuance 

commitment, 

absenteeism, and 

turnover intention) of 

job satisfaction; n = 

671 (hotels staffs) 

Role conflict, burnout, socialization 

and work autonomy, but not role 

ambiguity, significantly predicted 

job satisfaction.  Job satisfaction 

significantly contributed to greater 

affective commitment and 

continuance commitment, and 

lower employee turnover intentions. 

1) Organization should devote 

greater effort to conduct 

organizational socialization 

processes such as mentoring and 

(in) formal social activities to 

reinforce job satisfaction 

experienced by employees, thus 

maintaining high level of customer 

service. 

 2) Effective communication in 

organization should be developed 

in order to help improving role 

stress and job burnout. 

Hofmann and 

Stokburger-

Sauer (2017) 

Investigated the 

influence of 

emotional labor on 

employee 

commitment and the 

mediating roles of 

work-life balance 

perception, and job 

satisfaction; n = 191 

(hotel employees) 

1) Employees’ positive emotion 

display and emotional dissonance 

negatively influenced employees’ 

work-life balance which in turn 

drove employees’ affective 

commitment. 

2) The use of emotional labor had 

impact on their work-life balance 

perception. Job satisfaction was 

influenced by emotional 

dissonance. Work-life balance and 

job satisfaction drove employees’ 

commitment.  

3) Emotional labor negatively 

impacted employees’ work-life 

balance and job satisfaction, both 

drove their commitment. 

4) Employee commitment can be 

increased when employers focus on 

working conditions which hinder 

the development of emotional 

dissonance and work-life conflicts. 

Hotels should develop managerial 

implications in order to prevent 

negative effects resulted from 

experience of emotional 

dissonance. For instance, 1) 

personal development programs 

were necessary for employees to 

enable them to display positive 

emotions without emotional 

dissonance, 2) employers should 

introduce more flexible emotion 

display rules allowing employees 

to flexibly adapt their other display 

emotions than joy (expressed via 

nice smile) to specific situation. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

Key Findings Key Contributions to 

Hospitality Practices 

El-Nahas et 

al. (2013) 

Explore the 

relationship among 

leadership behavior, 

organizational 

culture, job 

satisfaction, 

organizational 

commitment and 

turnover intentions. 

First published study 

that explored the 

relationship among 

these variables within 

Egyptian context. n = 

455 (Egyptian 

company employees) 

1) Negative but not significant relationship 

between market culture and employees’ job 

satisfaction. 

2) Negative and significant relationship 

between job satisfaction and turnover 

intentions.    

3) Positive and significant relationship 

between affective commitment and 

employees' job satisfaction and positive but 

not significant relationship between affective 

commitment and turnover intentions. 

4) Negative and significant relationship 

between normative and continuance 

commitment and employees' job satisfaction 

and positive but not significant relationship 

between normative and continuance 

commitment and turnover intentions. 

  

1) Organization should 

heighten employees’ job 

satisfaction in order to 

lower turnover intention 

and try to increase 

meaningfulness of work by 

setting clear goals in 

consistent with employee's 

values, beliefs and 

personal goals. 

2) Organizations should 

direct towards good hiring 

decisions with candidates 

who valued customer 

satisfaction and service 

quality excellence and 

being trained intensively to 

improve their technical 

and social skills. 

Lee and Ok 

(2012) 

Investigated direct 

and indirect effects 

of employees’ 

emotional 

intelligence on 

emotional labor 

(emotional effort and 

emotional 

dissonance) that 

influenced burnout 

and job satisfaction.; 

n = 309 customer-

contact hotel 

employees and 

managers 

Emotional intelligence had direct positive 

effect on emotional effort and personal 

accomplishment. Emotional intelligence had 

direct negative effect on emotional dissonance 

and depersonalization. Emotional intelligence 

was found to indirectly affect job satisfaction 

and emotional exhaustion through mediating 

roles of personal accomplishment and 

emotional dissonance. Emotional dissonance 

was found to directly affect depersonalization 

and indirectly affect job satisfaction through 

emotional exhaustion. Emotional effort 

directly affected personal accomplishment and 

indirectly affected job satisfaction through 

personal accomplishment. Personal 

accomplishment was found to mediate the 

depersonalization–job satisfaction 

relationship. 

1) Organizations should 

employ measure of 

emotional intelligence 

when recruit and select 

employees to maintain 

high quality human, to 

increase productivity, 

service quality, and to 

avoid service disruption 

resources. 

2) Organizations should 

also deliberately employ 

emotional intelligent 

training or development 

programs in order to adopt 

employees’ emotional 

competence. 
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Table 2. 8 (Continued) 

Study Study Focus and, if 

Applicable, 

Characteristics of 

Empirical Study 

 

Key Findings Key Contributions to Hospitality 

Practices 

Parajon (2011) Investigate the impact 

of emotional labor and 

emotional dissonance 

on job satisfaction and 

burnout (emotional 

dissonance); n = 187 

universities’ employees 

 

   

Job satisfaction negatively 

correlated with emotional 

dissonance.  The emotional 

labor trigger more often by 

deep acting than surface 

acting. Job satisfaction was 

significantly correlated to 

career opportunity and job 

role. Job satisfaction was 

reported in the highest level 

while burnout was in low 

level. Deep acting was 

conducive to provide better 

customer service while 

strengthen job engagement. 

In order to increase job satisfaction and 

lower emotional dissonance, 

organizations should: 

1) Conduct strategic planning 

including means to support job 

engagement and improve methods to 

retain valuable employees and train 

employees on the values and methods 

to engage in deep acting.  

2) Ensure upper management’s 

recognition on importance of 

emotional efforts and the consequences 

to an organization.  

3) Ensure that managers and leaders 

act as role models and mentors who led 

by example or use valuable employees 

to teach other employees the culture in 

an informal way.  

4) Reward valuable employees as it 

was critical to retain and sustain their 

high level of job satisfaction.  

5) Allow human resource managers to 

use inventories to measure emotional 

labor strategies prior to recruit and 

retain employees, train them to excel, 

and mitigate the negative effects of 

surface acting. 
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 Research Conceptual Framework 

Based on the review of literature, concepts and theories above, the researcher 

has drafted a research model with the following hypotheses: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13   The Model of Emotional Labor and Moderator Effects of Gender, Age,  

     and Manager Emotional Intelligence on Burnout, Job Satisfaction,  

     Turnover Intention, and Organization Commitment 
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2.10  Hypotheses of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship among emotional 

labor and its associated consequences. The underlying assumption is that individual’s 

gender and age are critical factors or moderators in determining the perceived positive 

or negative consequence of performing emotional labor. The proposed hypotheses in 

accordance with present research’s objective and previous related support studies are 

as follows: 

Objective 1:  To investigate the relationship among emotional labor burnout, 

job satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational commitment of hotel frontline 

employees in Thailand. 

Hypothesis 1a:  Surface acting is positively related to burnout. 

Hypothesis 1b:  Deep acting is negatively related to burnout. 

Hypothesis 2a:  Surface acting is negatively related to job satisfaction. 

Hypothesis 2b:  Deep acting is positively related to job satisfaction. 

Hypothesis 6a:  Burnout is positively related to turnover intention. 

Hypothesis 6b:  Job satisfaction is negatively related to turnover   intention. 

Hypothesis 7a:  Burnout is negatively related to organizational commitment. 

Hypothesis 7b: Job satisfaction is positively related to organizational 

commitment. 
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Objective 2:  To compare the gender and age differences of frontline 

employees, and the manager emotional intelligence support that influence the 

relationship between emotional labor affected job satisfaction and burnout. 

Hypothesis 3a:   The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout   

is stronger in female frontline employees than in male 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 3b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger in female frontline employees than in 

male frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 3c:   The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

weaker in female frontline employees than in male frontline 

employees. 

Hypothesis 3d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker in female frontline employees than in 

male frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4a:   The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout 

is weaker in older frontline employees than in younger 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4b:   The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker in older frontline employees than in 

younger frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4c:   The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

stronger in older frontline employees than in younger 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger in older frontline employees than in 

younger frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 5a:    The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout 

is weaker with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence. 
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Hypothesis 5b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker with high support of manager 

emotional intelligence. 

Hypothesis 5c:    The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

stronger with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence.  

Hypothesis 5d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job  

                                         satisfaction is stronger with high support of manager    

                                         emotional intelligence. 
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CHAPTER 3   

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

  

The aim of this chapter is to explain the research methodology adopted to 

address the research aim and objectives to investigate the relationship among 

emotional labor, burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational 

commitment; to compare gender and age differences of individuals, and the support of 

manager emotional intelligent that influence the intensity of job satisfaction and 

burnout; and To develop model explaining the relationship among emotional labor, 

the moderations effect of gender, age, and the manager emotional intelligent on 

burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational commitment of hotel 

frontline employees in Thailand.   The chapter was conducted in the following 

manner: 

3.1 Research Method 

3.2 Target Populations and Samples 

3.3 Research Instruments 

3.4 Data Collection 

3.5 Data Analysis and Statistics Used 
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 Research Method  

This study conducts from the aim of the objectives of the study; to investigate 

the relationship among emotional labor, burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, 

and organizational commitment, and to compare gender and age differences of 

individuals, and the support of manager emotional intelligence that influence the 

intensity of job satisfaction and burnout. The study includes the multi-variates, which 

are the latent of two elements of emotional labor; surface acting and deep acting, 

burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, organizational commitment, and manager 

emotional intelligence. In addition, the dichotomous variables such as gender and age 

are also included. Therefore, the researcher decides to use the quantitative approach in 

the technique of structural equation modelling (SEM) to analyze the model in order to 

test the hypotheses under the objectives of the study. For the reason that, 1)  the 

quantitative approach has used in present research that involves numerical data and 

conforms to use in invariably statistical method and hypotheses tests (Veal, 2017). 2) 

The SEM statistical method has grown the most popularity over times and it has 

ability to simultaneously estimate multiple dependence relationships while also 

incorporating multiple measures embraced across almost every academic discipline. 

The strengths of SEM is its flexibility, which permits examination of complex 

associations, use of various types of data (e.g., categorical, dimensional, censored, 

count variables), and comparisons across alternative models (Wolf, Harrington, Clark, 

& Miller, 2013). It is a best multivariate procedure for testing both the construct 

validity and theoretical relationships among a set of concepts represented by multiple 

measured variables  (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010), such as emotional labor, 

burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational commitment, and the 

comparing of gender and age differences of individuals, and with or without the 

support of manager emotional intelligence in present research.  

The research questionnaire has been used as a research tool (Veal, 2017) that 

most commonly used (Silpjaru, 2014) to gather information prior to analysis of data to 

verify accuracy of the proposed strategy to achieve the research objectives and in 

accordance with the research conceptual model designed in this study, the collected 
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data needed to be computed into numerical scores obtained by asking population to 

indicate level of the opinions on the variables.  

 Target Populations and Sample 

3.2.1 Target Populations   

The population of this study is frontline hotel employee, both male and 

female, young and old, who have direct interaction and contact with customers in all 

service contexts within their hotels in Phuket, Thailand.  

  

3.2.2 Sample  

Based on the target population mentioned above, the research has used 

the following methodologies to determine sample size and sample selection: 

3.2.2.1 Sample Size for Structural Equation Modeling 

  Hair et al.  ( 2010)  outlined instruction suggested the considerations to 

determine appropriate sample size for structural equation modeling as follows: 

1) Multivariate Normality of Data or an accepted ratio for each 

minimized problem with deviations from normality of 15 respondents for each 

parameter estimated within the model.  

2) Maximum Likelihood Estimation (ML) technique suggested sample 

size within a range of 100 to 400.  

3)   Model Complexity which led to the need for larger samples.  The 

role of sample size was to produce more information and greater stability 

while larger samples meant less variability and increased stability in the 

solutions.  This study was conducted as multiple group analyses requiring an 

adequate example for each group.  
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4)  Missing Data.  The sample size for Structural Equation Modeling 

( SEM)  should be planned to allow an increase in sample size to offset a 

problem of missing data.  

5)  Average Error Variance of Indicators.  Since communality 

represented the average amount of variation among the measure ( index) 

variables, the concept of commonality was therefore of more relevant way to 

approach the sample size issue. 

The several rules-of-thumb for sample size of SEM have been suggested, 

including a minimum sample size of 100 or 200 (Boomsma, 1985). In Kline's 

instructions (Kline, 2015), the appropriate sample size for structural equation 

modeling should be equal to or over 200. The sample size technique was used in this 

study as it was generally known that sample size could affect the generalizability of 

the result by the ratio of observations to independent variables (Hair et al., 2010). 

Based on the model complexity (multiple group) and essential measurement model 

characteristics, the minimum sample size should be around 300 while five (5) 

observations should be made, and the desired level should be between 15 to 20 

observations for each independent variable in the variation (Golob, 2003; Hair et al., 

2010). Therefore, the sample size in this study was 509 that is in-between 15 to 20 

observations for each independent variable (Golob, 2003; Hair et al., 2010) with an 

estimated confidence level of 95 percent and a sampling allowable error of 5 percent.  

3.2.2.2 Sampling Technique  

Based on that data that the number of hotels and employment by region in 

Thailand, as per detailed in Table 1.1, the majority of hotels and employment were 

found in the South. Thailand was expected to receive more than 100 million tourists a 

year, 40% of which visit Phuket; an area with heightened competition in the hotel 

industry and with expected continuing growth (World Bank Group, 2017). For the 

sampling technique, the researcher searched the list of hotels from the Thai Hotel 

Association (Thai Hotels Association, 2017) and determined to use the multiple stage 
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sampling technique to avoid biased, and to provide an equal chance of inclusion 

(Silpjaru, 2014; Veal, 2017) to all of the known-population.   

1) Random sampling was used to random the selected hotels from the 

list of Thai Hotel Association (Thai Hotels Association, 2017). 

2) Purposive sampling technique was used to define the subjects 

comprising ‘frontline hotel employees’.  

3) Quota sampling technique was employed to further divide the 

number of subjects in the selected area to one half female, and one half male 

regarding to the study’s design to analyze the gender moderating role.  

4) Convenience sampling technique was used as the last process of the 

sampling technique for this study.   

The researcher collected data for 1 5  hotels with the number of rooms ranging 

from less than 100  to more than 400  rooms. With permission from the hotels in the 

selected area, the questionnaires were distributed to 509 samples. 

 Research Instruments 

3.3.1 Type of Research Instruments 

In this study, the research survey was conducted using questionnaire as a main 

tool to collect data generated from the review of theoretical literature and related 

research.  Range of question in the questionnaire consisted of variables of emotional 

labor, burnout, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and turnover intentions 

and manager emotional intelligence. The original English questionnaires represented 

the study’ s seven research constructs and were translated into Thai and interpreted 

back into English in order to check for mistranslation.   

The first part of the questionnaire was developed to enable the researcher to 

understand the respondents’ demographics and to separate the individuals according 

to gender, age and manager emotional intelligence. The younger and older age groups 

and the low and high support of the manager’s emotional intelligence were, however, 

separated according to the means.    
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The second part pertained to the two elements of emotional labor strategy; 

surface acting was measured using eight items, and deep acting using five items. The 

scales derived from the study of Brotheridge and Lee (2003), and Chu and Murrmann 

( 2006) .  The surface acting was measured using eight items, on a five-point Likert 

scale with item format such as “I display emotions that I am not actually feeling.” The 

factor of deep acting was also measured with items formatted like, “ When getting 

ready for work I tell myself that I am going to have a good day.” 

The third part concerned burnout—emotional exhaustion, lack of personal 

accomplishment, and depersonalization—totaled 22 items, on a five-point Likert 

scale. The scale included items synthesized and created based on the Maslach Burnout 

Inventory (MBI) (Maslach & Jackson, 1986). One example from the formatted items 

was, “I feel frustrated by my job.”  

In the fourth part, in order to evaluate job satisfaction, the researcher used 

scales derived from the MSQ (Minnesota Job Satisfaction Questionnaire) by  Weiss et 

al. (1967) with 20 items, on a five-point Likert scale.  One example of the formatted 

items was, “The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job.” 

The fifth part to assess turnover intentions totaled four items, on a five-point 

Likert scale synthesized   based on Netemeyer et al. (1996) and Brashear et al. (2003). 

One example of the formatted items was, “ I intend to quit this organization someday 

soon.” 

The sixth part for evaluating organizational commitment—affective 

commitment, continuance commitment, and normative commitment—totaled 24 

items based on a five-point Likert scale of questionnaires created based on Allen and 

Meyer (1990). One example of the formatted items was, “I feel ‘emotionally attached’ 

to this organization.” 

  Lastly, the part on manager emotional intelligence totaled 16 items on a five-

point Likert scale using questionnaires created based on  Wong and Law (2002). One 

example of the formatted items was, “ I always feel that my manager is a competent 

person.”   This part was used only for analysis using the multiple-group technique for 

separating the samples into two groups and was not combined in the main structural 

model. 
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3.3.2 Creation of Research Instruments 

The process to create and develop the questionnaire that consists of 7 parts as 

follow; 1) personal background 2) emotional labor 3) burnout 4) job satisfaction 5) 

turnover intention 6) organizational commitment 7) manager emotional intelligence 

for this study was in the following order: 

1.  Studying documents and research related to emotional labor in service 

context, age and gender of individual, emotional intelligent, burnout, job satisfaction, 

turnover intention, and organizational commitment and reviewing the structure of 

variables and definitions of all key variables in the research framework.  The Likert 

scale was used to facilitate the interpretation of variables as a 5-level scale with 1-5 

rating scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ (1) to ‘strongly agree’ (5). 

2.  Determining attitudes and behaviors that needed to be measured and 

defining questions from previous research which the factors analysis was confirmed 

passing the criteria (e.g., Brashear et al., 2003; Wong & Law, 2002) , and putting the 

defined action definition into the items. 

3. The researcher draft the questionnaire to cover all indicators and parameters 

to be measured within the research framework. Then ask for the suggestion from the 

research advisor to correct and proofread before applying for a trial.   

  

3.3.3 Data Validation 

For content validation, the researcher presented the questionnaire as well as 

details of research topic, its objectives, framework, theoretical definitions, definitions 

of main variables used in the research, and questions from the previous research that 

the factors analysis was confirmed, and modified by the advisors to validate the 

content and its consistence with subject topic that consists of the part of questionnaire 

of emotional labor, burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, organizational 

commitment, and manager emotional intelligence.   

The researcher improved and updated certain questions based on advice of the 

experts prior to having it tested with a trial group.  Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient was 

used to determine the reliability of the questionnaire. 
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 = 1 -  

    n-1 

 

When  for alpha coefficient.   

    n for number of measuring instruments. 

for sum of the variances of the scores in each 

item. 

for the variances of sum of each person’s score.   

 

  

3.3.4 Trial Questionnaire 

As the questionnaire that consists of 7 parts which are; 1) personal background 

2) emotional labor 3) burnout 4) job satisfaction 5) turnover intention 6) 

organizational commitment 7) manager emotional intelligence was judged for face 

and context validity  ( Hair et al. , 2010) , the trial questionnaire was employed with 

aims to 1)  determine the face validity condition and 2)  examine the data for the 

reliability of the tool.  The trial questionnaire, totaling 34 sets, to determine the face 

validity of the questionnaire was tested with a group of trial sample who shared 

similar characteristics with the actual sample to assess understanding and clarity of 

the language. The researcher analyzed the quality of each measurement instrument of 

Cronbach's alpha coefficient by using a computer statistical analysis program to 

determine the reliability of the measurements whereas the alpha coefficient should not 

be lower than 0. 7 ( Hair et al. , 2010) .   The reliability of the instrument would be 

satisfactory if the reliability of the questionnaire for all variables remained high 

(Prasitrathasin, 2007). After the data from 34 samples were analyzed, the reliability in 

each of the variables and the total of questionnaire was as following table. 
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Table 3.1   The Reliability in Each of the Variables and the Total Items Number of 

Questionnaire of Tryout 

Name of Variables Number of Items Reliability (α) 

 

Surface Acting 8 0.791 

Deep Acting 5 0.918 

Burnout 

Emotional exhaustion 

Depersonalization 

Lack of personal 

accomplishment 

22 0.922 

Job Satisfaction 20 0.936 

Turnover Intention 4 0.843 

Organizational Commitment 

Affective commitment 

Normative commitment 

Continuance commitment 

24  0.879 

Manager Emotional Intelligent 16 0.950 

 

Total of Questionnaire  99 0.865 

 

 

 Regarding the reliability of each construct were exhibited in table 3. 1, the 

range between 0. 791-0. 950 shows that all construct passes the criteria.  After the 

reliability of all construct from tryout was approved, the researcher collected the data 

from the sample that was employees who perform emotional labor on a daily basis 

who work in the hotel in the selected area, the South of Thailand.  For example, the 

guest-contact employees included in this study were those work at reception, check-in 

counter, sale and marketing, restaurant and coffee shop staff, housekeeping, and other 

positions that require guest-contact in their work.  To conduct the survey, the 

researcher contacted hotels and sent them questionnaires.   
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 Data Collection 

 The primary data was collected by the questionnaires prepared by the 

researcher in accordance to the research objectives, prior to being distributed to the 

sample of hotel frontline employees in selected hotels in Phuket, Thailand. The 

researcher searched the list of hotels from the Thai Hotel Association (Thai Hotels 

Association, 2017) and collected data for 15 hotels with the number of rooms ranging 

from less than 100 to more than 400 rooms. With permission from the hotels, a total 

of 509 self-administered questionnaires were distributed. 
  

 Data Analysis and Statistics Used 

After being checked for its correctness, the collected data was analyzed by the 

descriptive statistical analysis and inferential statistical analysis with two subsections: 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)  and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) .  To 

test the proposed relationships among the study variables for descriptive and SEM 

analysis, the researcher used the computer program.  The CFA was run to assess a 

construct validity (Anderson & Gerbing, 1 9 8 8 )  before testing the hypotheses paths 

using the structural equation model. 

3.5.1 Descriptive Statistics Analysis 

The researcher analyzed the personal data in the checklist by using the 

Descriptive Statistics method.  The collected data were analyzed for statistical 

significance, including the statistics used which were frequency, percentage, mean, 

and standard deviation.     

3.5.2 Confirmatory Factory Analysis 

The Confirmatory Factor Analysis ( CFA)  is to test how well measured 

variables represent a smaller number of constructs. CFA statistic can show how well 

the specification of the factors match reality ( the actual data) .  It is a technique for 

testing data consistency with models that assign latent variables under a set of 

observation variables with the same purpose as EFA to 1)  examine the underlying 
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theory; 2)  analyze and identify the components and 3)  use as a tool to create new 

variables using the measurement model of the covariance structure analysis model.  

CFA is a tool that enables researchers to either confirm or reject a preconceived 

theory.  The purpose of the factor analysis can be achieved from either an exploratory 

or confirmatory perspective (Hair et al., 2010) 

The CFA analysis process consists of 4 steps: parameter estimation; checking 

consistency of the model; modifying the model; and interpreting the results 

(Viratchai, 1999).  

1)  Estimating the parameter of the variance-covariance matrix that 

computed from the sample or empirical data wherein the variance was 

constructed from the estimated parameters from the hypothetical research 

hypothesis with the most similar values. Parameter estimation is the Maximum 

Likelihood method (Viratchai, 1999). 

2)Validating the Model Validation of the model or the verification of 

harmony between empirical data and statistical models for multiple validations 

such as chi-square statistics, degree of freedom (df), Tucker Lewis index 

(TLI), comparative fit index ( CFI) , standardized root mean squared residual 

(SRMR), and root mean square of error approximation (RMSEA). 

3) Model Modification. If the model was not consistent with the data, 

the model must be revised and the new data analyzed.  Observations in 

standard score should not exceed ± 2. 00.  The model may be adjusted by 

allowing tolerances to be correlated.  Newly adjusted elements must be 

reasonable and predictable (Viratchai, 1999).   

4)  The interpretation of the results should be reported on the factor 

loadings and the variance that the elements can explain.   

In   Hair et al.  ( 2010) , Confirmatory Factor Analysis ( CFA)  is 

commonly used to cover the first four stages in the SEM six-stage model 

which will be discussed in the next section. 
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3.5.3 Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)  

Structural Equation Modeling ( SEM)  is a technique that allows separate 

relationship for each of a set of dependent variables. There are three unique statistical 

technique characteristics of SEM in multivariate data analysis which are 1) estimating 

multiple interrelated dependence relationships, 2)  incorporating latent variables not 

measured directly, and 3)  defining a model ( Hair et al. , 2010) .  SEM provides the 

appropriate and most efficient technique for a series of separate multiple regression 

equations estimated instantaneously by providing means to assess each of the 

relationships simultaneously rather than independent analyses and incorporating the 

multi-items scales in the analysis to account for measurement error associated with 

each of the scales (Hair et al., 2010). 

SEM is characterized by two basic components which are 1)  the structural 

model and 2) the measurement model. 

1)  The structural model is the path model which relates independently to 

dependent variables. Only single relationship of the discussed model could be allowed 

while multivariate analysis of variance and canonical correlation are not applicable 

(Hair et al., 2010). 

2)  The measurement model enables the use of enables several variables for a 

single independent or dependent variable.  The dependent variable might be 

represented by a summated scale.  Assessing the contribution of each scale item and 

incorporating how well the scale measures the concept (reliability) could be done via 

the confirmatory factor analysis. Then the scales are integrated into the estimations of 

the relationships between dependent and independent variables in the structural model 

which is similar to performing a factor analysis of the scale items and using the factor 

scores in regression (Hair et al., 2010). 

Hair et al.  ( 2010)  provided a six-step approach decision process in the 

application of SEM for developing, interpreting, and validating of multivariate 

analysis as follows:  
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1)  Defining individual constructs to determine the research problem and 

analysis objectives to be used in a conceptual item before specifying any variables or 

measures that identifies the items used as measured variables.  

2)  Developing the overall measurement model of surface acting, deep acting, 

burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, organizational commitment, and manager 

emotional intelligence.to improve the analysis plan with the conceptual model 

established and the multivariate technique selected.  The next consideration was 

implementation issues including general considerations such as desired sample size 

and proper or required types of variables and estimation methods which would be 

measured together with constructs prior to the drawing of a path diagram for the 

measurement model. 

3)  Designing a study to produce empirical results to evaluate the underlying 

assumptions, both statistical and conceptual that substantially affect the ability to 

represent a multivariate relationship with data collected and to assess adequacy of the 

sample size and select the estimation method and missing data approach. 

4)  Assessing the measurement model validity by estimating multivariate 

model and evaluate goodness-of-fit (GOF) of the overall model and construct validity 

of measurement model. After the determination of model, the overall fit was assessed 

to achieve acceptable statistical criteria, identified the proposed relationship, and 

realized the practical significance.  However, the acceptable model must be obtained 

before proceeding in all cases. CFA was used in this first four stages after verification 

of measurement model validity. 

5)  Specifying the structural model by converting measurement model to 

structural model.  Interpretation of the variatus reveals nature of the multivariate 

relationship with the acceptable model fit.  The interpretation of effects of the 

individual variable was made by examining the estimated coefficients for each 

variable in the variatus. 

6) Validating the multivariate model and assessing structural model validity by 

assessing the significance, direction, and size of structural parameter estimates which 

are the direction of the effects of surface acting and deep acting on burnout and job 

satisfaction, and the direction of the effects of burnout and job satisfaction on turnover 

intention and organizational commitment.  The attempt to validate the study’s model 
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was directed toward demonstrating the generalizability of the total population.  After 

the validation of structural model was proved valid, the researcher drew substantive 

conclusions and recommendations. 

 

3.5.3.1 Preliminary Agreement for Analysis of SEM 

1)  The relationship between all variables in the model was linear 

positive and causal relationship (Causal relationship). 

2)  The distribution of variables, both external and internal variables, 

and the degree of satisfaction must be of normal distribution whereas 

discrepancies must be zero. 

3)  Independence between variables and discrepancies could be 

separated as follows:  tolerance is independent; variables and tolerances are 

independent of each other and variance of each variable can be related. 

4) For time series data analysis with more than two measurements, the 

measurements of variables must not be influenced by the time lag between 

measurements (Viratchai, 1999). 

 

3.5.3.2 Principles of Structural Equation Modeling Analysis 

The analysis of structural equation modeling was to estimate the parameters in 

the model by analyzing the overall principle component analysis (Factor analysis) and 

influence (Path analysis) together with the analysis of the correspondence between the 

model with data and the empirical report. 

3.5.3.3 Multiple Group Analysis 

Multiple group analysis is SEM framework for testing differentiations 

between similar models estimated for different group or respondents. It aims to test or 

analyze to distinguish between individual group models. Numerous SEM application 

involves analyzing a group of respondents that are formed from the overall sample by 

dividing it by different characteristic (Hair et al., 2010). In this study, the differences 

of gender and age of frontline employees were conducted into a multiple group 
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analysis because it was expected that there were differences respond across a wide 

range of social issues between female and male, younger and older frontline 

employees, and with high and low support from their manager emotional intelligence. 

Multiple group analysis technique was used in this process to conduct testing 

in the following steps: 1) Testing configural invariance and 2) metric invariance, and 

3)  scalar invariance across different group of population.  To evaluate the different 

across group that could identify the moderating effects uses the criteria of change of 

chi square with significant (p<0.05), a change of degree of freedom, a change of CFI 

(comparative fit index) of nested model both measurement and structural model (Hair 

et al., 2010).   

 

3.5.4 The Technique of Structural Equation Model in the Study  

3.5.4.1 The structural equation modeling (SEM) technique 

In the first stage, the researcher apply the technique of Mulaik and Millsap 

(2000) who proposed a four-step approach to modeling in developing the structural 

equation model. The model development process is as follows. 

First step:  To analyze the exploratory factor analysis of each latent 

variable in order to select essential variables into the measurement model. This 

technique of factor analysis is a commonly used in order to diminish data or variable 

for three primary reasons which are, reduce the number of variables from large to 

small, establish underlying dimensions between measured variables and constructs, 

and provide construct validity evidence.  

While the uses of factor analysis including, one aspect that needs mention in 

detail include KMO & Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity. KMO & Bartlett’s Test of 

Sphericity is a measure of sampling adequacy, while the KMO ranges from 0 to 1, the 

cut off value is over 0.6. Also, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity relates to the significance 

of the study and thereby shows the validity and suitability of the responses collected 

to the problem being addressed through the study.  For Factor Analysis to be 

recommended suitable, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity must be less than 0.05. In this 
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study, KMO that over 0.6 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity that below 0.05 shows the 

validity and suitability of the responses collected to the problem being addressed 

through the study. Thus, in this process, some indicators have a low factor loading 

was dropped. 

Second step: This is a confirmatory factor analysis model that tests 

hypotheses about certain relations of the manifest indicators, and to verify the 

measurement model of each latent variable to confirm the structure of the 

measurement model. If one gets an acceptable fit of the measurement model, one can 

go on to test the structural equation model. 

Third step: Verify the relationship of latent variables in the structural 

equation model that is sufficiently correlated to analyze the equation model.  The 

latent variables studied by the researcher were measured from the observed variables. 

The discriminant validity was assessed by comparing the square root of each AVE in 

the diagonal with the correlation coefficients (off-diagonal) for each construct in the 

relevant rows and columns (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). After comparing this value to 

the correlation of interest, the square root of AVE values was all larger than the 

square of the respective constructs. Thus, the discriminant validity can be accepted for 

this measurement model and supports the discriminant validity between the 

constructs. 

Fourth step: An analysis of structural equation modeling was to estimate the 

parameters in the model by analyzing the overall principle component analysis 

(Factor analysis) and influence (Path analysis) together with the analysis of the 

correspondence between the model with data. An analysis of the structural model 

considers the consistency of the model developed with empirical data. Based on the 

model consistency index, each parameter and the reasonableness of the size and 

direction of each parameter. This is the structural equation model itself, with the same 

zero relations between the manifest indicators and the latent variables established by 

the measurement model, and the same freed loadings. 
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Table 3.2   The Model-fit Criteria and Acceptable Fit Interpretation  

(Hair et al., 2010; Schumacker & Lomax, 2004)  

Model-fit Criterion Acceptable Level Interpretation 

Chi-square Table Chi-square value Compare obtained Chi-square value for 

given Degree of freedom 

 Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 0 (no fit) to 1 (perfect fit)  Value close to 0.90 or 0.95 reflects a good 

model fit 

Tucker – Lewis Index (TLI) 0 (no fit) to 1 (perfect fit)   Value close to 0.90 or 0.95 reflects a good 

model fit 

Root-mean-square error of 

approximation (RMSEA) 

0.05-0.08 Value of 0.05 to 0.08 indicates close fit 

Standard root-mean square 

residual (SRMR) 

0.05-0.08 Value of 0.05 to 0.08 indicates close fit 

  

 

 Hair et al. (2010) had provided a guideline for using fit indices in the different 

situation. The researcher had summarized fit indices that suitable in this study with 

more than 250 sample size and 30 observe variables as the following table. 

Table 3.3  The Fit Indices Guideline by Hair et al. (2010) 

 No. of Stat.  n > 250 

Var. (m) m > 30 

Chi-square  Significant p-value expected 

Comparative Fit Index (CFI)  Above 0.90 

Tucker – Lewis Index (TLI) Above 0.90 

Root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) 0.08 or less (with CFI above 0.92) 

Standard root-mean square residual (SRMR) Value < 0.07 with CFI of 0.90 or higher 
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3.5.4.2 Testing moderating roles by multiple group analysis approach  

In second stage, the researcher applied the multiple group analysis technique 

that is the structural equation modelling framework for testing differentiations 

between similar models estimated for different group or respondents. It aims to test or 

analyze to distinguish between individual group models. Numerous SEM application 

involves analyzing a group of respondents that are formed from the overall sample by 

dividing it by different characteristic (Hair et al., 2010). Therefore, this technique will 

be used to test moderating effects when the moderating variable is either no metric or 

a metric moderator has been transformed into a nonmetric variable. In the first step, 

some from metric invariances, such as measurement invariance should be established 

before examining a difference in structural model estimates to assessed for 

moderation by a comparison of the group model. The first group model or the 

unconstrained model is estimated with path estimates calculated separately for each 

group. The second group model or the constrained model is then estimated where the 

path estimate of interest is constrained to be equal between the groups. Comparison of 

the differences between models with a chi-square difference test (Δχ2) indicates if the 

model fit significantly decreased (e.g., an increase in chi-square) when the estimates 

were constrained to be equal. A statistically significant difference between models 

indicates the path estimates were different and that moderation does exist (Hair et al., 

2010).  

In this study, a multiple group analysis was conducted to test the moderating 

roles across group, it was expected from relevant several studies that there were 

differences respond across a wide range of social issues between female and male, 

younger and older frontline employees, and group of low and high support from their 

manager emotional intelligent by using a multiple group analysis technique  to 

conduct testing invariance in the following steps: 1) Testing configural invariance 2) 

metric invariance and 3) scalar invariance across different group of population in the 

step of measurement and structural model to evaluate the different across group that 

could identify the moderating effects uses the criteria of change of chi-square  with 

significant statistically (p<0.05), change of degree of freedom, change of CFI 

(comparative fit index) of nested model for both measurement and structural model. 
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 Research ethics 

The study ensured the research protocol followed the concept of research ethics, 

i.e., respecting the subjects, respecting their privacy and confidentiality, and 

minimizing risks (National Research Council of Thailand, 2015; Thailand research 

ethical, 2007) as described below. 

1) Respect to participate and provide consent in research was ensured by 

providing sufficient information and allowing freedom to make decisions by 

disseminating complete details on the study, without concealment, and bias-free. 

Using simple and clear language, the informants could understand easily and receive 

the complete content details for freedom in making an informed decision to provide 

consent, including having the right to withdraw consent at any time without 

explaining any reason. 

2) Respecting the participants, privacy and confidentiality is the primary 

principle of deference to humanity in many cultures and helped to protect the mental 

stability of the informants. The researcher respected subjects’ privacy, maintained 

coded controls and protected their right to speak freely, as well as safeguarding the 

personal information of the information provider.  

The researcher sent the consent forms to the hotel that wanted to collect data. 

After receiving their permission, the researcher provided the consent forms that were 

put in the first page of every questionnaire (see Appendix A and B) to the informants, 

the contents of consent form are described in detail below. 

“Dear Participant: You are invited to participate in a research study about 

frontline hotel employees’ organization commitment. 

This survey aims to explore the antecedents of frontline hotel employees’ 

organization commitment in Thailand. Your responses, combined with the responses 

of other participants, will help us better understand what is needed to enhance 

Thailand frontline hoteliers’ organization commitment in their organization. This 

questionnaire consists of 7 parts as follow; 1) personal background 2) emotional labor 

3) burnout 4) job satisfaction 5) turnover intention 6) organizational commitment 7) 

manager emotional intelligence. 
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  To the best of our knowledge, there are no harmful risks associated with 

participating in this survey, and your participation is greatly appreciated. Your 

responses will be kept strictly confidential to the extent allowed by law and will be 

used only for this study. The completed surveys will be coded into an Excel template, 

and only the research team will have access to the data. The data will be used for only 

academic purposes. If you decide to take part in this survey, please understand that 

your participation is voluntary, you may cease to participate at any time. 

By marking or checking the consent form below, you acknowledge that your 

participation in this study is voluntary, you are 18 years of age, and that you are aware 

that you may choose to terminate your participation in the study at any time and for 

any reason. 

 I consent; begin the study. 

 I do not consent; I do not wish to participate. 

Contacts and Questions: If you have any questions about the survey or the 

procedures, you may contact the researcher, Siriporn Khetjenkarn at 

yuiziri@gmail.com.” 

After the informants complete to answer the questionnaire, those questionnaires 

were collected and well-packed for the reason to protect the confidential of the 

information.  

mailto:yuiziri@gmail.com
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CHAPTER 4  

 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

This chapter contains the results of statistical analyses of the hypotheses 

developed within Chapter 2.  The objective of this study was to explain the 

relationship among emotional labor on burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, 

and organizational commitment, and the moderating roles of gender, age, and the 

manager emotional intelligence on burnout and job satisfaction of hotel frontline 

employees in Phuket, Thailand. In this chapter, the research will first report the result 

of the reliability of the tryout questionnaire, then divides the result of the study into 

four sections as follows. 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics of the Study’s Sample 

4.2 Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Measurement Model 

4.3 Structural Model  

4.4 Multiple Group Analysis for the Moderating Roles 

4.5 Conclusion of the Hypotheses Testing and Full Model Development  
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After the data from 34 samples were analyzed, the reliability in each of the 

variables and the total of questionnaire was as following table: 

  Table 4.1  The Reliability in Each of the Variables and the Total Items Number of 

Questionnaire of Tryout 

Name of Variables Number of Items Reliability (α) 

Surface Acting 8 0.791 

Deep Acting 5 0.918 

Burnout 

Emotional exhaustion 

Depersonalization 

Lack of personal 

accomplishment 

22 0.922 

Job Satisfaction 20 0.936 

Turnover Intention 4 0.843 

Organizational Commitment 

Affective commitment 

Normative commitment 

Continuance commitment 

24  0.879 

Manager Emotional Intelligent 16 0.950 

Total of Questionnaire  99 0.865 
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Regarding the reliability of each construct were exhibited in table 3. 1, the 

range between 0.791-0.950 and the all-over reliability value of all constructs is 0.865 

shows that all construct passes the criteria.  After the reliability of all construct from 

tryout was approved, the researcher collected the data from the sample that was 

employees who perform emotional labor on a daily basis who work in the hotel in the 

selected area in Phuket, Thailand. For example, the guest-contact employees included 

in this study were those work at reception, check-in counter, sale and marketing, 

restaurant and coffee shop staff, housekeeping, and other positions that require guest-

contact in their work. To conduct the survey, the researcher contacted hotels and sent 

them questionnaires.    

After finishing collected the data, the researcher analyzes by apply techniques 

to screen for a high factor loading indicators into the model. In order to the analysis of 

the factor to be recommended suitable, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity must be less than 

0.05. In this study, KMO that over 0.6 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity that below 0.05 

shows the validity and suitability of the responses collected to the problem being 

addressed through the study. Thus, in this process, some indicators have a low factor 

loading was dropped (Mulaik & Millsap, 2000).  The total number of indicators that 

passed the criteria and were set into this study’s structural model is 36 items. Thus, 

the approximately number of 509 sample size (36 indicators x15 persons) was suitable 

to use in this study.  
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 Descriptive statistic 

The first section of this chapter presents descriptive statistics, inter-correlations 

and operational characteristics of the study sample as demonstrated in the following 

table. 

Table 4.2  Demographic Profile of the Final Survey Sample (n=509) 

Characteristic  n Percentage 

Gender    

Male  213  41.8% 

Female  296 58.2% 

Total  509 100% 

Age (years old)    

Under 20  13 2.6% 

21-30  268 52.7% 

31-40  155 30.5% 

41-50  61 11.9% 

51-60  12 2.4% 

Total  509 100% 

Status    

Single  339 66.6%% 

Married  170 33.4% 

Total  509 100% 

Education    

Lower than high school  77 15.1% 

High school  126 24.8% 

Diploma  77 15.1% 

Bachelor degree  220 43.2% 

Master degree  9 1.8% 

Total  509 100% 

Income (Thai Baht)    

Lower than 20,000  361 70.9% 

20,001-30,000  112 22.1% 

30,001-40,000  17 3.3% 

40,001-50,000  14 2.8% 

Higher than 50,001  5 1% 

Total  509 100% 
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Table 4.2 (Continued)  

Characteristic  n Percentage 

Hotel job title     

Reception  187 36.8% 

Check-in counter  86 16.9% 

Restaurant and Coffee Shop        127 24.9% 

House keeping  53 10.4% 

Bell Person   56 11.0% 

Total  509 100% 

Work experience (Year)    

Under 1  156 30.6% 

Over 1-3  125 24.6% 

Over 3-7  103 20.2% 

Over 7-10  76 15% 

Over 10  49 9.6% 

Total  509 100% 

 

As can be seen in Table 4. 2, the majority of the respondents were females 

(58.2%). Most of the sample are between 21 to 30 years old (52.7%). The majority of 

the respondents’ status were single (66.6%). Most of the sample had bachelor degree 

(43.2% ). A majority of the employees had their income less than 20,000 Thai Baht. 

Most of the sample worked in the reception (36.8)  and Restaurant and Coffee Shop 

(24.9% ). The majority of work experiences was under 1 year (30.6% ) , or over 1-3 

years (24.6%).  

Next section presents the results of the statistical analysis. The data analysis of 

this study was divided into two phases.  The first phase examined the hypotheses of 

the relationship among emotional labor burnout, job satisfaction, turnover intention, 

and organizational commitment using structural equation modeling ( SEM) .  The 

second phase examined the proposed moderating effects of gender, age, and manager 

emotional intelligence that weather increase or decrease the effect of surface acting 

and deep acting on burnout and job satisfaction using multiple group analysis 

technique. The detailed analysis procedures and results are discussed below. 
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 Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) for Each Construct 

 In this section used a confirmatory factor analysis ( CFA)  in the first to test 

whether the data fit a hypothesized measurement model and consistent with the nature 

of the constructs (or factors) (Hair et al., 2010). And to test the measurement model to 

confirm validity and reliability of observed variables in each construct ( Hair et al. , 

2010)  in the first-ordered and second-ordered CFA, including the validity and 

reliability of the tool of the study. 

4.2.1 Surface Acting  

Surface acting consists of four indicators, which are 1) I feel as if I have a split 

personality when interacting with customers because I act not like myself at all (SA1). 

2)  I put on a mask in order to express the right emotions for my job ( SA2) .  3)  I 

display emotions that I am not actually feeling (SA3) .  4)  I fake a good mood when 

interacting with customers (SA4). 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Surface Acting 

In table 4.3, all factor loadings in the construct of surface acting were significant 

(p < 0.001) with measurement items loading on their expected factors between 0.596-

0.643. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 0.145, df = 1, p-value = 0.703, 

CFI =  1.00, TLI =  1.008, RMSEA =  0.000, SRMR =  0.002, which were above the 

model adaptability standard suggested by Hair et al. (2010). 

chi-squared = 0.145, df = 1, p-value = 0.703, CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.008, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.002 
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Table 4.3  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Surface Acting 

Surface Acting 

  

Standardized 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value 

I feel as if I have a split personality when interacting with customers   because 

I act not like myself at all. (SA1) 
0.596 

 

16.150* 

  

I put on a mask in order to express the right emotions for my job.  

(SA2) 

0.805 19.578* 

I display emotions that I am not actually feeling (SA3).  
0.900 

 

 23.556* 

I fake a good mood when interacting with customers. (SA4) 
0.643 

 

17.793* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

4.2.2 Deep acting  

Deep acting consists of four indicators, which are, 1) when helping customers, if 

I pretend I am happy, I can actually start to feel it (DA1) . 2)When getting ready for 

work, I tell myself that I am going to have a good day (DA2). 3) I think of pleasant 

images when I am getting ready for work (DA3) . 4)  I try to actually experience the 

emotions that I must show when interacting with customers (DA4). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Deep Acting 

chi-squared = 0.473, df = 1, p-value = 0.492, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.003, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.004 
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In table 4.4, all factor loadings in the construct of deep acting were significant 

(p < 0.001) with measurement items loading on their expected factors between 0.554-

0.953. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 0.473, df = 1, p-value = 0.492, 

CFI = 1.000, TLI =  1.003, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.004, which were above the 

criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.4  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Deep Acting 

Deep Acting 

  

Standardized 

Factor  

Loading 

t-value 

When helping customers, if I pretend I am happy,  

I can actually start to feel it. (DA1) 

0.554 

 

16.876* 

  

When getting ready for work, I tell myself that  

I am going to have a good day. (DA2) 

0.953 46.281* 

I think of pleasant images when I am getting ready for work. (DA3) 
0.865 

 

 41.575* 

I try to actually experience the emotions that I must show when 

interacting with customers. (DA4) 0.853 

 

34.453* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

4.2.3 Emotional Exhaustion  

The construct of emotional exhaustion is one of element, and first-ordered 

CFA of burnout.  Emotional exhaustion consists of four indicators, which are, 1) I feel 

frustrated by my job ( EE1) .  2)  I feel I’ m working too hard on my job ( EE2) .  3) 

Working with people directly puts too much stress on me (EE3). 4) I feel like I’m at 

the end of my rope (EE4). 
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Figure 4.3 First-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Emotional  

 Exhaustion 

 

In table 4.5, all factor loadings in the construct of emotional exhaustion were 

significant ( p < 0. 001)  with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.660-0.852. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 1.962, df = 1, p-

value = 0.1613, CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.993, RMSEA = 0.044, SRMR = 0.008, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

 

Table 4.5  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the  

                 Construct of Emotional Exhaustion 

Emotional Exhaustion 

  

Standardized 

Factor Loading 

t-value 

I feel frustrated by my job (EE1). 0.848 

 

29.670* 

  

I feel I’m working too hard on my job (EE2). 0.748 27.276* 

Working with people directly puts too much  

stress on me (EE3). 0.852 

 

 29.518* 

I feel like I’m at the end of my rope (EE4). 
0.660 

 

21.619* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      chi-squared = 1.962, df = 1, p-value = 0.1613, CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.993, RMSEA = 0.044, SRMR = 0.008 
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4.2.4 Lack of Personal Accomplishment  

The construct of lack of personal accomplishment is one of element and first-

ordered CFA of burnout.   Lack of personal accomplishment consists of four 

indicators, which are, 1) I feel I’m positively influencing other people’s lives through 

my work (PA1). 2) I feel exhilarated after working closely with my recipients (PA2). 

3) I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job (PA3). 4) In my work, I 

can deal with emotional problems very calmly (PA4). 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.4  First-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Lack of  

  Personal Accomplishment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

chi-squared = 0.452, df = 1, p-value = 0.507, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.003, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.003 
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In table 4. 6, all factor loadings in the construct of lack of personal 

accomplishment were significant (p < 0.001) with measurement items loading on their 

expected factors between 0.683-0.887. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 

0.452, df = 1, p-value = 0.507, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.003, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 

0.003, which were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.6   The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Lack of Personal Accomplishment 

Lack of Personal Accomplishment  

  

Standardized 

Factor Loading 

t-value 

I feel I’m positively influencing other people’s lives through my  

work (PA1). 

0.683 

 

24.479* 

I feel exhilarated after working closely with my recipients (PA2). 0.887 55.480* 

I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job (PA3). 0.857 

 

 49.727* 

In my work, I can deal with emotional problems very calmly (PA4) 0.765 33.701* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

 

4.2.5 Depersonalization  

The construct of depersonalization is one of element and first-ordered CFA of 

burnout.   depersonalization consists of four indicators, which are, 1)  I have become 

more callous toward people since I took this job ( DP1) .  2)  I worry that this job is 

hardening me emotionally ( DP2) .  3)  I don’ t really care what happens to some 

recipients (DP3). 4) I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems (DP4). 
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Figure 4.5  First-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of  

  Depersonalization 

In table 4.7, all factor loadings in the construct of Depersonalization were 

significant (p < 0.001) with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.788-0.909. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-

value = 0.983, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.004, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.7  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Depersonalization 

Depersonalization  

  

Standardized 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value 

I have become more callous toward people since I took this job (DP1). 0.788 

 

37.139* 

I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally (DP2). 0.826 44.007* 

I don’t really care what happens to some recipients (DP3). 0.909 

 

 62.109* 

I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems (DP4). 0.822 44.631* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

  

chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-value = 0.983, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.004, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000   
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4.2.6  Burnout  

The construct of burnout is a second-ordered CFA that consist of three first-

ordered CFA, which are emotional exhaustion, lack of personal accomplishment, and 

depersonalization.   

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Seconded-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of 

Burnout 

 

 

 

 

 

  

chi-squared = 77.918, df = 47, p-value = 0.0031, CFI = 0.991, TLI = 0.988, RMSEA = 0.037, SRMR = 0.032 
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In table 4.8, all factor loadings in the construct of burnout were significant (p < 

0. 001)  with measurement items loading on their expected factors between 0. 381-

0.801.  The results for adaptability were chi-squared =  77.918, df =  47, p-value = 

0.0031, CFI =  0.991, TLI =  0.988, RMSEA =  0.037, SRMR =  0.032, which were 

above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.8  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of for 2nd ordered CFA for 

Construct of Burnout 

Burnout 
  

Standardize 

Factor Loading 

t-value 

Emotional Exhaustion  0.798 13.603* 

Lack of Personal Accomplishment 0.381 7.793* 

Depersonalization 0.801 13.635* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

 

 

4.2.7  Job Satisfaction  

The construct of job satisfaction consists of six indicators, which are, 1)  being 

able to do things that don’ t go against my conscience ( JS1) .  2)  The way my job 

provides for steady employment ( JS2) .  3)  The chance to do things for other people 

(JS3). 4) The chance to tell people what to do (JS4). 5) The chance to do something 

that makes use of my abilities ( JS5) .  6)  The way company policies are put into 

practice (JS6). 
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Figure 4.7 Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Job Satisfaction 

In table 4. 9, all factor loadings in the construct of job satisfaction were 

significant ( p < 0. 001)  with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.578-0.814. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 7.532, df = 5, p-

value = 0.184, CFI =  0.998, TLI = 0.994, RMSEA = 0.032, SRMR = 0.013, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

 

  

chi-squared = 7.532, df = 5, p-value = 0.184, CFI = 0.998, TLI = 0.994, RMSEA = 0.032, SRMR = 0.013 
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Table 4.9  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the     

                 construct of Job Satisfaction 

Job Satisfaction 
  

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value 

Being able to do things that don’t go against my conscience (JS1). 0.578 

 

16.062* 

The way my job provides for steady employment (JS2). 0.625 18.063* 

The chance to do things for other people (JS3). 0.773 28.778* 

The chance to tell people what to do (JS4). 0.814 31.163 

The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities (JS5). 0.733 22.935* 

The way company policies are put into practice (JS6). 0.609 17.567* 

 Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

 

4.2.8 Turnover Intention  

The construct of turnover intention consists of three indicators, which are, 1) I 

want to leave this organization very much (TI1). 2) I intend to quit this organization 

someday soon (TI2). 3) I think about quitting all the time (TI3). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Turnover Intention 

In table 4. 10, all factor loadings in the construct of turnover intention were 

significant ( p < 0. 001)  with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.835-0.891. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-

        Chi-square = 0.000, df = 1, P-value = 0.994, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.003, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000 
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value = 0.994, CFI =  1.000, TLI = 1.003, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.10  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Turnover Intention 

Turnover Intention 

 

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value 

I want to leave this organization very much (TI1). 0.835 

 

48.249* 

I intend to quit this organization someday soon (TI2).  0.869 57.355* 

I think about quitting all the time (TI3). 0.891 121.574* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

4.2.9 Affective Commitment 

The construct of affective commitment is one of element and first order CFA 

of organizational commitment.  In this study, affective commitment consists of three 

indicators, which are, 1) I think that I could not easily become as attached to another 

organization as I am to this one ( AC1) .   2)  I feel like ‘ part of the family’  at my 

organization (AC2).   3) I feel ‘emotional attached’ to this organization (AC3).   

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.9   First-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Affective  

  Commitment 

chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-value = 0.994, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.005, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.005 
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In table 4.11, all factor loadings in the construct of affective commitment were 

significant ( p < 0. 001)  with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.632-0.932. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-

value = 0.994, CFI =  1.000, TLI = 1.005, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.005, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.11  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for  

the Construct of Affective Commitment 

Affective Commitment 

  

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value 

I think that I could not easily become as attached to another 

organization as I am to this one (AC1).   
0.632 

 

21.173* 

I feel like ‘part of the family’ at my organization (AC2).    0.819 45.107* 

I feel ‘emotional attached’ to this organization (AC3).   
0.932 205.793* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

4.2.10 Continuance Commitment 

The construct of continuance commitment is one of element and first order 

CFA of organizational commitment.  In this study, continuance commitment consists 

of two indicators, which are, 1)  I am afraid of what might happen if I quit my job 

without having another one lined up (CC1). 2) It would be very hard for me to leave 

my organization right now, even if I want to (CC2).   

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.10  First-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of    

   Continuance Commitment 

 

chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-value = 0.999, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.005, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000 
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In table 4. 12, all factor loadings in the construct of continuance commitment 

were significant (p < 0.001) with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.730-0.827. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-

value = 0.999, CFI =  1.000, TLI = 1.005, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.12  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Continuance Commitment  

Continuance Commitment 

  

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value 

I am afraid of what might happen if I quit my job without having 

another one lined up (CC1). 
0.827 

 

68.186* 

It would be very hard for me to leave my organization right now, even 

if I want to (CC2).   

 

0.730 37.342* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

 

4.2.11 Normative Commitment 

The construct of normative commitment is one of element and first order CFA 

of organizational commitment.   In this study, continuance commitment consists of 

two indicators, which are, 1)  Things were better in the day when people stayed with 

one organization for most of their career ( NC1) .  2)  I think that wanting to be a 

‘company man’ or ‘company woman’ is a sensible (NC2). 

  

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11  First-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of   

    Normative Commitment 

chi-squared = 0.000, df = 1, p-value = 0.997, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.005, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000 
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In table 4.13, all factor loadings in the construct of normative commitment were 

significant ( p < 0. 001)  with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.707-0.806. The results for adaptability were Chi-square = 0.000, df = 1, P-

value = 0.997, CFI =  1.000, TLI = 1.005, RMSEA = 0.000, SRMR = 0.000, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.13  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Normative Commitment 

Normative Commitment 

 

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value 

Things were better in the day when people stayed with one 

organization for most of their career (NC1).  
0.806 

 

58.506* 

I think that wanting to be a ‘company man’ or ‘company woman’ is a 

sensible (NC2). 

0.707 33.137* 

 Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 
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4.2.12 Organizational Commitment 

The construct of organizational commitment is a second order CFA that 

consist of three first order CFA, which are affective commitment, continuance 

commitment, and normative commitment. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.12  Seconded-ordered Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of  

   Organizational Commitment   

chi-squared = 12.103, df = 10, p-value = 0.278, CFI = 0.998, TLI = 0.996, RMSEA = 0.021, SRMR = 0.016 
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In table 4.14, all factor loadings in the construct of organizational commitment 

were significant (p < 0.001) with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.521-0.801. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 12.103, df = 10, 

p-value = 0.278, CFI = 0.998, TLI = 0.996, RMSEA = 0.021, SRMR = 0.016, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices. 

Table 4.14  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value for 2nd ordered CFA for 

Construct of Organizational Commitment 

Organizational Commitment 

 

Standardize 

Factor Loading 

t-value 

Affective commitment  0.781 

 

8.526* 

Continuance commitment 0.521 7.320* 

Normative commitment 0.541 13.635* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 
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4.2.13  Manager Emotional Intelligence 

The construct of manager’ s emotional intelligence consists of six indicators, 

which are, 1)  My manager always set goals and then try him/herself best to achieve 

( MEI1) .  2)  I always feel that my manager is a competent person ( MEI2) .  3)  My 

manager is a self-motivated person ( MEI3) .  4)  My manager is a good observer of 

others’ emotions (MEI4). 5) My manager is sensitive to the feelings and emotions of 

others (MEI5). 6) My manager good understanding of the emotions of people around 

me (MEI6) 

.

 

 

Figure 4.13  Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the Construct of Manager Emotional  

   Intelligence 

  

chi-squared = 9.064, df = 5, p-value = 0.106, CFI = 0.998, TLI = 0.993, RMSEA = 0.041, SRMR = 0.012 
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In table 4.15, all factor loadings in the construct of organizational commitment 

were significant (p < 0.001) with measurement items loading on their expected factors 

between 0.579-0.867. The results for adaptability were chi-squared = 9.064, df = 5, p-

value =  0.106, CFI =  .998, TLI =  0.993, RMSEA =  0.041, SRMR =  0.012, which 

were above the criterion of the model fit indices.  

Table 4.15  The Standardized Factor Loading and t-value of each Indicator for the 

Construct of Manager Emotional Intelligence 

Manager Emotional Intelligence 

 

Standardize 

Factor Loading 

t-value 

My manager always set goals and then try him/herself best to achieve (MEI1). 0.834 47.470* 

I always feel that my manager is a competent person (MEI2). 0.867 54.376* 

My manager is a self-motivated person (MEI3). 

 

0.849 49.920* 

My manager is a good observer of others’ emotions (MEI4). 

 0.618 19.930* 

My manager is sensitive to the feelings and emotions of others (MEI5). 

 0.579 17.538* 

My manager good understanding of the emotions of people around me (MEI6). 0.657 22.666* 

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.05 

Though, the construct of manager emotional intelligence will not be combined 

in the CFA and structural model. This construct will only be analyzed then separated 

by mean into two group of population in order to approaching a multiple group 

analysis in the objective 2 of the study. 
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4.2.14 The Validity and Reliability of Measurement Model  

After an analyzing of confirmatory factor analysis of each construct were 

found that above the criteria of model fit index suggested by Hair et al. (2006), the 

overall measurement model fit was tested (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988).  The 

researcher had analyzed confirmatory factor analysis of all construct together to 

evaluate the composite reliability, average variance extract, together reported with the 

value of Cronbach alpha and KMO & Bartlett’s test of sphericity (KMO). The results 

were demonstrated in Table 4.16. 

Table 4.16  The Results of Validity and Reliability of Measurement Scales 

Constructs 

Indicators 

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value CR AVE 

Surface Acting (α = 0.870, KMO = 0.790) 

  

0.811 0.520 

I feel as if I have a split personality when interacting with 

customers because I act not like myself at all. (SA1) 
0.649 

 

20.242* 

  

  

I put on a mask in order to express the right emotions for my 

job. (SA2) 

0.717 25.094*   

I display emotions that I am not actually feeling. (SA3)   
0.815 

 

 34.034* 

  

I fake a good mood when interacting with customers. (SA4) 
0.695 

 

23.468* 

  

 

Deep Acting (α = 0.787, KMO = 0.747) 

   

0.878 

 

0.651 

When helping customers, if I pretend I am happy,  

I can actually start to feel it. (DA1) 

0.581 18.038*   

When getting ready for work, I tell myself that  

I am going to have a good day. (DA2) 

0.905  73.599*   

I think of pleasant images when I am getting ready for work. 

(DA3) 

0.902 71.865*   

I try to actually experience the emotions that I must show when 

interacting with customers. (DA4) 

0.795 40.848* 

  

  

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.001, α = Cronbach alpha reliability, KMO= KMO & Bartlett’s test 

of sphericity that were significant at p < 0.001, CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance 

extracted. 
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Table 4.16 (Continued) 

Constructs 

 Indicators 

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value CR AVE 

Emotional Exhaustion (α = 0.852, KMO = 0.807)   0.846 0.580 

I feel frustrated by my job (EE1). 0.818 39.158*   

I feel I’m working too hard on my job (EE2). 
0.758 31.641* 

  

Working with people directly puts too much  

stress on me (EE3). 0.766 31.862* 

  

I feel like I’m at the end of my rope (EE4). 0.699 25.407* 

  

  

Lack of Personal Accomplishment (α = 0.877, KMO = 0.822) 
  

0.879 0.648 

I feel I’m positively influencing other people’s lives through my 

work (PA1). 

0.694 26.250*   

I feel exhilarated after working closely with my recipients 

(PA2). 

0.884 59.001*   

I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job (PA3). 0.857 52.197*   

In my work, I can deal with emotional problems very calmly 

(PA4) 

0.772 35.738*   

Depersonalization (α = 0.916, KMO = 0.830) 
  

0.913 0.724 

I have become more callous toward people since I took this job 

(DP1). 

0.855 56.767*   

I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally (DP2). 0.889 68.379*   

I don’t really care what happens to some recipients (DP3). 0.862 57.833*   

I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems (DP4). 0.794 40.779*   

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.001, α = Cronbach alpha reliability, KMO= KMO & Bartlett’s test 

of sphericity that were significant at p < 0.001, CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance 

extracted. 
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Table 4.16 (Continued) 

Constructs 

 Indicators 

 

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value CR AVE 

Job Satisfaction (α = 0.857, KMO = 0.841)                     
  

0.864 0.516 

Being able to do things that don’t go against my conscience 

(JS1). 

0.628 20.326*   

The way my job provides for steady employment (JS2). 0.711 26.838*   

The chance to do things for other people (JS3). 0.769 34.343*   

The chance to tell people what to do (JS4). 0.790 36.671*   

The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities 

(JS5). 

0.763 33.138*   

The way company policies are put into practice (JS6). 0.632 20.575*   

Turnover Intention (α = 0.895, KMO = 0.749)                       0.899 0.748 

I want to leave this organization very much (TI1). 0.828 46.896*   

I intend to quit this organization someday soon (TI2).  0.864 54.666*   

I think about quitting all the time (TI3). 0.900 63.742*   

Affective Commitment (α = 0.831, KMO = 0.675)                       0.843 0.646 

I think that I could not easily become as attached to another 

organization as I am to this one (AC1).   0.637 21.336* 
  

I feel like ‘part of the family’ at my organization (AC2).    0.835 42.486* 
  

I feel ‘emotional attached’ to this organization (AC3).   0.914 54.158* 
  

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.001, α = Cronbach alpha reliability, KMO= KMO & Bartlett’s test 

of sphericity that were significant at p < 0.001, CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance 

extracted. 
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Table 4.16 (Continued) 

Constructs 

 Indicators 

 

Standardize 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value CR AVE 

Continuance Commitment (α = 0.831, KMO = 0.799)                     
  

0.759 0.613 

I am afraid of what might happen if I quit my job without 

having another one lined up (CC1). 

0.849 13.232*   

It would be very hard for me to leave my organization right 

now, even if I want to (CC2).   

0.711 12.421*   

Normative Commitment (α = 0.734, KMO = 0.500)                     
  

0.726 0.570 

Things were better in the day when people stayed with one 

organization for most of their career (NC1).  

0.762 15.116*   

I think that wanting to be a ‘company man’ or ‘company 

woman’ is a sensible (NC2). 

0.748 14.961*   

Manager’s Emotional Intelligence (α = 0.897, KMO = 0.855)                     
  

0.881 0.557 

My manager always set goals and then try him/herself best to 

achieve (MEI1). 

0.836 47.880*   

I always feel that my manager is a competent person (MEI2). 

 

0.859 53.786*   

My manager is a self-motivated person (MEI3). 

 

0.846 50.442*   

My manager is a good observer of others’ emotions (MEI4). 

 

0.635 21.179*   

My manager is sensitive to the feelings and emotions of others 

(MEI5). 
0.594 18.487*   

My manager good understanding of the emotions of people 

around me (MEI6). 

0.659 22.848*   

Note: *t-value are significant at p<0.001, α = Cronbach alpha reliability, KMO= KMO & Bartlett’s test 

of sphericity that were significant at p < 0.001, CR = Composite reliability, AVE = Average variance 

extracted. 
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Table 4. 16 shows the results of model fit indices, which are chi-squared = 

1521.356, df = 786, CFI = .937, TLI = 0.931, RMSEA = 0.044, SRMR = 0.071 that 

all above the criteria.  The reliability of observed variables in each construct was 

reported by Cronbach alpha that passes the criteria ( α 0. 734 – 0. 916) .  KMO & 

Bartlett’s test of sphericity is a measure for accepting the sample adequacy. The KMO 

of all constructs is ranging from 0.500 – 0.855. Also, Bartlett’s test of sphericity that 

less than 0. 05 shows the validity and suitability of the tool in this study.  The 

composite reliability score was high ( 0. 726–0. 913)  compared with the Hair et al. 

(2010) standard of 0.6. This study used standard procedures in evaluating the scale’s 

convergent validity.  Each construct exhibited an average extracted variance ( AVE) 

between 0. 516 and 0. 748.  This result is higher than the standard 0. 5 ( Fornell & 

Larcker, 1981), supporting the convergent validity of the measures.  

 

 

4.2.15 Discriminant Validity 

In this study, the correlation matrix was used to examine the overall model fit. 

Discriminant validity for each construct in the measurement model was secured by 

examining the constructs in sets of two (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). Constructs were 

paired to test against each other. The construct was tested to ensure that each construct 

was not measuring the same concept with others.  The discriminant validity of all the 

constructs considered for the model exhibits in the following table. 

  



  

 

  

1
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Table 4.17  The Discriminant Validity of All Constructs of First-ordered CFA Considered for the Model 

Constructs Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. Surface Acting 2.375 0.713 (0.721) 

          

2. Deep Acting 3.635 0.731 0.113 (0.807) 

         

3. Emotional Exhaustion 2.244 0.822 0.355 -0.376 (0.762)         

4. Lack of Personal 

Accomplishment 

2.362 0.676 0.227 -0.241 0.407 (0.805)        

5. Depersonalization 1.989 0.976 0.332 -0.352 0.595 0.452 (0.851)       

6. Job Satisfaction 3.845 0.623  -0.122 0.428 -0.477 -0.305 -0.446 (0.718)      

7. Turnover Intention 2.531 0.831 0.265 -0.271 0.483 0.309 0.452 -0.361 (0.865)     

8. Affective  

Commitment  

3.665 0.566 -0.076 0.343 -0.339 -0.217 -0.317 0.586 -0.353 (0.804)    

9. Continuance 

Commitment 

3.465 0.840 -0.038 0.173 -0.171 -0.109 -0.160 0.295 -0.178 0.324 (0.748)   

10. Normative  

Commitment 

3.510 0.727 -0.047 0.214 -0.211 -0.135 -0.198 0.365 -0.220 0.400 0.201 (0.756)  

11. Manager Emotional 

Intelligence 

3.209 0.733 -0.062 0.351 -0.351 -0.227 -0.329 0.506 -0.301 0.516 0.265 0.324 (0.746) 

Note: SD = Standard deviation, the bold numbers in parentheses on diagonal are the correlation estimated between the factors (square root of AVE)  
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In table 4.17, the discriminant validity was assessed by comparing the square 

root of each AVE in the diagonal with the correlation coefficients (off-diagonal)  for 

each construct in the relevant rows ( Fornell & Larcker, 1981) .  The correlation 

coefficients of each construct exhibit both positive and negative value between -

0.477-0.595. After comparing this value to the correlation of interest, the square root 

of AVE values was all larger than the value of the respective constructs.  Thus, the 

discriminant validity can be accepted for this measurement model and supports the 

discriminant validity between the constructs. 
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 Structural Model  

The structural model concern the hypothesis testing regarding the research 

objectives 1; to investigate the relationship among emotional labor burnout, job 

satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational commitment of hotel frontline 

employees in Phuket, Thailand. In this section, an analysis of the structural model to 

examine the relationships among the proposed constructs which divided into 2 parts 

regarding to the study’s objectives and hypothesis as follows. 

Objective 1:  To investigate the relationship among emotional labor burnout, 

job satisfaction, turnover intention, and organizational commitment of hotel frontline 

employees in Phuket, Thailand. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14  The Structural Model Regarding the Study’s Objective 1  

 

Hypothesis 1a:   Surface acting is positively related to burnout. 

Hypothesis 1b:   Deep acting is negatively related to burnout  

Hypothesis 2a:   Surface acting is negatively related to job satisfaction. 

Hypothesis 2b:   Deep acting is positively related to job satisfaction. 
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Hypothesis 6a:   Burnout is positively related to turnover intention. 

Hypothesis 6b:   Burnout is negatively related to organizational commitment. 

Hypothesis 7a:  Job satisfaction is negatively related to turnover intention. 

Hypothesis 7b:   Job satisfaction is positively related to organizational   

 commitment. 

Figure 4. 14   represents the model being tested in this study.  The model 

proposes that surface acting and deep acting effect on burnout and job satisfaction. 

Further, burnout and job satisfaction effect on turnover intention and organizational 

commitment, in a positive, and a negative direction.   The details of each construct 

were discussed and the validity and reliability of the measurement of the measurement 

scales were confirmed in the measurement model section. In this section, the proposed 

structural model was assessed. 

After analysis of the structural model, The Standardized Factor Loading, t-

value, and R-squared of all indicators in each construct were exhibited in table 4.18. 

Table 4.18 The Standardized Factor Loading, t-value, and r-squared of the Indicators 

Constructs 

 

Standardized 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value R2 

Surface acting   

   

0.532 

I feel as if I have a split personality when 

interacting with customers because I act not 

like myself at all (SA1). 

 

0.691 

 

21.602* 

 

0.478 

I put on a mask in order to express the right 

emotions for my job (SA2). 

 

0.706 

 

24.956* 

 

0.498 

I display emotions that I am not actually 

feeling (SA3).   

 

0.785 

 

31.959* 

 

0.617 

I fake a good mood when interacting with 

customers (SA4). 

 

0.732 

 

24.602* 

 

0.535 

Note: *p-values and R-squared were significant at p < 0.05 
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Table 4.18 (Continued) 

Constructs 

 

Standardized 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value R2 

Deep acting 

   

0.572 

When helping customers, if I pretend I am 

happy, I can actually start to feel it (DA1).   

 

0.622 

 

19.040* 

 

0.387 

When getting ready for work, I tell myself 

that I am going to have a good day (DA2).   

 

0.824 

 

36.862* 

 

0.680 

I think of pleasant images when I am getting 

ready for work (DA3). 

 

0.744 

 

26.408* 

 

0.554 

I try to actually experience the emotions that 

I must show when interacting with 

customers (DA4).   

 

0.817 

 

36.438* 

 

0.668 

Burnout (2nd ordered CFA) 

  0.563 

Emotional Exhaustion (1st order CFA) 

 

0.815 

 

25.888* 

 

0.664 

I feel frustrated by my job (EE1). 
 

0.812 

 

38.364* 

 

0.659 

I feel I’m working too hard on my job 

(EE2). 

 

0.757 

 

31.556* 

 

0.573 

Working with people directly puts too much  

stress on me (EE3). 

 

0.771 

 

32.756* 

 

0.594 

I feel like I’m at the end of my rope (EE4) 
 

0.703 

 

25.799* 

 

0.496 

Lack of personal accomplishment (1st order CFA) 

 

0.457 

 

9.604* 

 

0.209 

I feel I’m positively influencing other 

people’s lives through my work (PA1). 

 

0.694 

 

26.232* 

 

0.482 

I feel exhilarated after working closely with 

my recipients (PA2). 

 

0.884 

 

58.653* 

 

0.782 

I have accomplished many worthwhile 

things in this job (PA3). 

 

0.856 

 

51.926* 

 

0.733 

In my work, I can deal with emotional 

problems very calmly (PA4). 

 

0.772 

 

35.747* 

 

0.596 

Note: *p-values and R-squared were significant at p < 0.05 
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Table 4.18 (Continued)  

Constructs 

 

Standardized 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value R2 

Depersonalization (1st order CFA) 

 

0.783 

 

26.308* 

 

0.614 

I have become more callous toward people 

since I took this job (DP1). 

 

0.854 

 

56.504* 

 

0.730 

I worry that this job is hardening me 

emotionally (DP2). 

 

0.889 

 

68.511* 

 

0.791 

I don’t really care what happens to some 

recipients (DP3). 

 

0.863 

 

58.156* 

 

0.745 

I feel recipients blame me for some of their 

problems (DP4). 

 

0.795 

 

41.017* 

 

0.632 

Job Satisfaction                       

   

      0.330 

Being able to do things that don’t go against 

my conscience (JS1). 

 

0.614 

 

17.357* 

 

0.377 

The way my job provides for steady 

employment (JS2). 

 

0.834 

 

29.690* 

 

0.696 

The chance to do things for other people 

(JS3). 

 

0.744 

 

28.326* 

 

0.554 

The chance to tell people what to do (JS4). 
 

0.764 

 

21.919* 

 

0.583 

The chance to do something that makes use 

of my abilities (JS5). 

 

0.740 

 

25.285* 

 

0.548 

The way company policies are put into 

practice (JS6). 

 

0.642 

 

16.571* 

 

0.412 

Turnover intention   

   

0.341 

I want to leave this organization very much 

(TI1). 

 

0.827 

 

46.625* 

 

0.684 

I intend to quit this organization someday 

soon (TI2).  

 

0.864 

 

54.511* 

 

0.746 

I think about quitting all the time (TI3). 
 

0.899 

 

63.163* 

 

0.808 

Note: *p-values and R-squared were significant at p < 0.05 
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Table 4.18 (Continued) 

Constructs 

 

Standardized 

Factor 

Loading 

t-value R2 

Organizational commitment (2nd order CFA) 

   

0.533 

Affective commitment (1st order CFA) 

 

0.811 

 

17.111* 

 

0.658 

I think that I could not easily become as 

attached to another organization as I am to 

this one (AC1).   

 

0.636 

 

21.265* 

 

0.405 

I feel like ‘part of the family’ at my 

organization (AC2).   

 

0.839 

 

42.547* 

 

0.821 

I feel ‘emotional attached’ to this 

organization (AC3).    

 

0.906 

 

51.842* 

 

0.704 

Continuance commitment (1st order CFA) 

 

0.397 

 

9.604* 

 

0.158 

I am afraid of what might happen if I quit 

my job without having another one lined up 

(CC1). 

0.866 12.625* 0.750 

It would be very hard for me to leave my 

organization right now, even if I want to 

(CC2).   

0.696 11.776* 0.484 

Normative commitment (1st order CFA)    

 

0.487 9.142* 

 

 

0.237 

Things were better in the day when people 

stayed with one organization for most of 

their career (NC1).  

0.753 14.557* 0.566 

I think that wanting to be a ‘company man’ 

or ‘company woman’ is a sensible (NC2). 

0.757 14.481* 0.572 

Note: *p-values and R-squared were significant at p < 0.05 
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When considering on the construct of surface acting that consist of four 

indicators, each indicator could exhibit the factor loading and the variance from high 

to low of SA3 (β=0.785* , R2=0.617), SA4 (β=0.732* , R2=0.535), SA2 (β=0.706* , 

R2=0.498) , and SA1 (β=0.691* , R2=0.478), respectively. These indicators could be 

described the variance of the construct of surface acting for 53.2% (R2=0.532). 

The construct of deep acting that consist of four indicators, each indicator 

could exhibit the factor loading and the variance from high to low of DA2 (β=0.824*, 

R2= 0.680) , DA4 (β= 0.817* , R2= 0.668) , DA3 (β= 0.744* , R2= 0.554) , and DA1 

(β=0.622*, R2=0.387), respectively. These indicators could be described the variance 

of the construct of deep acting for 57.2% (R2=0.572). 

The construct of emotional exhaustion which is a first CFA of burnout consists 

of four indicators, each indicator could exhibit the factor loading and the variance 

from high to low of EE1 (β= 0.812* , R2= 0.659) , EE3 (β= 0.771* , R2= 0.594) , EE2 

(β=0.757*, R2=0.573), and EE4 (β=0.703*, R2=0.496), respectively. The construct of 

lack of personal accomplishment which is a first CFA of burnout consists of four 

indicators, each indicator could exhibit the factor loading and the variance from high 

to low of PA2(β=0.884* , R2=0.782), PA3 (β=0.856* , R2=0.733), PA4 (β=0.772* , 

R2= 0. 596) , and PA1 ( β= 0. 694* , R2= 0. 482) , respectively.  The construct of 

depersonalization which is a first CFA of burnout consists of four indicators, each 

indicator could exhibit the factor loading and the variance from high to low of DP2 

(β=0.889*, R2=0.791), DP3 (β=0.863*, R2=0.745), DP1 (β=0.854*, R2=0.730), and 

DP4 (β=0.795*, R2=0.632), respectively.  

 For the second-ordered CFA of the construct of burnout, emotional 

exhaustion could exhibit the factor loading (β= 0.815)  and described the variance of 

burnout 66.4% (R2=0.664). Lack of personal accomplishment could exhibit the factor 

loading ( β= 0. 457)  and described the variance of burnout 20. 9%  ( R2= 0. 209) . 

Depersonalization could exhibit the factor loading ( β= 0. 783)  and described the 

variance of burnout 20.9% (R2=0.614). 

The construct of job satisfaction consists of six indicators, each indicator could 

exhibit the factor loading and the variance from high to low, which are JS2 

(β=0.834* , R2=0.696), JS4 (β=0.764* , R2=0.583), JS3 (β=0.744* , R2=0.554), JS5 
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(β=0.740* , R2=0.548), JS6 (β=0.642* , R2=0.412), and JS1 (β=0.614* , R2=0.377), 

respectively. These indicators could be described the variance for 33% (R2=0.330). 

The construct of turnover intention that consist of three indicators, each 

indicator could exhibit the factor loading and the variance from high to low, which are 

TI3 (β=0.899*, R2=0.808), TI2 (β=0.864*, R2=0.746), and TI1 (β=0.827*, R2=0.684), 

respectively.  These indicators could be described the variance of this construct for 

34.1% (R2=0.341). 

The construct of affective commitment which is the first order CFA of 

organizational commitment consists of three indicators, each indicator could exhibit 

the factor loading and the variance from high to low, which are AC3 ( β= 0. 906* , 

R2=0.704), AC2 (β=0.394*, R2=0.821), and AC1 (β=0.636*, R2=0.405), respectively. 

The construct of continuance commitment which is the first order CFA of 

organizational commitment consists of two indicators, each indicator could exhibit the 

factor loading and the variance from high to low, which are CC1 ( β= 0. 866* , 

R2=0.750), and CC2 (β=0.696*, R2=0.484), respectively. The construct of normative 

commitment which is the first order CFA of organizational commitment consists of 

two indicators, each indicator could exhibit the factor loading and the variance from 

high to low, which are NC2 (β=0.757*, R2=0.572), and NC1 (β=0.753*, R2=0.566), 

respectively.  

When considering in second-ordered CFA of organizational commitment, the 

affective commitment construct could exhibit the factor loading ( β= 0. 811)  and 

described the variance of organizational commitment 65. 8%  ( R2= 0. 658) .  The 

continuance commitment construct could exhibit the factor loading ( β= 0. 397)  and 

described the variance of organizational commitment 15. 8%  ( R2= 0. 158) .  The 

normative commitment construct could exhibit the factor loading ( β= 0. 487)  and 

described the variance of the organizational commitment 23.7% (R2=0.237). 
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Table 4.19  The Structural Model Relationships Obtained Regarding the Study’s 

Objective 1 

Relationship β t-value Hypothesis 

Supported 

Surface acting         Burnout 0.563 12.627* Support H1a 

Deep acting          Burnout -0.600 -12.749* Support H1b 

Surface acting        Job satisfaction -0.250 -5.543* Support H2a 

Deep acting          Job satisfaction 0.561 13.882* Support H2b 

Burnout          Turnover intention 0.530 10.460* Support H6a 

Job satisfaction          Turnover intention -0.113 -2.113* Support H6b 

Burnout         Organizational commitment -0.153 -2.285* Support H7a 

Job satisfaction        Organizational commitment 0.655 10.556* Support H7b 

Note: *p-values was significant at p < 0.05 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.15  The Structural Model Relationships Obtained of The Effect of Emotional  

    labor on Job Outcomes of hotel frontline employees in Phuket, Thailand.  

 

 

chi-squared = 1464.736, df = 713, CFI = 0.932, TLI = 0.926, RMSEA = 0.046, SRMR = 0.070 
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From figure 4.15, The chi-squared is 1464.736, the degree of freedom is 713, 

the CFI is 0.932, the TLI is 0.926, the RMSEA is 0.046, the SRMR is 0.070.  The 

model presents the results that consistent with the empirical data with acceptable fit. 

For the hypothesis testing of the objective 1, in hypothesis 1a, it was proposed 

that surface acting is positively related to burnout.  As can be seen in table 4.18 and 

figure 4.15, in hypothesis 1a, the results shows that surface acting has significantly 

positive effects on burnout ( β= 0.563* ) .   In hypothesis 1b was proposed that deep 

acting is negatively related to burnout.  The result demonstrates that deep acting has 

significantly negatively effects on burnout ( β= 0. 600* ) .  In hypothesis 2a was 

anticipated that surface acting is negatively related to job satisfaction.  The result 

demonstrates that surface acting has significantly negatively effects on job satisfaction 

(β=-0.250*). In hypothesis 2b was anticipated that deep acting is positively related to 

job satisfaction.  The result demonstrates that deep acting has significantly positively 

effects on job satisfaction (β=0.561*).  

For the second part of the model, hypothesis 6a was anticipated that burnout is 

positively related to turnover intention.  The result demonstrates that burnout has 

significantly positively effects on turnover intention (β=0.530*). In hypothesis 6b was 

proposed that job satisfaction is negatively related to turnover intention, the result 

found the significantly negative effect of job satisfaction on turnover intention (β= -

0. 113* ) .  In hypothesis 7a was proposed that burnout is negatively related to 

organizational commitment.  The result shows that burnout has significantly negative 

effects on organizational commitment (β=-0.153*). In hypothesis 7b, it was proposed 

that job satisfaction is positively related to organizational commitment, the result also 

shows the significantly positive effects of job satisfaction on organizational 

commitment (β=0.655*). Therefore, the hypothesis 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 6a, 6b, 7a, and 7b 

were supported in this study. 

In addition, the result of this study also unpredictably found the indirect effect 

among Surface acting and Deep acting that affects Turnover intention and 

Organizational commitment via Burnout and Job satisfaction in table 4.20. 
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Table 4.20  The Indirect Effect of Surface Acting and Deep Acting via Burnout and 

Job satisfaction to Turnover Intention and Organizational Commitment  

   Turnover intention 

 Total Indirect Effect Indirect Effect via 

Burnout 

Indirect Effect via  

Job satisfaction 

Surface acting 0.312* 0.285* 0.027* 

Deep acting -0.353* -0.294* -0.058* 

    Organizational commitment 

 Total Indirect Effect Indirect Effect via 

Burnout 

Indirect Effect via  

Job satisfaction 

Surface acting -0.132* -0.045* -0.087* 

Deep acting 0.235* 0.047* 0.188* 

Note: *p-values was significant at p < 0.05 

 The total positively indirect effect of surface acting on turnover intention is 

statistically significant (β=0.312*), both via burnout (β=0.285*) and job satisfaction 

(β=0.027*). The total negatively indirect effect of deep acting on turnover intention is 

statistically significant (β=-0.353*), both via burnout (β=-0.294*) and job satisfaction 

(β=-0.058*). The study also found the total negatively indirect effect of surface acting 

on organizational commitment is statistically significant ( β= -0. 132* ) , both via 

burnout (β= -0.045* ) and job satisfaction (β= -0.087* ). The total positively indirect 

effect of deep acting on organizational commitment is statistically significant 

(β=0.235*), both via burnout (β=0.047*) and job satisfaction (β=0.188*).  

 To sum up, the empirical data of the effects of surface acting and deep acting 

on burnout and job satisfaction, and the effects of burnout and job satisfaction on 

turnover intention and organization commitment exhibits the both significantly 

positive and negative effect that consistent with the hypothesis 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 

4a, and 4b of the objective 1 in this study.  
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 Multiple Group Analysis   

In last section presents the analysis of moderating effects by multiple group 

analysis approach in relation to the following hypothesis testing regrading to research 

objectives 2; to compare the gender and age differences of frontline employees, and 

the manager emotional intelligence support that influence the relationship between 

emotional labor affected job satisfaction and burnout as follow.     
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Figure 4.16  The Moderating Role of Gender Effect Surface Acting and Deep Acting  

    on Burnout and Job Satisfaction 

Hypothesis 3a:   The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout   

is stronger in female frontline employees than in male 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 3b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger in female frontline employees than in 

male frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 3c:   The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout 

is weaker in female frontline employees than in male 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 3d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker in female frontline employees than in 

male frontline employees. 
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Figure 4.17  The Moderating Role of Gender Effect Surface Acting and Deep Acting  

   on Burnout and Job Satisfaction 

Hypothesis 4a:   The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout 

is weaker in older frontline employees than in younger 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4b:   The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker in older frontline employees than in 

younger frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4c:   The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

stronger in older frontline employees than in younger 

frontline employees. 

Hypothesis 4d: The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger in older frontline employees than in 

younger frontline employees. 
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Figure 4.18  The Moderating Role of Manager Emotional Intelligence Effect Surface  

    Acting and Deep Acting on Burnout and Job Satisfaction 

 

Hypothesis 5a:    The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout 

is weaker with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence. 

Hypothesis 5b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job 

satisfaction is weaker with high support of manager 

emotional intelligence. 

Hypothesis 5c:    The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is 

stronger with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence.  

Hypothesis 5d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job 

satisfaction is stronger with high support of manager 

emotional intelligence. 
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In this study, a multiple group analysis was conducted to test the moderating 

roles across group, it was expected from relevant several studies that there were 

differences respond across a wide range of social issues between female and male, 

younger and older frontline employees, and group of low and high support from their 

manager emotional intelligence. For the sample size of each group in this study, there 

are 213 persons for the sample size of male, and 296 persons for the sample size of 

female.  319 persons for the sample size of younger, and 190 persons for the sample 

size of older ( the group of age were separated by mean =  31s) . 249 persons for the 

sample size of a group of support from low level of low support of manager’ s 

emotional intelligent, and 260 persons for the sample size of high support of 

manager’ s emotional intelligent ( the group of low and high support of manager’ s 

emotional intelligent were separated by mean = 3.70). 

 

4.4.1 Multi-Sample Confirmatory Factor Analysis: Measurement 

Invariance Testing 

In first step, the researcher using a multiple group analysis technique to 

conduct testing measurement invariance in the following steps: 1) Testing configural 

invariance 2)  metric invariance and 3)  scalar invariance across different group of 

population in the step of measurement model.  Criterions of the measurement model 

are a change of chi-square, a change of degree of freedom with nonsignificant in 

different testing of invariance (Hair et al ,2010). In addition, a change of comparative 

fit index (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) and root mean square error of approximation are 

not over threshold value of 0.01  with no significant difference between two nested 

models in regard to model fit indicate strong invariance ( Li, Yang, Ding, & Kong, 

2015).   

Before testing the above-mentioned hypotheses, the researcher testing 

invariance of the measurement model in the level of configural, metric, and scalar 

between group of gender, age, and low and high support of manager’ s emotional 

intelligence.  
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Table 4.21  Measurement Invariance Testing for a Group of Gender of Hotel Frontline 

Employees in Phuket, Thailand 

 Model Fit Measures  Model differences 

Model Test χ2 df p-value CFI 
RMSEA  Δχ2 Δdf Δp-

value 

ΔCFI ΔRMSEA 

Separate 

Groups  

           

     Male 489.248 284            

     Female 578.876 284            

Configural 

Invariance 

 

1068.124 568 0.000 0.934 0.059       

Metric  

Invariance 

 

1092.518 588 0.000 0.934 0.058  24.394 20 0.226 0.000 0.001 

Scalar  

Invariance 

1109.962 608 0.000 0.934 0.057  17.445 20 0.623 0.000 0.001 

Note:  p-values was significant at p < 0.05; CFI =  comparative fit index; RMSEA =  root mean square error of 

approximation; SRMR= standardized root mean square residual 

 From table 4.21, the multiple group analysis in measurement model or CFA 

started with testing for configural invariance assessing whether four constructs, which 

are, surface acting, deep acting, burnout, and job satisfaction, are best described the 

tool of this study across gender groups. Concerning the gender groups, the first stage 

of configural invariance, the separate model of gender, which are male and female 

both exhibit acceptable of model fit ( chi-squared = 1068.124, df =  568, RMSEA= 

0.059, CFI = 0.934), and all factor loading were significant (p < 0.05). Together, the 

result indicated that the four-factor model fitted the data in a group of gender.  

Afterward, the metric invariance model was tested with factor loading 

constrained to be equal across gender group.  When compared to the configural 

invariance, the metric invariance testing stage exhibits a change of chi-squared is 

24.394, a change of df is 20, which indicates no-significant change, the change of CFI 

is 0.000, and the change of RMSEA is 0.001. The result indicated that factor loadings 

were invariant across gender group. 

To establish scalar invariance, intercepts and factor loadings were constrained 

to be equal across groups.  When compared to the metric invariance, the scalar 

invariance testing stage exhibits a change of chi-squared is 17.445, a change of df is 
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20, which indicates no-significant change, a change of CFI is 0.000, and a change of 

RMSEA is 0. 001.  This indicated that intercepts and factor loadings were invariant 

across gender groups.  These results suggest that configural, metric and scalar 

invariance hold across gender groups. As a result, the tool of this study can be reliably 

applied to individuals from the gender groups.   
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Table 4.22  Measurement Invariance Testing for a Group of Age of Hotel Frontline 

Employees in Phuket, Thailand  

 Model Fit Measures  Model differences 

Model Test χ2 df p-

value 

CFI  RMSEA  Δχ2 Δdf Δp-

value 

ΔCFI ΔRMSEA 

Separate 

groups  

           

     Younger 574.448 284             

     Older 490.738 284  

 

  

          

Configural 

Invariance 

 

1065.186 568 0.000 0.930 0.060       

Metric  

Invariance 

 

1096.622 588 0.000 0.928 0.059  31.436 20 0.049 0.002 0.001 

Scalar 

Invariance 

1114.946 608 0.000 0.928 0.058  18.323 20 0.566 0.000 0.001 

Note:  p-values was significant at p < 0.05, CFI =  comparative fit index; RMSEA =  root mean square error of 

approximation; SRMR= standardized root mean square residual 

From table 4.22, Concerning the age groups, the first stage of configural 

invariance, the separate model of age, which are younger and older both exhibit 

acceptable of model fit (chi-squared = 1065.186, df = 568, RMSEA= 0.060, CFI = 

0.930).  

Next, the metric invariance model was tested with factor loading constrained 

to be equal across age group. When compared to the configural invariance, the metric 

invariance testing stage exhibits a change of chi-squared is 31.436, a change of df is 

20, which indicates a significant difference. However, a change of CFI is 0.002, and a 

change of RMSEA is 0.001. The result indicated that factor loadings were invariant 

across age group. To establish scalar invariance, intercepts and factor loadings were 

constrained to be equal across groups. When compared to the metric invariance, the 

scalar invariance testing stage exhibits a change of chi-squared is 18.323, a change of 

df is 20, which also indicates a nonsignificant difference, a change of CFI is 0.000, 

and a change of RMSEA is 0.001. This indicated that intercepts and factor loadings 

were invariant across age groups. These results suggest that configural, metric and 

scalar invariance hold across age groups. As a result, the tool of this study can be 

reliably applied to individuals from the age group.   
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Table 4.23  Measurement Invariance Testing for a Low and High Group of Support 

from Manager Emotional Intelligence of Hotel Frontline Employees in 

Phuket, Thailand     

 Model Fit Measures   Model differences 

Model Test χ2 df p-

value 

CFI RMSEA  Δχ2 Δdf Δp-

value 

ΔCFI ΔRMSEA 

Separate 

Groups  

           

     Low 551.341 284             

     High 531.508 284             

Configural  

Invariance 

 

1082.490 568 0.000 0.927 0.060       

Metric  

Invariance 

 

1111.286 588 0.000 0.926 0.059  28.437 20 0.995 0.001 0.001 

Scalar  

invariance 

1143.304 608 0.000 0.924 0.059  32.018 20 0.043 0.002 0.000 

 Note:  p-values was significant at p < 0.05, CFI =  comparative fit index; RMSEA =  root mean square error of 

approximation; SRMR= standardized root mean square residual 

From table 4.23, the first stage of configural invariance concerning the group 

of support from manager emotional intelligence, the separate model of a low and high 

support group of manager emotional intelligence both exhibit acceptable of model fit 

(chi-squared = 1082.490, df = 568, RMSEA= 0.060, CFI = 0.927).  

Following, the metric invariance model was tested with factor loading 

constrained to be equal across group.  When compared to the configural invariance, 

the metric invariance testing stage exhibits a change of chi-squared is 28. 437, a 

change of df is 20, which indicates no significant difference.  A change of CFI is 

0. 001, and a change of RMSEA is 0. 001.  The result indicated that factor loadings 

were invariant across group. 

To establish scalar invariance, intercepts and factor loadings were constrained 

to be equal across groups.  When compared to the metric invariance, the scalar 

invariance testing stage exhibits a change of chi-squared is 20, which indicates a 

significant difference.  However, a change of comparative fit index is not exceeded a 

threshold value, that is, a change of CFI is 0.002, and a change of RMSEA is 0.000. 

Thus, this stage still remains supported.  This indicated that intercepts and factor 

loadings were invariant across groups.  These results suggest that configural, metric 
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and scalar invariance hold across a low and high support from manager emotional 

intelligence groups.  As a result, the tool of this study can be reliably applied to 

individuals from the group of low and high support from manager emotional 

intelligence. After ensuring that all constructs in measurement model are comparable, 

testing in structural differences across groups will be performed in the next section. 
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4.4.2 Multiple group analysis in structural model  

 In this section, in order to test the hypothesis of the study, the researcher will 

compare the path coefficients across groups of gender, age, and manager emotional 

intelligence.  A multiple group analysis in the SEM approach was used to test the 

moderating roles of the employees’  different groups.  To evaluate the differences 

across groups that could identify the moderating effects, the researcher follows to the 

criterion of a change of chi-square with significant statistically (p<0.05) (Hair et al., 

2010; Lomax & Schumacker, 2004) between two nested structural models, which are 

the unconstrained model and constrained model.  The analysis processes in the 

technique of multiple group in the structural model are shown as follows. 

 1)  Analyze the structural baseline model of each group ( male and female, 

younger and older, and a group of low and high support of manager emotional 

intelligence).  

     2)  Set the baseline model together into the combination unconstrained model 

across the group. 

     3)  Constrain the parameter in that needed to test a moderating effect, and 

comparing with the parameter in the unconstrained model.  

To evaluate the differences across groups that could identify the moderating 

effects, the researcher follows to the criterion of a change of chi-square with 

significant statistically ( p<0. 05)  ( Hair et al. , 2010; Lomax & Schumacker, 2004) 

between two nested structural models, which are the unconstrained model and 

constrained model. 
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4.4.2.1 Multiple Group Analysis of Gender 

The baseline model of each group of gender, which are male and female group 

needed to be first analysis before testing the moderating role of the gender group in 

the combination model. 

 

Figure 4.19  Male Baseline Model for The Multiple Group Analysis (n=213) 

 

 

Figure 4.20  Female Baseline Model for The Multiple Group Analysis (n=296) 

chi-squared = 434.081, df = 283, CFI = 0.950, TLI = 0.943, RMSEA = 0.051, SRMR = 0.078 

chi-squared = 533.778, df = 279, CFI = 0.939, TLI = 0.929, RMSEA = 0.057, SRMR = 0.090 
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Figure 4.19 and 4.20 exhibit the relationship obtained of effects in each group 

of male and female.  The statistically significant in all parameters occurs, and the 

value of both the baseline model were passing the model-fit criterion. Which are, the 

chi-squared is 434. 081, the degree of freedom is 283, the CFI is 0. 950, the TLI is 

0.943, the RMSEA is 0.051, the SRMR is 0.078 for male baseline model, the chi-

squared is 533.778, the degree of freedom is 279, the CFI is 0.939, the TLI is 0.929, 

the RMSEA is 0.057, the SRMR is 0.090 for female baseline model.  For the value 

SRMR also passed the criteria that considered the cut-off values in the range of .08 to. 

10 which indicate a mediocre fit ( Hu & Bentler, 1999; MacCallum, Browne, & 

Sugawara, 1996). 

Table 4.24 exhibits the mean, standard deviation, and correlation for each 

group of gender in the combination model. the discriminant validity was assessed by 

comparing the square root of each AVE in the diagonal with the correlation 

coefficients (off-diagonal)  for each construct in the relevant rows and columns 

(Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The correlation coefficients of each construct exhibit both 

positive and negative value between -0.580-0.629. The values above the diagonal are 

the correlations for the male employees. The values below the diagonal are the 

correlations for the female employees. The values in the bold parentheses of the 

diagonal are the square root of AVE of each group (female/ male). After comparing 

this value to the correlation of interest, the square root of AVE values was all larger 

than the value of the respective constructs.  Thus, the discriminant validity can be 

accepted for this measurement model and supports the discriminant validity between 

the constructs. 

Table 4.25 demonstrates the standardized path coefficients compared between 

the male and female group. After constrained the parameter and compare between the 

nested model (unconstrained model and constrained model), its will be specifying a 

change of chi-square, and a significant that indicates a role of moderator of gender. 
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Table 4.24  The Discriminant Validity of All Constructs of First-ordered CFA Considered for the Model of Gender Group 

Gender Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Male (n=213)       

       Mean 2.419 3.540 2.305 2.419 2.044 3.770 

       Standard Deviation 0.704 0.744 0.819 0.671 0.900 0.460 

Female (n=296)       

       Mean 2.361 3.706 2.217 2.318 1.976 3.894 

       Standard Deviation 0.804 0.758 0.894 0.670 0.910 0.450 

1. Surface Acting (.74/ .67) 0.146 0.317 0.262 0.292 -0.173 

2. Deep Acting 0.143 (.80/ .78) -0.413 -0.340 -0.379 0.413 

3. Emotional Exhaustion 0.403 -0.414 (.74/ .72) 0.493 0.550 -0.580 

4. Lack of Personal Accomplishment 0.240 -0.247 0.397 (.81/ .79) 0.453 -0.478 

5. Depersonalization 0.380 -0.390 0.629 0.375 (.90/ .84) -0.533 

6. Job Satisfaction -0.101 0.447 -0.411 -0.245 -0.388 (.69/ .70) 

Note: The values above the diagonal are the correlations for the male employees. The values below the diagonal are the correlations for the female employees.   

The values in the bold parentheses of the diagonal are the square root of AVE of each group (female/ male). 
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 Table 4.25  Multiple Group Analysis of The Structural Model for Gender Group of Hotel Frontline Employees in Phuket, Thailand     

 

 

Effect of Constructs 

 

Male 

(n=213) 

Female (n=296)  

Unconstrained  

Model 

χ2( (df= 606) 

 

 

Constrained  

Model 

χ2 (df=607) 

 

 

χ2 

(df=1) 

 

p-value 

 

 

Hypotheses 

Supported 

β  

t-value 

β  

t-value 

H3a: Surface acting        Burnout 0.498 6.537* 0.578     10.680* 1088.560 1089.510 0.950 0.330 Unsupported H3a 

 

H3b: Surface acting       Job satisfaction -0.238 -3.126*      -0.168       -2.688* 1088.560 1089.544 0.994 0.319 Unsupported H3b 

 

H3c: Deep acting           Burnout -0.606       -4.213* -0.589       -9.256* 1088.560 1089.502 0.942 0.332 Unsupported H3c 

 

H3c: Deep acting          Job satisfaction 0.447 6.532* 0.471     8.512* 1088.560 1088.564 0.004 0.950 Unsupported H3d 

 

Note: β = standardized coefficient, χ2=chi-square, df=degree of freedom, *p<0.05 
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Figure 4.21  Multiple Group Analysis of The Combination Structural Model for Gender Group for The Effect of Emotional labor on  

   Burnout and Job Satisfaction of Hotel Frontline Employees in Phuket, Thailand   

   

chi-squared = 1088.560, df = 606, CFI = 0.937, TLI = 0.932, RMSEA = 0.056, SRMR = 0.093 
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From figure 4.21, The chi-squared is 1088.560, the degree of freedom is 606, 

the CFI is 0.937, the TLI is 0.932, the RMSEA is 0.056, the SRMR is 0.093. The 

combination model of gender group presents the results is acceptable fit. For the value 

SRMR also passed the criteria that considered the cut-off values in the range of 0.08 

to 0.10 which indicate a mediocre fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; MacCallum et al., 1996). 

The researcher exhibits the figure of the hypotheses support that tests the 

moderating role of the difference of effect of emotional labor on burnout and job 

satisfaction in figure 4.22. Note that the values written on the arrow lines are the value 

represented of the p-value of the constrained model when comparing with the 

unconstrained model (*p<0.05). When the significant occurs and consistent with 

based assumption, the hypotheses were supported.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.22  The Moderating Role of Gender Group for The Effect of Emotional  

    Labor on Burnout and Job Satisfaction of Hotel Frontline Employees  

    in Phuket, Thailand   
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In hypothesis 3a, it was proposed that the positive relationship between 

surface acting and burnout is stronger in female frontline employees than in male 

frontline employees.   Table 4. 25 shows the effects of surface acting on burnout of 

female (β = 0.578) stronger than male (β= 0.498). In hypothesis 3b, it was anticipated 

that the negative relationship between surface acting and job satisfaction is stronger in 

female frontline employees than in male frontline employees.  Female shows weaker 

negative effects of surface acting on job satisfaction (β =  -0.168)  than male (β =  -

0.238).  In hypothesis 3c, it was proposed that the negative relationship between deep 

acting and burnout is weaker in female frontline employees than in male frontline 

employees. The result demonstrates that female (β = -0.589) shows weaker effects of 

deep acting on burnout than male (β = -0.606). Hypothesis 3d, it was anticipated that 

the positive relationship between deep acting and job satisfaction is weaker in female 

frontline employees than in male frontline employees. The result show that female (β 

= 0.471) have a little stronger effect of deep acting on job satisfaction than male (β= 

0.447).  However, the different of the regression coefficient across group is very weak 

and not statistically significant when compare with constrained model.  Thus, 

hypothesis 3a, 3b 3c ,3d is not supported. 
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4.4.2.2 Multiple Group Analysis of Age 

The baseline model of each group of age, which are younger and older group 

needed to be first analysis before testing the moderating role of the age group in the 

combination model. 

 

Figure 4.23   Younger Baseline Model for The Multiple Group Analysis (n=319)  

 

 

 

Figure 4.24   Older Baseline Model for The Multiple Group Analysis (n=190) 

chi-squared = 492.425, df = 272, CFI = 0.951, TLI = 0.941, RMSEA = 0.053, SRMR = 0.100 

chi-squared = 333.179, df = 273, CFI = 0.973, TLI = 0.968, RMSEA = 0.035, SRMR = 0.063 
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Figure 4.23 and 4.24 exhibit the relationship obtained of effects in each group 

of younger and older.  The statistically significant in all parameters occurs, and the 

value of both the baseline model were passing the model-fit criterion. Which are, the 

chi-squared is 492. 425, the degree of freedom is 272, the CFI is 0. 951, the TLI is 

0.941, the RMSEA is 0.053, the SRMR is 0.100 for younger baseline model, the chi-

squared is 333.179, the degree of freedom is 273, the CFI is 0.973, the TLI is 0.968, 

the RMSEA is 0. 035, the SRMR is 0. 063 for older baseline model.  For the value 

SRMR also passed the criteria that considered the cut-off values in the range of 0.08 

to 0. 10 which indicate a mediocre fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; MacCallum et al., 1996) 

Table 4.26 exhibits the mean, standard deviation, and correlation for each 

group of age in the combination model. The discriminant validity was assessed by 

comparing the square root of each AVE in the diagonal with the correlation 

coefficients (off-diagonal)  for each construct in the relevant rows and columns 

(Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The correlation coefficients of each construct exhibit both 

positive and negative value between -0.556-0.679. The values above the diagonal are 

the correlations for the younger employees. The values below the diagonal are the 

correlations for the older employees. The values in the bold parentheses of the 

diagonal are the square root of AVE of each group (older/ younger). After comparing 

this value to the correlation of interest, the square root of AVE values was all larger 

than the value of the respective constructs.  Thus, the discriminant validity can be 

accepted for this measurement model and supports the discriminant validity between 

the constructs. 

Table 4.27 demonstrates the standardized path coefficients compared between 

the younger and older group. After constrained the parameter and comparing between 

nested model, its will be specifying a change of chi-squared, and a significant that 

indicates a role of moderator.   
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Table 4.26  The Discriminant Validity of All Constructs of First-ordered CFA Considered for the Model of Age Group 

Age Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Younger (n=319)       

       Mean 2.451 3.648 2.331 2.501 2.154 3.750 

       Standard Deviation 0.816 0.825 0.879 0.678 0.916 0.527 

Older (n=190)       

       Mean 2.274 3.197 2.122 2.125 1.754 3.997 

       Standard Deviation 0.820 0.706 0.740        0.606 0.839 0.394 

1. Surface Acting (.72/ .73) 0.195 0.408        0.199 0.367 -0.143 

2. Deep Acting 0.177 (.73/ .79) -0.379 -0.185 -0.341 0.502 

3. Emotional Exhaustion 0.372 -0.409 (.68/. 76) 0.337 0.679 -0.479 

4. Lack of Personal Accomplishment 0.350 -0.385 0.459 (.77/ .80) 0.339 -0.233 

5. Depersonalization 0.332 -0.365 0.436 0.410 (.83/ .84) -0.431 

6. Job Satisfaction -0.196 0.442 -0.556 -0.533 -0.506 (.62/ .71) 

Note: The values above the diagonal are the correlations for the younger employees. The values below the diagonal are the correlations for the older employees. The 

values in the bold parentheses of the diagonal are the square root of AVE of each group (older/ younger). 
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Table 4.27 Multiple Group Analysis of The Structural Model for Age Group of Hotel Frontline Employees in Phuket, Thailand     

 

 

Effect of Constructs 

 

Younger (n=319) Older (n=190)  

Unconstrained  

Model 

χ2 (df= 588) 

 

 

Constrained  

Model 

χ2 (df=589) 

 



χ2 

(df=1) 

 

p-value 

 

 

Hypotheses 

Supported 

 β  

t-value 

β   

t-value 

H4a: Surface acting        Burnout 0.570 10.599* 0.657     8.413*    973.310 977.036 3.726 0.054 Unsupported H4a 

 

H4b: Surface acting         Job satisfaction -0.250       -4.356*      -0.284     -3.387*    973.310 973.507 0.197 0.657 Unsupported H4b 

 

H4c: Deep acting           Burnout -0.542 -8.986* -0.702       -9.164*    973.310 980.855 7.545 0.006 Supported H4c 

 

H4d: Deep acting           Job satisfaction 0.550 10.594* 0.492      6.314*    973.310 974.762 1.452 0.228 Unsupported H4d 

 

Note: β = standardized coefficient, χ2=chi-square, df=degree of freedom, *p<0.05 
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Figure 4.25  Multiple Group Analysis of The Structural Model for Age Group for The Effect of Emotional labor on Burnout and Job  

   Satisfaction of Hotel Frontline Employees in Phuket, Thailand   

 

 

 

chi-squared = 973.310, df = 588, CFI = 0.948, TLI = 0.942, RMSEA = 0.051, SRMR = 0.100 
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From figure 4.27, The chi-square is 973.310, the degree of freedom is 588, the 

CFI is 0.942, the TLI is 0.948, the RMSEA is 0.051, the SRMR is 0.100. The nested 

model of age group presents the results is acceptable fit. For the value SRMR also 

passed the criteria that considered the cut-off values in the range of .08 to. 10 which 

indicate a mediocre fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; MacCallum et al., 1996). 

The researcher exhibits the figure of the hypotheses support that tests the 

moderating role of the difference of age group to the effect of emotional labor on 

burnout and job satisfaction in figure 4.26. Note that the values written on the arrow 

lines are the value represented of the p-value of the constrained model when 

comparing with the unconstrained model (*p<0.05). When the significant occurs and 

consistent with based assumption, the hypotheses were supported.  

 

 

Figure 4.26  The Moderating Role of Age Group for The Effect of Emotional labor on  

    Burnout and Job Satisfaction of Hotel Frontline Employees  

    in Phuket, Thailand    
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In hypothesis 4a, it was proposed that the positive relationship between 

surface acting and burnout is weaker in older frontline employees than in younger 

frontline employees.   From table 4. 25, the effects of surface acting on burnout of 

older ( β=  0. 657)  stronger than younger ( β=  0. 570) .  In hypothesis 4b, it was 

anticipated that the negative relationship between surface acting and job satisfaction is 

weaker in older frontline employees than in younger frontline employees which is 

consistent with the result. Older shows stronger negative effects of surface acting on 

job satisfaction (β= -0.284) than younger (β= -0.250). However, the different of the 

regression coefficient across group is very weak and not statistically significant in 

constrained model, that the H6a and H6b were rejected.   In hypothesis 4c, it was 

proposed that the negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is stronger in 

older frontline employees than in younger frontline employees.  The result 

demonstrates that older (β= -0.702) shows stronger effects of deep acting on burnout 

than younger ( β=  -0. 542)  with the statistically significant between nested model. 

Thus, H4c was supported.  Hypothesis 4d, it was anticipated that the positive 

relationship between deep acting and job satisfaction is stronger in older frontline 

employees than in younger frontline employees. The result show that older (β= 0.492) 

have weaker effect of deep acting on job satisfaction than younger ( β=  0. 550) . 

However, the different of the regression coefficient across group is very weak and not 

statistically significant in constrained model. Thus, the H4d cannot be supported.  
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chi-squared = 422.460, df = 272, CFI = 0.956, TLI = 0.948, RMSEA = 0.047, SRMR = 0.080 

4.4.2.3 Multiple Group Analysis of Manager Emotional Intelligence 

The baseline model of each group, which are the group of low and high 

support of manager emotional intelligence needed to be first analysis before testing 

the moderating role in the combination model. 

 

Figure 4.27  A Group of Low Support of Manager Emotional Intelligence Baseline  

   Model for The Multiple Group Analysis (n=249) 

 

Figure 4.28  A Group of Low Support of Manager Emotional Intelligence Baseline  

    Model for The Multiple Group Analysis (n=260) 

chi-squared = 481.972, df = 269, CFI = 0.941, TLI = 0.929, RMSEA = 0.055, SRMR = 0.096 
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Figure 4.27 and 4.28 exhibit the relationship obtained of effects in each group 

of a low and high support from manager emotional intelligence.  The statistically 

significant in all parameters occurs, and the value of both the baseline model were 

passing the model-fit criterion.  Which are, the chi-squared is 422.460, the degree of 

freedom is 272, the CFI is 0.956, the TLI is 0.948, the RMSEA is 0.047, the SRMR is 

0.80 for the group of low support of manager emotional intelligence baseline model, 

the chi-squared is 481.972, the degree of freedom is 269, the CFI is 0.941, the TLI is 

0. 929, the RMSEA is 0. 055, the SRMR is 0. 096 for the group of high support of 

manager emotional intelligence baseline model. For the value SRMR also passed the 

criteria that considered the cut-off values in the range of 0.08 to 0.10 which indicates 

a mediocre fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; MacCallum et al., 1996) 

Table 4.28 exhibits the mean, standard deviation, and correlation for each 

group of manager emotional intelligence. The discriminant validity was assessed by 

comparing the square root of each AVE in the diagonal with the correlation 

coefficients (off-diagonal) for each construct in the relevant rows and columns 

(Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The correlation coefficients of each construct exhibit both 

positive and negative value between -0.476-0.694. The values above the diagonal are 

the correlations for the group of low support from manager emotional intelligence. 

The values below the diagonal are the correlations for the group of high support from 

manager emotional intelligence. The values in the bold parentheses of the diagonal 

are the square root of AVE of each group (high MEI/ low MEI). After comparing this 

value to the correlation of interest, the square root of AVE values was all larger than 

the value of the respective constructs. Thus, the discriminant validity can be accepted 

for this measurement model and supports the discriminant validity between the 

constructs. Table 4. 29 demonstrate the standardized path coefficients compared 

between the low and high group of the support from manager emotional intelligence. 

After constrained the parameter and comparing between the nested model, its will be 

specifying a change of chi-squared, and a significant that indicates a role of 

moderator.   
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Table 4.28 The Discriminant Validity of All Constructs of First-ordered CFA Considered for the Model of each MEI Group 

MEI Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Low MEI (n=249)       

       Mean 2.416 3.302 2.449 2.636 2.213 3.599 

       Standard Deviation 0.807 0.748 0.824 0.609 0.874 0.470 

High MEI (n=260)       

       Mean 2.355 3.957 2.066 2.097 1.805 4.075 

       Standard Deviation 0.868 0.661 0.882 0.643 0.888 0.367 

1. Surface Acting (.71/ .73) 0.202 0.413 0.241 0.396 -0.192 

2. Deep Acting 0.132 (.70/ .74) -0.377 -0.220 -0.361 0.417 

3. Emotional Exhaustion 0.238 -0.420 (.75/ .73) 0.422 0.694 -0.526 

4.  Lack of Personal Accomplishment 0.269 -0.476 0.410 (.81/ .75) 0.404 -0.307 

5. Depersonalization 0.226 -0.400 0.345 0.390 (.85/ .81) -0.505 

6. Job Satisfaction -0.141 0.476 -0.424 -0.480 -0.403 (.59/ .67) 

Note: The values above the diagonal are the correlations for the group of low support from manager emotional intelligence. The values below the diagonal are the  

correlations for the group of high support from manager emotional intelligence. The values in the bold parentheses of the diagonal are the square root of AVE of 

each group (high MEI/ low MEI). MEI = manager emotional intelligence 
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Table 4.29  Multiple Group Analysis of The Structural Model for Manager Emotional Intelligence Group of Hotel Frontline Employees 

in Phuket, Thailand     

 

 

Effect of Constructs 

 

Low MEI 

(n=249) 

High Mei (n=260)  

Unconstrained 

Model 

χ
2
 (df= 563) 

 

Constrain

ed 

Model 

χ
2
 (df=564) 

 

     χ2
 

(df=1) 

 

p-value 

Hypotheses 

Supported 

β  

t-value 

β  

t-value 

H5a: Surface acting         Burnout 0.599 9.720* 0.495       6.476*     965.563 965.772 0.209 0.448 Unsupported H5a 

 

H5b: Surface acting       Job satisfaction -0.288 -4.122* -0.208      -2.879*     965.563 967.892 2.329 0.127 Unsupported H5b 

 

H5c: Deep acting           Burnout -0.564 -8.600* -0.764       -10.488*     965.563 973.223 7.660 0.006 Supported H5c 

 

H5d: Deep acting           Job satisfaction 0.475 7.008* 0.504       7.229*     965.563 965.646 0.083 0.773 Unsupported H5d 

 

Note: β=unstandardized coefficient, χ2=chi-square, df=degree of freedom, *p<0.05, Low MEI= group of low support from manager emotional intelligence, Hi MEI= group of high support 

from manager emotional intelligence 
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Figure 4.29  Multiple Group Analysis of The Structural Model for Manager Emotional Intelligence Group for The Effect of Emotional   

   labor on Burnout and Job Satisfaction of Hotel Frontline Employees in Phuket, Thailand   

 

 

 

chi-squared = 965.563, df = 563, CFI = 0.943, TLI = 0.934, RMSEA = 0.053, SRMR = 0.093 
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From figure 4.29, The chi-squared is 965.563, the degree of freedom is 563, 

the CFI is 0.943, the TLI is 0.934, the RMSEA is 0.053, the SRMR is 0.093. The 

nested model of manager emotional intelligence group presents the results is 

acceptable fit. For the value SRMR also passed the criteria that considered the cut-off 

values in the range of 0.08 to 0. 10 which indicate a mediocre fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; 

MacCallum et al., 1996). 

The researcher exhibits the figure of the hypotheses support that tests the 

moderating role of the difference of a group of low and high support from manager 

emotional intelligence to the effect of emotional labor on burnout and job satisfaction 

in figure 4. 30.  Note that the values written on the arrow lines are the value 

represented of the p-value of the constrained model when comparing with the 

unconstrained model (* p<0.05). When the significant occurs and consistent with 

based assumption, the hypotheses were supported. 

 

Figure 4.30  The Moderating Role of Manager Emotional Intelligence Group for the  

    Effect of Emotional labor on Burnout and Job Satisfaction of Hotel  

    Frontline Employees in Phuket, Thailand    
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In hypothesis 5a, it was proposed that the positive relationship between 

surface acting and burnout is weaker with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence.   Table 4. 29 illustrations the effects of surface acting on burnout in a 

group with high support from manager emotional intelligence (β=  0.495) is weaker.  

In hypothesis 5b, it was anticipated that the negative relationship between surface 

acting and job satisfaction is weaker with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence. A group with high support from manager’s emotional intelligence shows 

weaker negative effects of surface acting on job satisfaction (β= -0.208). Although in 

the Hypothesis 5a and 5b found consistent results with the data, the different of the 

regression coefficient across group is weak and not statistically significant between 

nested models.  Thus, H5a and H5b were rejected.  In hypothesis 5c, it was proposed 

that the negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is stronger with high 

support of manager emotional intelligence. The result demonstrates that a group with 

high support from manager’ s emotional intelligent shows stronger effects of deep 

acting on burnout (β= -0.764). The result found the strongly different of the regression 

coefficient across group with the statistically significant in constrained model in this 

hypothesis.  Hypothesis 5d, it was anticipated that the positive relationship between 

deep acting and job satisfaction is stronger with high support of manager emotional 

intelligence (β=0.504*).  The result between two groups show weak different effects 

with not statistically significant between nested models of deep acting on job 

satisfaction. Thus, H5d was rejected. 
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To sum up, the results of the hypothesis testing of this study regarding to the 

research objective 2 does not found the significantly moderating role between group 

of gender, as the hypothesis 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d were rejected.  Also for the group of 

age, the hypothesis 4a, 4b, and 4d were rejected.  However, the results found the 

significantly moderating role of age effects the negative relationship between deep 

acting and burnout is stronger in older frontline employees, and surprisingly found the 

significantly moderating role of age effects the stronger positive relationship between 

deep acting and job satisfaction in younger frontline employees than in older one. 

The moderating role of significantly high support from manager’ s emotional 

intelligent effects on the negative relationship between deep acting on burnout, thus 

the hypothesis 5c was supported. The results also found the high support of manager 

emotional intelligence effects the stronger positive relationship between surface 

acting and burnout, the high support of manager emotional intelligent effects the 

weaker negative relationship between surface acting and job satisfaction, and the high 

support of manager emotional intelligent effects the stronger positive relationship 

between deep acting and job satisfaction.  However, the result does not show the 

significantly different effects between group of low and high support of manager 

emotional intelligent, therefor, the hypothesis 5a, 5b, and 5d were rejected, and 

assumed that the high support of manager emotional intelligence is not moderate these 

three relationships. 

 

 

 

 

  Conclusion of the Hypotheses Testing of Full Model Development 

From the data analysis, that is study on the effects of emotional labor on 

burnout and job satisfaction, and turnover intention and organization commitment, 

including the moderating roles of gender, age, and the manager emotional 

intelligence. The researcher concludes the results regarding to the hypothesis as 

follows. 
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Table 4.30 The Conclusion of the Hypotheses Testing of the Study 

Hypotheses Results 

H1a:  Surface acting is positively related to burnout. Supported 

H1b:  Deep acting is negatively related to burnout. Supported 

H2a:  Surface acting is negatively related to job satisfaction. Supported 

H2b:  Deep acting is positively related to job satisfaction. Supported 

H3a:  The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout is 

          stronger among female frontline employees than among male  

          frontline employees. 

Unsupported 

 

H3b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job satisfaction  

          is stronger among female frontline employees than among male  

          frontline employees. 

Unsupported 

 

H3c:  The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is weaker  

          among female frontline employees than among male frontline  

          employees. 

Unsupported 

 

H3d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job satisfaction is  

          weaker among female frontline employees than among male  

          frontline employees. 

Unsupported 

 

H4a:  The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout is  

          weaker among older frontline employees than among younger  

          frontline employees. 

Unsupported 

 

H4b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job satisfaction  

          is weaker among older frontline employees than among younger  

          frontline employees. 

Unsupported 

 

H4c:  The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is  

          stronger among older frontline employees than among younger  

          frontline employees. 

Supported 

 

H4d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job satisfaction is  

          stronger among older frontline employees than among younger  

          frontline employees. 

Unsupported 

 

H5a:  The positive relationship between surface acting and burnout is  

          weaker with a high level of support of the manager’s emotional  

          intelligence. 

Unsupported 

 

H5b:  The negative relationship between surface acting and job satisfaction   

          is weaker with a high level of support of the manager’s emotional   

          intelligence. 

Unsupported 

 

H5c:  The negative relationship between deep acting and burnout is   

          stronger with a high level of support of the manager’s emotional      

          intelligence. 

Supported 

 

H5d:  The positive relationship between deep acting and job satisfaction is  

          stronger with a high level of support of the manager’s emotional  

          intelligence. 

Unsupported 

 

H6a:  Burnout is positively related to turnover intention. Supported 

H6b:  Job satisfaction is negatively related to turnover intention. Supported 

H7a:  Burnout is negatively related to organizational commitment. Supported 

H7b:  Job satisfaction is positively related to organizational commitment. Supported 
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Figure 4.31 The Conclusion of the Model and Hypotheses Testing of the Study 
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For hypotheses testing, regarding hypothesis 1a, the results showed that 

surface acting had significantly positive effects on burnout, and deep acting displayed 

significantly negative effects on burnout in hypothesis 1b. In hypothesis 2a, surface 

acting exhibited significantly negative effects on job satisfaction. Moreover, regarding 

hypothesis 2b, the result demonstrated that deep acting had significantly positive 

effects on job satisfaction. In hypothesis 6a, burnout displayed significantly positive 

effects on turnover intention. Concerning hypothesis 6b, the result found a 

significantly negative effect of job satisfaction concerning turnover intention. 

Regarding hypothesis 7a, burnout exhibited significantly negative effects on 

organizational commitment. Concerning hypothesis 7b, the result also showed 

significantly positive effects of job satisfaction on organizational commitment. 

Therefore, hypotheses 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 6a, 6b, 7a and 7b were all supported in this 

study.   

For the moderating roles hypothesis testing, the values written on the arrow 

lines are the value represented of the p-value of the constrained model when 

comparing with the unconstrained model (*p<0.05). From hypotheses testing, the 

results demonstrated that moderating roles were found.  The older group and the high 

support group from manager emotional intelligence showed stronger effects of deep 

acting concerning burnout. The results strongly differed from those statistically 

significant in the constrained model regarding H4c and H5c. H3a, H3b, H3c, H3d, 

H4a, H4b, H4d, H5a, H5b, and H5d were found to differ regarding the regression 

coefficient across groups, the effects were too weak and did not show significantly 

different effects. Thus, gender, age and manager emotional intelligence only 

moderated the effects of deep acting concerning burnout. 
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CHAPTER 5  

 

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION 

    

 

The purpose regarding the study’s objective was to develop a model 

explaining the relationship among emotional labor, the moderations effect of gender, 

age and the managers’ emotional intelligence concerning burnout, job satisfaction, 

turnover intention and organizational commitment of hotel frontline employees. The 

study examined the relationships among emotional labor, burnout, job satisfaction, 

turnover intention and organizational commitment of hotel frontline employees. 

Moreover, it compared the differences of the individual’s gender, age, and manager 

emotional intelligence support as moderating effects influencing job satisfaction and 

burnout. The research was mainly concerned with the following research questions: 1) 

what are the relationships among emotional labor affecting burnout, job satisfaction, 

turnover intention and organizational commitment of hotel frontline employees? and 

2) how do differences in gender and age of hotel frontline employees, and manager 

emotional intelligence support or influence the relationship between emotional labor 

affecting burnout and job satisfaction? This chapter describes the conclusions and 

implications for this research study.  It begins with an overview of the purpose of the 

study, and the topics of this chapter are described below. 

  5.1 Discussion of the Results of Hypotheses Testing 

5.2 Implications from the Study’s Results  

5.3 Limitations the Study and Suggestion for Future Research 
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 Discussion of The Results of the Study 

The study aimed to answer the research question regarding objective 1: to 

examine the relationship among emotional labor, burnout, job satisfaction, turnover 

intention and organizational commitment of hotel frontline employees in Phuket, 

Thailand. A discussion of the study is described below. 

 

5.1.1 Effect of Surface Acting and Deep Acting on Burnout and Job 

Satisfaction 

This study results demonstrated that surface acting positively affected burnout; 

while in contrast, surface acting negatively affected job satisfaction.  Hotel frontline 

employees, who often use surface acting strategy while dealing with customers, could 

easily generate signs of burnout. Despite the value placed on self- emotions, they still 

could not express them to prevent conflict with work expectations.  Individuals who 

express emotions that contradict personal goal hierarchy could face conflict and 

dissatisfaction.   The negative effects of emotion at work may come from long or 

drawn out conflict between emotional expression and emotion ( Ashforth & 

Humphrey, 1993; Morris & Feldman, 1996; Wharton, 1993) .  Emotional indications 

inconsistent with actual emotions, and generally, the loss of appreciation between real 

feelings and required emotional displays cause emotional dissonance by experiencing 

the psychological contradiction between genuine internal and emotional feelings 

(Grandey, 2 0 0 0 ). When service employees used the strategy of ‘go robot’ to numb 

their emotional state, they sometimes implemented their true feelings; and required 

emotional displays would strongly differ ( Hochschild, 2 0 1 2 ) . Moreover, 

inconsistency between external and internal emotional states is related to a higher 

level of burnout.   

   This study found that surface acting is most related to employees’ emotional 

exhaustion; one of the elements of burnout.   This finding was similar to that of the 

study of  Brotheridge and Lee ( 1998)  noting that surface acting contributed to the 

employees’  emotional exhaustion, comprising the most significant predictor of one 

symptom of burnout.  However, the finding is inconsistent with the study of  

Brotheridge and Grandey (2002) reporting that when employees reported faking their 
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emotional expressions at work, they would isolate and treat customers as objects, as 

surface acting was a significant predictor of depersonalization beyond the other 

elements. When employees feel that meeting emotion demands at work requires 

strong effort and feel detached from customers, they may feel a lowered sense of 

personal accomplishment (Grandey, 2000) . Surface acting was a source of stress for 

employees and related to lowered job satisfaction. Employees who report faking   

emotion at work had less job satisfaction than those who reported real positive 

emotions. The result of this study also linked to the findings of Chen et al.  ( 2012) , 

Brotheridge and Grandey (2002) , Grandey (2003) , Kim (2008) , Lee and Ok (2012), 

Morris and Feldman (1996), and Zapf et al. (1999). These studies stated that surface 

acting caused negative work-related outcomes such as burnout, decreased work 

performance (Fay, 2011) , harmful well-being outcomes and was linked to lower job 

satisfaction (Adelmann, 1995; Grandey, 2003; Judge et al., 2009). 

In contrast, deep acting adversely affected burnout, while positively affecting 

job satisfaction. Deep acting is the strategy of trying to modify the internal emotions 

to match the requirements of the circumstances, e.g. , hotel frontline employees may 

try to cheer themselves up before starting their work or interacting with customers. 

When employees engage in deep acting to adapt to the organization display rules, it 

prevents them from contrary temper and results in more effective emotional skills 

(Grandey, 2 0 0 0 ). Hotel frontline employees, who manipulate the feeling from their 

mind before expressing emotion when they interact with their customers, will have 

job satisfaction.  The honest expressions could produce positive outcomes for 

employees.  When employees make an effort to feel the required emotions, they feel 

an emotional congruence between true feelings and emotional display; hence, 

increasing their personal accomplishment.  This feature will prevent them from 

burnout symptoms.  It could help generate a low level of perceptive conflict among 

hotel frontline employees’  emotional displays that are closer to their real feelings. 

Deep acting reduces the sense of emotional exhaustion and decreases the discrepancy 

between internal feelings and external expressions and increasing positive interaction 

among employees. The result of this study was also consistent with Judge et al. (2009) 

suggesting that deep acting could restore  employees’ well-being and increase positive 

emotions and develop job satisfaction.  Moreover, deep acting could prevent burnout 
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linked to work stress as a psychological fatigue condition resulting in decreased 

physical energy, lowered resistance, more work dissatisfaction, frequent work 

absences and work ineffectiveness among hotel frontline employees ( Brotheridge & 

Grandey, 2002; Brotheridge & Lee, 2003). 

Furthermore, in this study, emotional labor levels could predict those who 

desired to leave the organization. The findings showed that surface acting positively 

affected turnover intention indirectly. Employees reporting high levels of surface 

acting may desire to leave the organization. Those who need to engage in high levels 

of surface acting may be more inclined to desire a different job (Grandey, 2000). 

The study found a negatively indirect effect of deep acting on turnover 

intention, and also a positive indirect effect of deep acting on organizational 

commitment.  It could be said that hotel frontline employees, who often use the 

strategy of deep acting in their work, will not tend to leave their organization, and 

have a high level of organizational commitment.  The outcome of deep acting should 

help employees to be retained in the long run. The result was consistent with the study 

of  Lam and Chen ( 2012)  who found the main adverse effects of deep acting on 

turnover intentions: deep acting leads to higher job satisfaction which in turn leads to 

higher service quality and lower turnover. The result was also supported by the study 

of Seery and Corrigall ( 2009)  who reflected that surface acting and emotional 

dissonance increased the likelihood of turnover intentions. Therefore, it could be said 

that employees who were committed to their organization would be more likely to 

achieve deep acting rather than engaging in surface acting. 

 

5.1.2 The Effect of Burnout and Job Satisfaction on Turnover Intention 

and Organizational Commitment  

This study found support of the empirical evidence demonstrating that burnout 

positively affected turnover intention and negatively affected organizational 

commitment.   Hotel frontline employees encounter complicated interactions with 

demanding customers, a large number of work hours, job pressure, physical demands 

of the job and inadequate supervision.  Such experiences lead to burnout and 

emotional exhaustion. A lowered sense of accomplishment will result in occupational 
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stress and job dissatisfaction. Employees who show burnout signs will tend to exhibit 

turnover intention behaviors and display a low level of organizational commitment. 

The result of this study supported those of related works describing the variables of 

turnover such as intention to leave, job satisfaction, and organization.  These results 

corresponded to the findings from the studies of Cho et al. (2017), Lee and Ashforth 

(1993), and Maslach and Jackson (1981). In addition, the results agreed with those of 

the studies of Meyer and Allen ( 1991)  and Rutherford et al.  ( 2009)  claiming that 

turnover intention was caused by a low level of job satisfaction and a lack of 

organizational commitment. 

In contrast, job satisfaction adversely affected turnover intention and 

positively affected organizational commitment.  Job satisfaction was negatively 

associated with absenteeism and turnover intentions and has been linked to decreased 

turnover intentions. Frontline hotel employees having higher commitment levels will 

produce more highly effective performances and exhibit a lower level of turnover 

intention to an organization.   Job satisfaction is a factor affecting organizational 

commitment corresponding with the studies of Steers and Porter (1983). Similarly the 

study of Cho et al. (2017) reported both deep acting and job satisfaction could predict 

affective organizational commitment.   This finding also complied with the study of 

Boylu et al.  ( 2007)  who stated that a high positive relationship exists between 

organizational commitment and job satisfaction.  Also, the study of Yang ( 2010) 

declared job satisfaction contributes to lower employee turnover intention and 

subsidizes a higher organizational commitment. Additionally,  El-Nahas et al. (2013) 

found a negative relationship between job satisfaction and turnover intentions. 

 The study found surface acting positively affected turnover intention 

indirectly and also surface acting negatively affected organizational commitment 

indirectly. It could be said that hotel frontline employees, who often use the strategy 

of surface acting in their work will tend to leave the organization.  These kinds of 

employees’  behaviors were also said to adversely affect the organization in terms of 

loss of valuable personnel due to high level of turnover intention.  The result 

corresponded to (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Morris & Feldman, 1997) disclosing 

surface acting is positively related to burnout and turnover and negatively related to 

organizational commitment.   
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Furthermore, the study found deep acting negatively affected turnover 

intention indirectly and also found deep acting positive affected organizational 

commitment indirectly. It could be said that hotel frontline employees who often use 

the strategy of deep acting in their work will not tend to leave their organization and 

demonstrate a high level of organizational commitment. The outcome of deep acting 

should help the employee to be retained in the long run.  The result was consistent 

with that of the study of  Lam and Chen (2012) who found the main adverse effects of 

deep acting on turnover intentions, i.e., deep acting leads to higher job satisfaction 

which in turn leads to higher service quality and lower turnover. The result was also 

supported by the study of Seery and Corrigall (2009) who reflected that surface acting 

and emotional dissonance increased the likelihood of turnover intentions. Therefore, it 

could be said that employees, committed to their organization, would be more likely 

to achieve deep acting rather than engaging in surface acting. 

 

5.1.3 The Moderating Roles of Gender, Age, and the Manager Emotional 

Intelligence 

To answer the research question regarding objective 2; the differences of the 

individual’ s gender, age, and manager emotional intelligence were compared as a 

moderating role influencing job satisfaction and burnout of hotel frontline employees 

in Phuket, Thailand.  

 To examine the moderating role of gender, the researcher hypothesized that 

differences would be found between the sexes of the subjects in relevant studies 

conducted in several countries, for example, women involved in more emotion 

management conditions, may be better at managing emotions including their 

performance. However, they would engage in more suppression of true feelings and 

their level of stress would be higher (Grandey, 2000).  In contrast, the findings of this 

study revealed no such differences in the population comprising Phuket hotel frontline 

employees.  Moderating roles regarding gender were not found.  The result was 

inconsistent with the studies of  Cheung and Tang ( 2010) , Fay ( 2011) , Grandey 

(2000), Johnson and Spector (2007),  Jung and Yoon (2014), Mann (2007), Scott and 

Barnes (2011) , Simpson and Stroh (2004) , and Walsh and Bartikowski (2013)  who 
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found differences resulting from the effect of emotional labor on job outcomes which 

served a moderating role across groups by gender.  The result of the study was 

inconsistent with the relevant concept, that people have different expectations 

concerning emotional displays from different sexes, i. e. , women were expected to 

display warmth irrespective of their actual feelings while men were expected to 

display feelings that matched their real feelings ( Mann, 2007) .  Authoritative 

emotions, such as anger, are more acceptable when expressed by men than women 

while warmer emotions, such as joy, are more suitable for women to express than men 

(Brody, 2000; Fay, 2011). The different results from this study could be explained in 

that differences exist in the context of the population in the study area.  The 

complexity and variation in an individual’ s behavior includes the background and 

cultural values of Thais who are dynamic, and emotional ( Yuanlaie, 2011) .   This 

includes the value of openness in sexual acceptance and the indifferent expectations 

of expression and service for the hotel staff for each gender in Phuket, Thailand. 

However, the moderating roles of age concerning the negative effects of deep 

acting on burnout are stronger among older frontline employees meaning older 

employees have higher levels of deep acting and weaker level of burnout concerning 

their service job causing a stronger negative effect on burnout than their younger 

counterparts.  This means that older hotel frontline employees, engaging in deep 

acting, will have a lower level of burnout than younger hotel frontline employees. The 

result of this study was consistent with related studies in that age was another 

moderator influencing different effects of emotional labor on burnout and job 

satisfaction (Cheung & Tang, 2010; Hur et al., 2014; Kruml, 1999) .  Also,  Charles 

and Carstensen (2007) pointed out that older service employees have both the motive 

and the ability to decrease some negative emotional experiences in the interest of 

feeling more consistently positive and become increasingly motivated to maximize 

their experience of positive emotions and minimize their experience of negative 

emotions as they age.  Thus, this study found that older service providers engage more 

in deep acting than their younger counterparts, corresponding to the study of (Cheung 

& Tang, 2010). They can draw from broader emotional memories than their younger 
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counterparts; and hence, perform deep acting better ( Kruml & Geddes, 2000)  that 

could help to prevent burnout. 

The moderating role of high support from the effects of manager emotional 

intelligence was found concerning the negative relationship between deep acting on 

burnout.  The results showed the group of hotel frontline employees, receiving the 

highest emotional intelligence support from their managers, had lower levels of 

burnout than the group receiving weak emotional intelligence support from their 

manager.  Employees, perceiving high levels of supervisor support such as manager 

emotional intelligence, could access a buffer against work stress  yet may  not report 

lower levels of burnout (Grandey, 2000).  The result from the study is consistent with 

the study of Han et al. (2017), indicating that emotional intelligence and support from 

managers significantly impact employees’ job satisfaction. Also, they help change the 

impact of emotional labor on burnout as higher job satisfaction was found to be 

associated with less burnout (Weng et al., 2011). Appraisal of others’ emotions is the 

ability to correctly notice and understand the internal and external emotions of others 

and use of emotion imitates the ability to make use of emotion for beneficial events 

and individual acts (Salovey & Mayer, 1990) . Manager possessing the ability to use 

emotional intelligence to monitor their emotional expressions are aware of what 

emotions are expected and (un)acceptable in a given interaction with their employees. 

They could well control their emotions to affective states; use emotional strategies 

effectively, decide competently in stressful situations and capably use various skills 

necessary for effective social behavior.  This characteristic reflects the managers’ 

ability to perceive and understand the emotions of their employees ( Fabian, 1999) . 

This dimension represents the managers’ ability to use and direct their emotions 

towards constructive activities and personal performance. Managers, achieving a high 

level of these abilities, will produce better relationships with coworkers and more 

effectively support them in work.  Thus, the emotional intelligence of managers can 

help the hotel frontline employees to contribute to the strategy of deep acting 

concerning their work, and this could prevent hotel frontline employees from burnout. 
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 Managerial Implication for Hotel Frontline Employees    

This research investigated emotional labor and job outcomes and variables 

involving the underlying emotions of the service provider.  The benefits of this 

research could be used not only by the frontline hotel employees but also could be 

applied to employees in other service industries, including students majoring in the 

hospitality industry in educational institutions.  This study contributes constructive 

outcomes that are expected to assist further development of selection, training and 

activity creation processes as well as fairer evaluations and welfare to avoid 

unnecessary fatigue for frontline employees, especially regarding differences in 

gender and age. When successful, this would lead to real quality services that would 

promote organizational performance, organizational commitment, better retain 

employees, reduce turnover rates of employees and costs of training, as well as 

improve service quality and business efficiency.  

The findings of this study indicated that the negative result of emotional labor 

led to hotel frontline employees' emotional exhaustion and burnout, and also reduces 

employees' job satisfaction.  The higher degree of using emotion regulation on the job 

is related to higher levels of employees' emotional exhaustion and lower levels of 

employees' job satisfaction.  Hospitality and service organizations such as the hotel 

business should heighten their employees’  satisfaction towards their job to lower the 

turnover intention and increase the meaningfulness of work by setting clear goals 

consistent with the employee's values, beliefs and personal goals ( El-Nahas et al. , 

2013). The progressions of surface acting and deep acting may be linked to employee 

stress and health as well as organizational well-being resulting in positive or negative 

effects on the individuals and their performance. Both surface acting and deep acting 

strategies may result in producing the required emotional expression (Grandey, 2000). 

In surface acting, individuals generally do not like to feel fake. However, in the long 

term, the suppressing of true emotions and expressing of false emotions such as 

employed using this strategy requires high emotional expression efforts that result in 

stress outcomes. Surface acting might evoke feeling from customers that the 

employees' service expressions were manipulated and looked so unnatural. When the 

service receivers could feel, they may make the mentioned-scenario more difficult. 
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Frontline employees will need to take more effort to solve these challenges. In 

contrast, deep acting is another strategy of emotional labor that also requires adjusting 

emotions, but differently. Hotel frontline employees, engaging in deep acting through 

a good faith type of emotional labor, reported lower emotional exhaustion and 

burnout. When the customer could feel the real service emotion and realize that this 

type of employees could perform services from their heart, and put themselves in 

other people's shoes, then they felt that the problems of the customers were similar to 

their own problems. The customer will make the service scenario more comfortable 

and smooth. 

Therefore, the organization must strengthen the deep acting skills of its 

employees.  The ‘acting in good faith’  involves truly desired emotions and effective 

efforts to experience desired emotions leading to an ordinary, believable and natural 

display.   Employees manipulated their inner emotions so that their feelings could be 

reflected in a way that was visible in a manner consistent with display rules in each 

situation.  When their inner feeling was adjusted to following external expression, the 

inner feelings were consistent with the external appearance, which would not cause 

emotional conflicts and would not cause of burnout and turnover intention. Therefore, 

deep acting involves trying to feel internally positive, yielding an authentic and 

positive emotional display involving resource supplements.  

Human resource management in organizations should recognize, understand, 

and provide practical implementation of the human resource management process that 

requires desirable emotional regulation strategies that must include the means to 

support job engagement and improve methods to retain valuable employees (Parajon, 

2 0 1 1 ) .  Increased involvement and loyalty of employees are needed within 

organizations (Miarkolaei, 2014) to contribute to job performance and organizational 

commitment (Goodwin et al., 2011), as follows: 

5.2.1 Selection  

Hotels should include the proper and practical consideration in the selection 

process for each type of employee.  Hotels may consider focusing on developing 

methods to identify and hire employees who do not hide their real emotions (Cho et 
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al., 2 01 7).  For instance, the selection procedures ought to include assessing a set of 

prescribed job attributes (Mann, 2 0 0 7 ) , endeavoring to recruit and hire employees 

who constitute a good fit with frontline jobs requiring intense social interaction and 

directing good hiring decisions with candidates who value customer satisfaction and 

service quality excellence (El-Nahas et al., 2013 ; Lam & Chen, 2012).  Employees 

may be involved in the initial evaluation to measure the emotion regulation practices 

in the selection process that could be used to identify which applicants constitute 

suitable matches for frontline hotel positions. 

Thus, in the process of recruiting and selecting, the organization should 

develop indicators that measure the emotion labor strategy of applicants (Lee & Ok, 

2012), so the hiring process should take that into account to avoid reduced 

productivity. Hotel managers should conduct careful screening of their applicants’ 

customer service behaviors when hiring new employees.  Applicants exhibiting more 

constructive attitudes would be especially appealing as hotel service employees.  For 

instance, in the event of hiring new employees, the management might create some 

scenarios of service provision or problem solving with the applicants to observe and 

evaluate their natural reactions.  Also, managers need to identify qualified staff to 

solve problems and put the customer at ease.  The job candidates should be kept 

unaware of the created scenarios.   Organizations should use corporate actors to test 

the candidates' reactions to others around events in which the candidates were 

unaware.  The mentioned scenarios might evaluate their skills regarding deep acting 

and emotional intelligence.  Moreover, the study’s result found an indifference 

concerning gender, but the difference in age of the population from this research 

could be applied in the present study. The organization may redecide to adjust the 

requirements to recruit employees regarding gender and age. First, requiring a specific 

gender and determining only males or females could perform services in the position 

of hotel frontline staff would be unjustifiable. Second, the range of age requirements 

may be extended, for the reason that older and more experienced employees could 

perform better strategies involving emotional labor than their younger counterparts. 

Older employees with more extensive work experiences and higher emotional 
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intelligence would be more desirable and should be considered when hiring ( Hur et 

al., 2014; Jung & Yoon, 2014).  

5.2.2 Training  

     Training is one of the most important parts in the recruitment process. 

Through training, constructive attitudes of hotel frontline employees could be 

strengthened.  Hotels should shift frontline employees’ attention to create the 

appropriate conditions for satisfying work (Chu, 2002).  When hotel managers deliver 

proper training that would support employees to learn to perform deep acting strategy, 

employees could learn how to offer services sincerely. They would also gain a sense 

of fulfillment from their capability to perform the strategy emotional labor. Hotel 

management should develop the training process for their frontline employees to 

improve and maintain high quality services while protecting frontline employees from 

adverse effects of emotional labor by educating them in the proper control of 

emotional labor. An essential component of orientation programs is to lead 

appropriate attitudes and display rules to hotel frontline employees by centering on 

customer feelings and services quality as focal points. Training programs should be 

developed to educate employees who perform emotional labor to understand the 

customers’ point of view to improve their ability to express emotion.  It could support 

employees in experiencing positive emotions through understanding and 

commiserating with customers and help employees see the need to appropriately 

change negative emotions. As indicated deep acting has the potential to benefit both 

employee and customer outcomes (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002).   

Considering the positive effects that deep acting can bring to organizations, for 

example, increased customer satisfaction and employee job satisfaction, it would be 

worthwhile for companies to invest in this type of training to teach employees how to 

“feel” in certain ways that would help them reach organizational goals (Chu, 2002). It 

constitutes a valuable factor  that  produces the consequences of emotional labor 

derived from service employees experience; thus, employees should be trained to 

engage in deep emotional labor techniques allowing them to apply natural feeling to 

the expression of service and create a constructive emotional labor strategy (deep 

acting) regarding service work task (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Cho et al., 2017; 
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Chu, 2002; Chu et al., 2012; Jung & Yoon, 2014; Kruml, 1999; Parajon, 2011). They 

should also be encouraged or enforced to appear pleasant and friendly, with less 

concern for genuine feeling and more concern for emotional display (Mann, 2007). In 

addition, mood management tactics could be used to diffuse negative feelings and 

psychological drain (Walsh & Bartikowski, 2013), and focus on pleasant memories to 

repair unpleasant moods (Lee & Ok, 2012). To increase their capabilities and 

enthusiasm for emotional displays, employees should be made aware of the raised 

value from modifying their inner emotions (Lam & Chen, 2012).   

Recently, most hospitality organizations pay attention to straining for 

employees concerning the concept of customer-centered behaviors. Thus, the hotel 

should also develop more training programs to treat and develop their employees’ 

feelings and service strategies. Three techniques (Chu, 2002) help frontline employees 

clarify their roles and prevent irritated feelings among the service providers. First, 

managers could inform employees that the hotel is aware of and recognizes the 

emotional role that employees place in service provision. It could encourage 

employees to increase their service quality by using their emotional strategy and be 

more satisfied and committed to their works and to the organization. Second, 

managers could provide the occasions to discuss employees’ negative emotions 

caused by their jobs. Frontline employees can talk and share their experiences, 

including the strategies to deal with and face challenges effectively.  Finally, the hotel 

manager can develop programs to improve the ability of frontline employees to 

overcome annoyance or avoid frustration. 

5.2.3 Organizational Support    

The hotel organization should create and clarify the roles needed to support 

frontline service employees. Especially regarding the concept of focusing on 

customers as a center of attention, the organization should provide programs to 

develop customer service quality (Lee & Ok, 2012) that provide practical information 

and useful behaviors in performing during emotionally challenging service 

encounters. Especially dealing with privileged customers (Chu, 2002; Kruml, 1999), 

frontline employees need to reduce adverse effects of emotional labor. Additionally, 

organizations can demonstrate to front desk staff how to personalize the employee-
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customer relationship such as creating and supporting a customer-oriented culture, 

updating information of customers whenever possible, and to ensuring that employees 

have thorough understanding of their customers’ behavior.  It will help reduce the 

pressure on employees when they perform services concerning a delicate situation or 

a difficult customer. Furthermore, organizations should help employees recharge 

valuable emotional energy (Lee & Ok, 2012). Emotional breaks should be provided 

such as inserting a 10- to 15-minute rest time every 2-hour shift rotation. 

5.2.4 Team Development 

Developing cooperative teams and boosting morale to improve service quality 

as well as building a sense of teamwork (Chu, 2002) including encouraging support 

from supervisors may increase positive perceptions and decrease employees’ negative 

emotions (Lam & Chen, 2 0 1 2 ) . As an excellent example for others, leaders should 

adopt neutral emotion and avoid faked emotional displays occurring at customer-

organization interfaces ( Mann, 2 0 0 7 ) .  Knowing how other employees feel and 

learning how to provide emotional support could support cooperative teams in 

constructive ways. In addition, it could also accomplish positive emotional 

management (Chu, 2002). Thus, hotel management needs to instruct frontline 

employees on how to help each other by sharing their feelings and suggesting how to 

understand each other. When someone is having a bad day on the job, and whenever 

someone can perform excellent service quality, they should be encouraged to share 

their technique. This strategy could not only make colleagues and organizations 

recognize those employees, but also encourage those employees and others to develop 

service quality by employing appropriate emotional labor strategies both personally 

and in teams. 

5.2.5 Compensation and Reward 

Compensation and organization support using effective organizational 

communication could be provided to improve the emotional labor strategy ( Yang, 

2 0 1 0 ) .  The organization should implement tools that could better communicate 

between employees and employers such as implementing a comprehensive evaluation 
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feedback system (Wu, 2011). Organizations may praise their service employees when 

they perform sincerely and demonstrate good faith of service and effective coping 

behaviors (Lee & Ok, 2012) when dealing with customer complaints or requests. 

Compensation needs to be restructured to attract more quality candidates and retain 

employees. When frontline employees successfully perform positive emotional labor 

strategy to provide quality services, they need to not only be recognized but also 

rewarded. The hotel should encourage employees who successfully use emotional 

labor strategy by implementing a reward system for them. Service employees, who 

successfully perform profound acts in providing quality services, need to receive both 

recognition and compensation.  Also, supervisors may increase positive perceptions 

and focus on reactive steps to help employees cope with their negative emotions (Cho 

et al. , 2 0 1 7 ; Lam & Chen, 2 0 1 2 ) .  In addition, high value ( the ability to provide 

excellent service) employees also experience a high turnover rate (Chu, 2002). Thus, 

the organization should develop strategies to retain this kind of employees. 

5.2.6 Differentiation of Managerial Implication   

 This study found different antecedents and consequences of emotional labor 

in varying personal factors across age group of frontline employees. Organizations 

should differentiate their managerial implication approach.  For instance, the 

organization could take advantage of the skilled multiple emotional strategies of older 

employees (Hur et al., 2014), allocate the most appropriate types of employees (junior 

and senior employees) to the most suitable work to minimize negative and maximize 

positive emotion (Cho et al., 2013) and tailor training programs to suit older workers’ 

unique needs  (Cheung & Tang, 2 0 1 0 )  to prevent burnout at work.  Older or senior 

staff should be encouraged to serve as role models for younger colleagues and give 

them more opportunities to suggest techniques of service tasks.  This strategy will 

make them realize their value, experience and efficiency. At the same time, it could 

make employees realize their value of work experience and efficiency, promote 

feelings of self-worth and upgrade the quality of services as well. 
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5.2.7 Manager Emotional Intelligence 

Regarding the support of manager emotional intelligence, employees perceive 

high levels of supervisor support such as manager emotional intelligence that acts as a 

buffer against work stress and they may report lower levels of burnout (Grandey, 

2000).  The managers’ roles involve monitoring, controlling and directing the 

emotional labor their frontline employees perform for customers. As a result, 

management may observe the importance that emotional intelligence play in the 

workplace, especially, for the managers performing their roles as a part of the social 

complexity of their organization.  Training to develop and support manager and 

employee emotional intelligence would; therefore, constitute an appropriate 

management initiative.  Formal or informal reward programs should be implemented 

to recognize those managers who display consistently high behaviors involving 

emotional intelligence to motivate and encourage employees’ job satisfaction (Han et 

al. , 2 0 1 7 ) . This could potentially help achieve a competitive advantage for the 

organization. Organizations could screen current and future managers by assessing 

emotional intelligence and should provide workshops or seminars for supervisors to 

enhance their managerial skills (Wolfe & Kim, 20 1 3 ) The hotel needs to train their 

managers on how to perform emotional labor and emotional intelligence when 

interacting with their employees. Training programs, e.g., programs to develop 

emotional support, to handle employee complaints and to provide feedback and 

constructive opinions should be integrated in managers’ training programs (Chu, 

2002). 

 Human resource management should give importance to the emotions and 

emotional intelligence of their managers and employees to increase job satisfaction 

(Çekmecelioğlu et al. , 2012) .  Employees may obtain performance feedback through 

supervision, coworkers or in performing the job itself and realize that the ability to 

perceive and manage emotions is strongly associated with the effective execution of 

their tasks.  Consequently, workers may incorporate emotional intelligence in their 

regular work routines.  Moreover, organizations should seek to recruit and retain 

emotionally intelligent employees because they are happier and more committed 

(Güleryüz et al., 2 0 0 8 ). It could help employees have a greater appreciation for the 
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nature of their jobs, reduce their burnout and increase their likelihood to remain with 

the company.  

 

 Limitation and Future Research Suggestions of this Study 

This study had some limitations related to the sampling method such as the 

restraint of the data collected from the subjects working in the hotel.  The research 

needed to request permission from the hotel before approaching employees who were 

asked by general managers to fill out the questionnaires.   Some hotel employees 

found it inconvenient to access and cooperate with the researcher.  The inconvenient 

sampling method in this study made it very difficult to maintain a consistent manner 

when collecting data as it should have been.  

In addition, the subjects were working in the various types of hotels with 

different emphases on service quality.  Hotels with different ratings have different 

emphases on service quality and emotional labor, and these different demands will 

affect employees’  perceptions of emotional labor consequences.  In the next research 

study, the emotional labor research model used this study should be applied to groups 

of hotels specified by the star ratings, e.g., luxury hotels or four and five star hotels. 

This study’ s model also could be applied to use in the other service industries 

including the hospitality educational institutions. 

The model used in the study was analyzed by basic and advance methods of 

the structural equation modelling. This study used the developed questionnaires as a 

quantitative method to collect data from hotel frontline employees. The next study 

should endeavor to contribute more regarding the strategy of emotional labor. Focus 

group and in-depth interviews involving a qualitative study could be used to collect 

more in-depth data to collect more specific details regarding the knowledge of 

individuals' factors, emotional labor strategies and job outcomes. 

Another limitation was that in this study, the outcomes of emotional labor of 

hotel frontline employees were being rated by themselves. These ratings are subject to 
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recall bias. Future research should also consider interviewing the hotel customers and 

the managers of the service organization to evaluate them using this study’s model. 

   Lastly, the result of this study investigated the indirect effects of emotional 

labor ( surface acting and deep acting)  via burnout and job satisfaction concerning 

turnover intention and organizational commitment.  Thus, one interesting suggestion 

for the next research would be to exploring the mediating roles of burnout and job 

satisfaction on the effects of emotional labor on job and organizational outcomes. 
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The Research Questionnaire in Thai Version 
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    Questionnaire 

 วันที่: (วนั/เดือน/ปี __ __ /__ __ /__ __ ) 

RES-ID#        

เรียน ท่านผู้เข้าร่วมในการวิจัย 

ขอความอนุเคราะห์ตอบแบบสอบถาม 

 ผู้วิจัยหวังเป็นอย่างยิ่งท่ีจะได้รับความร่วมมือจากท่านในการให้ข้อมูลในแบบสอบถาม โดยแบบสอบถาม
นี้มุ่งศึกษาด้านการจัดการสภาวะอารมณ์ขณะให้บริการ เพื่อน าไปใช้ในการพัฒนาความพึงพอใจในงาน และความ
ผูกพันในองค์กรของพนักงานต้อนรับส่วนหน้าของโรงแรมในประเทศไทย โดยแบบสอบถามแบ่งออกเป็น 7 ส่วน 
ประกอบไปด้วย 1) ข้อมูลพื้นฐาน  2) สภาวะอารมณ์ขณะให้บริการ 3) ภาวะหมดไฟในงาน 4) ความพึงพอใจใน
งาน 5) ความตั้งใจลาออก 6) ความผูกพันในองค์กร และ 7) การสนับสนุนด้านความฉลาดทางอารมณ์ของหัวหน้า
งาน แบบสอบถามนี้จะใช้เวลาในการตอบโดยประมาณไม่เกิน 15 นาที 

 การเข้าร่วมในการศึกษานี้เป็นไปโดยสมัครใจ โดยผู้ตอบแบบสอบถามมีอายุ 18 ปีขึ้นไป ข้อมูลจาก
ค าตอบของท่านจะน าไปใช้เพื่อการศึกษาในงานวิจัยช้ินนี้เท่านั้น โดยผู้วิจัยจะรักษาเป็นความลับอย่างดียิ่ง ดังนั้น
ท่านสามารถตอบทุกข้อค าถามตามความรู้สึกและความคิดของตัวท่านเอง และหากท่านรู้สึกไม่สบายใจในการตอบ 
ท่านสามารถยุติการเข้าร่วมการศึกษาได้ตลอดเวลา  

โปรดท าเครื่องหมายในแบบฟอร์มยินยอมด้านล่างนี้   

  ให้ความร่วมมือ   

  ไม่สะดวกให้ความร่วมมือ  

หากท่านมีข้อสงสัยในแบบสอบถามหรือข้ันตอนการศึกษาเกี่ยวกับงานวิจัยช้ินนี้  
กรุณาติดต่อผู้วิจัยได้ที่ yuiziri@gmail.com 

สิริพร เขตเจนการ 
นักศึกษาปริญญาเอก หลักสูตรการจัดการการท่องเที่ยวแบบบูรณาการ   

คณะการจัดการการท่องเที่ยว สถาบันบัณฑิตพัฒนบริหารศาสตร ์
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1) ข้อมูลพ้ืนฐาน 

1. เพศ  ชาย  หญิง 

2. อายุ (_________) ป ี

3. สถานภาพ  โสด                        สมรส 

4.ระดับการศึกษา 

 
  น้อยกว่ามัธยมปลาย    มธัยมปลายหรือเทียบเท่า   อนุปริญญาหรือเทียบเท่า 
  ปรญิญาตรี               ปริญญาโท                    ปริญญาเอก 
 

5.รายได้ต่อเดือน 
 น้อยกว่า 20,000 บาท  20,001 – 30,000 บาท  30,001 – 40,000 บาท  

 40,001 – 50,000 บาท  มากกว่า 50,000 บาท  

  6.ท่านท างานในแผนกใดของ
โรงแรม 

 
 ต้อนรับทั่วไป          เคาเตอร์เช็คอิน   
 ห้องอาหารและค้อฟฟี่ช้อป 
 ท าความสะอาด        บริการทั่วไปและบริการขนสมัภาระ   
  
 

  7. อายุงานด้านโรงแรมของท่าน (________ปี ________เดือน) 
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2) แบบสอบถามส่วนน้ีมีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อประเมินอารมณ์ ความรู้สึก และการแสดงออกของท่านในขณะให้บริการ
ลูกค้า ตามค าอธิบายที่แสดงในตารางโปรดใหค้ะแนนท่ีสอดคล้องกบัตัวท่านโดยใช้มาตราส่วนการใหค้ะแนนต่อไปนี้ 

ไม่เคยเลย นาน ๆ คร้ัง บางคร้ัง บ่อยคร้ัง สม  าเสมอ 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1.   ท่านยิ้มให้ลูกค้าแบบไม่จริงใจอยู่บ่อย ๆ  1 2 3 4 5 

2.   ท่านปั้นแต่งแสดงอารมณ์ใหเ้หมาะสมเวลาบริการลูกคา้   1 2 3 4 5 

3.   ท่านรู้สึกว่าตัวท่านมีอีกหนึ่งบคุลิกเมื่อบริการและพูดคยุกับลูกคา้  
เนื่องจากท่านไม่เป็นตัวของตัวเองเลย  

1 2 3 4 5 

4.  ท่านปั้นแต่งแสดงท่าทีให้เหมาะสมเวลาบริการลูกค้า  1 2 3 4 5 

5. ท่านสวมหน้ากากเพื่อแสดงสีหน้าและอารมณ์ทีเ่หมาะสมในการท างาน 1 2 3 4 5 

6.  ท่านเก็บง าความรู้สึกท่ีแท้จริงไว้ และแสดงอารมณ์ที่ไมไ่ด้ออกมาจากใจ 
ของท่านจริง ๆ เวลาบริการลูกค้า  

1 2 3 4 5 

7.  ท่านแกล้งท าเป็นอารมณด์ีเมื่อมีปฏิสมัพันธ์ พูดคุย สื่อสารกับลูกค้า  1 2 3 4 5 

8.  ท่านบริการ และพูดคุยกับลูกค้าในลักษณะทีเ่หมือนหุ่นยนต์ ไรชี้วิตชีวา  1 2 3 4 5 

9. เมื่อบริการลูกค้า ถ้าท่านพยายามท าให้ตัวท่านอารมณ์ดีและมีความสุข  
ท่านจะเริม่รูส้ึกถึงความสุขน้ันได้จริง ๆ  

1 2 3 4 5 

10.  เมื่อเตรียมพร้อมในการท างานท่านจะบอกกับตัวเองว่าวันนี้จะเป็นวันท่ีดี ๆ   1 2 3 4 5 

11. ท่านนึกถึงภาพที่สวยงามน่ารืน่รมย์เวลาที่ท่านเตรียมตัวพร้อมจะท างาน 1 2 3 4 5 

12.  ท่านพยายามที่จะรู้สึกถึงอารมณ์ที่เหมาะสมเมื่อท่านบริการลูกค้า 
ซึ่งเป็นหัวใจหลักในงานของท่าน  

1 2 3 4 5 

13.  ท่านจะระมัดระวังพฤติกรรมของท่านมากขึ้นเมื่อท่านรู้สึกตัวว่าแกล้งแสดง 
สีหน้าและอารมณ์ทีไ่ม่จริงใจออกมา  

1 2 3 4 5 
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3) แบบสอบถามส่วนน้ีมีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อประเมินระดับความรู้สึกเกี่ยวกับภาวะหมดไฟในงานของท่านตามค าอธิบาย
ที่แสดงในตารางด้านล่างโปรดให้คะแนนท่ีสอดคล้องกับตัวท่านโดยใช้มาตราส่วนการให้คะแนนต่อไปนี้ 

น้อยที สุด น้อย ปานกลาง มาก มากที สุด 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1. ท่านอารมณเ์หนื่อยลา้จากการท างาน  1 2 3 4 5 

2. ท่านรู้สึกเหนื่อยล้าจนหมดสิ้นเรี่ยวแรงเมื่อเลิกงาน  1 2 3 4 5 

3. ท่านรู้สึกเหนด็เหนื่อยหมดก าลังใจเมื่อตื่นข้ึนในตอนเช้าและนึกถึงการ
ท างาน  

1 2 3 4 5 

4. ท่านรู้สึกเครียดในงานท่ีต้องบริการลูกค้าท้ังวัน  1 2 3 4 5 

5. ท่านรู้สึกเบื่อหน่าย หมดไฟกับงานท่ีท าอยู่    1 2 3 4 5 

6. ท่านรู้สึกอึดอัด คับข้องใจเกี่ยวกับงานของท่าน  1 2 3 4 5 

7. ท่านรู้สึกว่าภาระงานของท่านมากเกินไป  1 2 3 4 5 

8. งานท่ีต้องบริการผู้คนโดยตรงท าให้ท่านเครียดมากเกินไป  1 2 3 4 5 

9. ท่านรู้สึกเหมือนเดินมาถึงทางตันในงานท่ีท าอยู่  1 2 3 4 5 

10. ท่านเข้าใจความรูส้ึกของลูกค้าเปน็อย่างดี  1 2 3 4 5 

11.  ท่านสามารถแก้ปญัหาของลูกค้าได้อย่างมีประสิทธิภาพ  1 2 3 4 5 

12. งานของท่านสามารถท าให้ผู้อื่นสุขใจและรูส้ึกดี ๆได้  1 2 3 4 5 

13. ท่านรู้สึกอ่อนเพลยีและหมดแรงก าลังในการบริการลูกค้า  1 2 3 4 5 

14. ท่านสามารถสรา้งบรรยากาศท่ีสบายและเป็นกันเองเวลาดูแลลูกค้า  1 2 3 4 5 

15. ท่านรู้สึกถึงความสุขใจหลังจากท่ีได้บริการและพดูคุยอย่างใกล้ชิดกบัลูกค้า 1 2 3 4 5 

16. งานนี้ท าให้ท่านรู้สึกว่าตนเองมีคณุค่า และประสบความส าเร็จ 1 2 3 4 5 

17. ท่านควบคุมอารมณต์ัวเองไดอ้ย่างสงบ และสภุาพเมื่อบริการลกูค้า  1 2 3 4 5 

18. ท่านให้บริการและปฏิบตัิต่อลูกค้าเปรียบเหมือนลูกคา้เป็นวัตถไุร้ชีวติจิตใจ  1 2 3 4 5 
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น้อยที สุด น้อย ปานกลาง มาก มากที สุด 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

19. ท่านกลายเป็นคนหยาบกระด้าง เฉยชากับผู้อื่นมากข้ึนหลังจากท างาน
บริการได้ระยะหนึ่ง  

1 2 3 4 5 

20. ท่านกังวลว่าหากท างานนี้ต่อไปจะท าให้ท่านกลายเป็นคนจติใจแข็งกระด้าง
มากยิ่งข้ึน  

1 2 3 4 5 

21.  ท่านไม่สนใจใยดีว่าจะเกดิอะไรขึน้กับลูกค้า  1 2 3 4 5 

22.  ท่านรู้สึกว่าท่านโดนลูกค้าต าหนิเสมอ ไม่ว่าปญัหานั้น ๆ จะเกิดจากสาเหตุ
ใด  

1 2 3 4 5 
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4) แบบสอบถามส่วนนี้มีวัตถุประสงค์ เพื่อประเมินระดับความพึงพอใจในงานของท่าน  ตามค าอธิบาย 
ที่ แสดงในตารางด้ านล่ าง  โปรดให้ คะแนนความพึ งพอใจที่ สอดคล้องกับตั วท่ าน โดยใช้มาตราส่ วน 
การให้คะแนนต่อไปนี ้

ไม่พอใจอย่างมาก ไม่พอใจ   เฉย ๆ พอใจ  พอใจอย่างมาก  
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1. ท่านพอใจท่ีงานนี้มีอะไรให้จัดการและสะสางอยูต่ลอดเวลา 1 2 3 4 5 

2. งานท่ีท าอยู่นี้ท าให้มีโอกาสได้ท างานตามล าพัง 1 2 3 4 5 

3. งานนี้ให้โอกาสได้ท างานท่ีท้าทายไม่จ าเจในบางครั้ง  1 2 3 4 5 

4. โอกาสในการเป็น "คนที่มีตัวตน" ในที่ท างานนี้  1 2 3 4 5 

5. วิธีการที่หัวหน้าดูแลลูกน้อง  1 2 3 4 5 

6. ความสามารถในการตัดสินใจของหัวหน้า 1 2 3 4 5 

7.  ท่านสามารถท างานนีไ้ด้โดยไม่ขัดแย้งกับความรู้สึกผิดชอบ  1 2 3 4 5 

8.  ความมั่นคงในการท างานกับองค์กรนี้ 1 2 3 4 5 

9.  งานนี้ให้โอกาสในการท าประโยชน์ให้เพื่อนร่วมงาน 1 2 3 4 5 

10.  งานนี้ให้โอกาสที่จะอธิบายและสอนงานให้ผู้อื่น  1 2 3 4 5 

11.  งานนี้ท าให้ท่านได้ท างานโดยใช้ความรู้ความสามารถของท่าน 1 2 3 4 5 

12.  แนวทางที่บริษัทถ่ายทอดนโยบายลงมาสู่การปฏิบัต ิ 1 2 3 4 5 

13.  ค่าตอบแทนเหมาะสมกับลักษณะและปรมิาณของงาน  1 2 3 4 5 

14.  โอกาสก้าวหน้าในสายงานนี้  1 2 3 4 5 

15. งานนี้ให้อิสระท่านในการท างานและสามารถตัดสินใจได้ด้วยตนเอง 1 2 3 4 5 

16. งานนี้ให้โอกาสท่านได้ทดลองวิธีการท างานใหม่ ๆ ในแบบของตัวเอง 1 2 3 4 5 

17.  สภาพในการท างาน เงื่อนไข ระเบียบและกฎเกณฑ์ขององค์กร 1 2 3 4 5 

18.  ความสัมพันธ์ในหมูเ่พื่อนร่วมงาน 1 2 3 4 5 

19. การไดร้ับค าชมเมื่อท่านท างานไดด้ีมีคณุภาพ 1 2 3 4 5 

20.  ท่านรู้สึกได้ถึงความส าเร็จทีไ่ดร้ับจากการท างานนี ้ 1 2 3 4 5 
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5) แบบสอบถามส่วนนี้มีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อประเมินระดับ ความต้ังใจลาออกจากงานของท่าน ตามค าอธิบาย 
ที่แสดงในตารางด้านล่าง โปรดให้คะแนนความคิดเห็นท่ีสอดคล้องกับตัวท่านโดยใช้มาตราส่วนการให้คะแนนต่อไปนี้  

ไม่เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง  ไม่เห็นด้วย เฉย ๆ   เห็นด้วย  เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1.หากท่านได้งานใหม่ที่ท่านพอใจหรือยอมรับได้ ท่านจะลาออกทันที 1 2 3 4 5 

2.ท่านต้องการลาออกจากงานนี้เป็นอย่างมาก 1 2 3 4 5 

3. ท่านตั้งใจจะลาออกจากงานนี้ในอีกไม่นาน (ภายใน 12 เดือน) 1 2 3 4 5 

4. ท่านมักจะคิดถึงเรื่องการลาออกจากงานนี้อยู่เสมอ 1 2 3 4 5 
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6) แบบสอบถามส่วนน้ีมีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อประเมินระดับ ความผูกพันในองค์กรของท่าน ตามค าอธิบายที่แสดงใน
ตารางด้านล่าง โปรดให้คะแนนความคิดเห็นทีส่อดคล้องกับตัวท่านโดยใช้มาตราส่วนการใหค้ะแนนต่อไปนี้   

ไม่เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง  ไม่เห็นด้วย  เฉย ๆ  เห็นด้วย  เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1.  ท่านพอใจท่ีจะท างานกับองค์กรนี้ตลอดไป   1 2 3 4 5 

2.  ท่านมักจะเล่าถึงองค์กรของท่านในแง่มุมที่ดีให้คนภายนอกฟัง   1 2 3 4 5 

3.  ท่านรู้สึกว่าปัญหาที่องค์กรประสบอยู่เป็นเหมือนปญัหาของตนเอง   1 2 3 4 5 

4.  ท่านคิดว่าองค์กรอื่น ๆไมส่ามารถท าให้ท่านรู้สึกผูกพันได้ 
เท่าองค์กรที่ท่านท างานอยู่นี้   

1 2 3 4 5 

5. ท่านรู้สึกว่าองค์กรนี้เปรียบเหมอืนครอบครัว   1 2 3 4 5 

6. ท่านมีความรู้สึกผูกพันทางใจตอ่องค์กรนี้   1 2 3 4 5 

7. องค์กรนี้มีความหมายต่อตัวท่านมาก   1 2 3 4 5 

8. ท่านรู้สึกหวงแหนและเป็นเจ้าขององค์กรของท่าน   1 2 3 4 5 

9. ท่านกังวลว่าจะเกิดอะไรขึ้นหากลาออกจากงานโดยทีไ่ม่มีงานใหม่รองรับ   1 2 3 4 5 

10. ถึงแม้ว่าท่านต้องการจะลาออก แต่มันยากมากท่ีจะท าเช่นนี้ได้ในเวลานี้   1 2 3 4 5 

11. หากท่านตัดสินใจออกจากองค์กรในตอนนี้จะเกดิผลกระทบต่อตัวท่าน 
มากเกินไป   

1 2 3 4 5 

12. หากลาออกจากองค์กรนี้ โอกาสที่ท่านจะได้งานใหม่มีน้อยมาก   1 2 3 4 5 

13. การที่ต้องท างานท่ีนี่ในเวลานี้ เป็นเรื่องของความจ าเป็น 
พอ ๆ กับเป็นความสมัครใจของท่าน   

1 2 3 4 5 

14. ท่านรู้สึกว่ามีทางเลือกใหม่น้อยเกินไป หากตัดสินใจออกจากองค์กรนี้   1 2 3 4 5 

15.  หนึ่งในเหตุผลที่ท่านยังคงท างานในองค์กรนี้ คือท่านไม่มีทางเลอืกอื่น ๆ 1 2 3 4 5 

16. เหตุผลหลักท่ีท าให้ท่านตดัสินใจท างานกับองค์กรนี้ต่อไป  
เพราะองค์กรอื่น ๆ ไม่สามารถใหผ้ลตอบแทนเทียบเท่ากับท่ีได้รับจากท่ีนี่   

1 2 3 4 5 

17. ทุกวันน้ี ท่านคิดว่าผู้คนลาออกหรือย้ายองค์กรกันบ่อยเกินไป   1 2 3 4 5 
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ไม่เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง  ไม่เห็นด้วย  เฉย ๆ  เห็นด้วย  เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

18.  ท่านเชื่อว่าพนักงานควรมีความจงรักภักดตี่อองค์กรของตนเสมอ   1 2 3 4 5 

19.  ท่านจะรู้สึกผดิถ้าหากท่านลาออกหรือย้ายองค์กรบ่อย ๆ   1 2 3 4 5 

20.  เหตุผลหลักท่ีท่านยังคงท างานให้กับองค์กรนี้ก็คือ ท่านเชื่อว่าความจงรักภักดี
ของพนักงานนั้นมีความส าคัญต่อองค์กร   

1 2 3 4 5 

21. ท่านคิดว่าการลาออกจากองค์กรในขณะนี้เป็นสิ่งที่ไม่ถูกต้อง  
แม้ว่าจะเป็นไปเพื่อประโยชน์ของตัวท่านเอง   

1 2 3 4 5 

22.  ท่านเชื่อในคุณค่าของความจงรักภักดีต่อองค์กร   1 2 3 4 5 

23.  ทุกสิ่งทุกอย่างจะดีขึ้นเมื่อพนักงานท างานและคงอยู่กับองค์กรเดียวเป็นหลัก   1 2 3 4 5 

24.  ท่านคิดว่าการมีอาชีพเป็นพนักงานบริษัทเป็นเรื่องที่สมเหตสุมผล   1 2 3 4 5 
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7) แบบสอบถามส่วนนี้มีวัตถุประสงค์ เพื่อประเมิน ความฉลาดทางอารมณ์ของหัวหน้างานของท่าน 
(ผู้บังคับบัญชาโดยตรงในสายงาน) ตามค าอธิบายที่แสดงในตารางด้านล่าง โปรดให้คะแนนความคิดเห็น 
ที่สอดคล้องกับตัวท่านโดยใช้มาตราส่วนการให้คะแนนต่อไปนี้   

ไม่เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง  ไม่เห็นด้วย  เฉย ๆ  เห็นด้วย  เห็นด้วยอย่างยิ ง 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1.  หัวหน้าของท่านมักจะรู้ตัวว่า อะไรท าให้เขาเกิดความรูส้ึกท่ีดีหรอืไม่ดี    1 2 3 4 5 

2.  หัวหน้าของท่านเข้าใจสภาพอารมณ์ของตัวเขาเองเป็นอย่างดี   1 2 3 4 5 

3.  หัวหน้าของท่านเข้าใจความรู้สกึของตัวเขาเองจริง ๆ   1 2 3 4 5 

4.   หัวหน้าของท่านรู้ตัวอยู่เสมอว่า ตอนนี้เขามีความสุขหรือไม่   1 2 3 4 5 

5. หัวหน้าของท่านรับรู้อารมณ์และความรูส้ึกของพนักงานได้จากพฤติกรรม 
ของพนักงาน   

1 2 3 4 5 

6.  หัวหน้าของท่านสามารถสังเกตอารมณ์ของผู้อื่นได้ดี   1 2 3 4 5 

7.  หัวหน้าของท่านไวต่ออารมณแ์ละความรู้สึกของผู้อื่น   1 2 3 4 5 

8. หัวหน้าของท่านเข้าใจความรู้สกึของผู้ร่วมงานเป็นอย่างดี   1 2 3 4 5 

9.  หัวหน้าของท่านตั้งเป้าหมายในการท างานและพยายามท าใหส้ าเร็จเสมอ   1 2 3 4 5 

10.  หัวหน้าของท่านเป็นคนท่ีมีความสามารถ   1 2 3 4 5 

11.  หัวหน้าของท่านเป็นคนท่ีมีแรงจูงใจ 1 2 3 4 5 

12. หัวหน้าของท่านมักจะสร้างแรงกระตุ้นเพื่อให้ตัวเขาเองท างาน 
อย่างสุดความสามารถ   

1 2 3 4 5 

13.  หัวหน้าของท่านสามารถควบคุมอารมณ์โกรธ และแกไ้ขปัญหาได้ 
อย่างมีเหตผุล    

1 2 3 4 5 

14   หัวหน้าของท่านค่อนข้างควบคุมอารมณ์ของตัวเขาเองได้   1 2 3 4 5 

15.  เวลาหัวหน้าของท่านโกรธมาก เขามักจะสงบสติอารมณ์ได้อย่างรวดเร็ว   1 2 3 4 5 

16.   หัวหน้าของท่านสามารถควบคุมอารมณ์ของตัวเองไดด้ี   1 2 3 4 5 

ขอขอบคุณที ให้ความร่วมมือในการตอบแบบสอบถาม 
และเป็นส่วนร่วมในการวิจัยคร้ังนี้ 
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Appendix B 

 

The Research Questionnaire in English Version 
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Questionnaire 
 

      

Date: (YY/MM/DD __ __ /__ __ /__ __) 

RES-ID#        

Dear Participant: You are invited to participate in a research study about frontline hotel 
employees’ organization commitment. 

This survey aims to explore the antecedents of frontline hotel employees’ organization 
commitment in Thailand. Your responses, combined with the responses of other participants, will help 
us better understand what is needed to enhance Thailand frontline hoteliers’ organization commitment 
in their organization. This questionnaire consists of 7 parts as follow; 1) personal background 2) 
emotional labor 3) burnout 4) job satisfaction 5) turnover intention 6) organizational commitment 7) 
manager emotional intelligence. 

  To the best of our knowledge, there are no harmful risks associated with participating in this 
survey, and your participation is greatly appreciated. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential to 
the extent allowed by law and will be used only for this study. The completed surveys will be coded 
into an Excel template, and only the research team will have access to the data. The data will be used 
for only academic purposes. If you decide to take part in this survey, please understand that your 
participation is voluntary, you may cease to participate at any time. 

By marking or checking the consent form below, you acknowledge that your participation in this 
study is voluntary, you are 18 years of age, and that you are aware that you may choose to terminate 
your participation in the study at any time and for any reason. 

  I consent; begin the study. 

  I do not consent; I do not wish to participate. 

Contacts and Questions: If you have any questions about the survey or the procedures, you 
may contact the researcher, Siriporn Khetjenkarn at yuiziri@gmail.com. 

 

mailto:yuiziri@gmail.com
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1) Personal Background 

1. Sex  Male  Female 

2. Age _________ years old 

3. Marital Status  Single                        Married 

4. Education 

   Lower than High School    High School          Diploma 
  Bachelor degree               Master degree     
   Ph.D. or Doctoral Degree  
 

5. Income 
 Lower than 20,000 Baht    20,001 – 30,000 Baht 
 30,001 – 40,000 Baht         40,001 – 50,000 Baht 
 More than 50,000 Baht 

  6 .Hotel Department 

 Reception        Check-in Counter        
 Restaurant and Coffee Shop 
 House Keeping 
 Bell Person     
   

  7. Working Experience ________years ________months 
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2) This section of the survey is intended to assess your emotion, attitude, and behavior toward 

service task and interaction with customer in the workplace.  
The descriptive statements are listed in the following table. Please judge how agreement each 

statement fits yourself describing. Use the following rating scale:  

Never Rarely Sometimes Fairly often Always 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1.  My smile is often not sincere.  1 2 3 4 5 

2.  I fake the emotions I show when dealing with customers.  1 2 3 4 5 

3.  I feel as if I have a split personality when interacting with 
customers because I act not like myself at all. 

1 2 3 4 5 

4.  I put on an act in order to deal with customers in an appropriate 
way. 

1 2 3 4 5 

5.  I put on a mask in order to express the right emotions for my job. 1 2 3 4 5 

6.  I display emotions that I am not actually feeling. 1 2 3 4 5 

7.  I fake a good mood when interacting with customers. 1 2 3 4 5 

8.  My interactions with customers are very robotic. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. When helping customers, if I pretend I am happy, I can actually 
start to feel it. 

1 2 3 4 5 

10. When getting ready for work I tell myself that I am going to have 
a good day. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

11. I think of pleasant images when I am getting ready for work. 1 2 3 4 5 

12. I try to actually experience the emotions that I must show when 
interacting with customers.  

1 2 3 4 5 

13. I have to concentrate more on my behavior when I display an 
emotion that I don’t actually feel. 

1 2 3 4 5 
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3) This section of the survey is intended to assess your attitude towards burnout at work.  The 
descriptive statements are listed in the following table. Please rate how much you agree with 
each statement. Use the following rating scale: 

Never Rarely Sometimes Fairly often Always 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1. I feel emotionally drained from my work. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. I feel used up at the end of the workday.  1 2 3 4 5 

3. I feel fatigued when I get up in the morning and have to face 
another day on the job. 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Working with people all day is really a strain for me. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. I feel burned out from my work. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. I feel frustrated by my job. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. I feel I’m working too hard on my job. 1 2 3 4 5 

8. Working with people directly puts too much stress on me. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. I feel like I’m at the end of my rope. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. I can easily understand how my recipients feel about things. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. I deal very effectively with the problems of my recipients. 1 2 3 4 5 

12. I feel I’m positively influencing other people’s lives through my 
work. 

1 2 3 4 5 

13. I feel very unenergetic. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. I can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with my recipients. 1 2 3 4 5 

15. I feel exhilarated after working closely with my recipients. 1 2 3 4 5 

16. I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job. 1 2 3 4 5 

17. In my work, I can deal with emotional problems very calmly 1 2 3 4 5 
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Never Rarely Sometimes Fairly often Always 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

18. I feel I treat some recipients as if they were impersonal 
‘objects’. 

1 2 3 4 5 

19. I have become more callous toward people since I took this job. 1 2 3 4 5 

20. I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. I don’t really care what happens to some recipients. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems. 1 2 3 4 5 
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 4) This section of the survey is intended to assess your attitude towards job satisfaction.   

The descriptive statements are listed in the following table. Please rate how much you agree 

with each statement. Use the following rating scale: 

Very Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Cannot Decided Satisfied Very Satisfied 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

1. Being able to keep busy all the time. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. The chance to work alone on the job. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. The chance to do different things from time to time. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. The chance to be “somebody” in the community. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. The way my boss handles his/her workers. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. The competence of my supervisor in making 
decisions. 

1 2 3 4 5 

7. Being able to do things that don’t go against my conscience. 1 2 3 4 5 

8. The way my job provides for steady employment. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. The chance to do things for other people. 1 2 3 4 5 

10.  The chance to tell people what to do. 1 2 3 4 5 

11.  The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities. 1 2 3 4 5 

12.  The way company policies are put into practice. 1 2 3 4 5 

13.  My pay and the amount of work I do. 1 2 3 4 5 

14.  The chances for advancement on this job. 1 2 3 4 5 

15.  The freedom to use my own judgment. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Very Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Cannot Decided Satisfied Very Satisfied 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

16.  The chance to try my own methods of doing the job. 1 2 3 4 5 

17.  The working conditions. 1 2 3 4 5 

18.  The way my co-workers get along with each other. 1 2 3 4 5 

19.  The praise I get for doing a good job. 1 2 3 4 5 

20.  The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job. 1 2 3 4 5 
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5) This section of the survey is intended to assess your intention to leave your hotel’s job.  
The descriptive statements are listed in the following table. The descriptive statements are listed 
in the following table. Please rate how much you agree with each statement.   

Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

1. As soon as I get another acceptable job, I will quit. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. I want to leave this organization very much. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. I intend to quit this organization someday soon.  1 2 3 4 5 

4. I think about quitting all the time. 1 2 3 4 5 
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6) This section of the survey is intended to assess your commitment towards hotel.  

The descriptive statements are listed in the following table. Please rate how much you agree 

with each statement. Use the following rating scale: 

Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

1. I would be very happy to spend the rest of my career with this 
organization.   

1 2 3 4 5 

2.  I enjoy discussing my organization with people outside it. 1 2 3 4 5 

3.  I really feel as if this organization’s problems are my own. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. I think that I could not easily become as attached to another 
organization as I am to this one.   

1 2 3 4 5 

5. I feel like ‘part of the family’ at my organization.   1 2 3 4 5 

6. I feel ‘emotional attached’ to this organization.   1 2 3 4 5 

7. This organization has a great deal of personal meaning for me.   1 2 3 4 5 

8. I feel a strong sense of belonging to my organization.   1 2 3 4 5 

9. I am afraid of what might happen if I quit my job without having 
another one lined up. 

1 2 3 4 5 

10. It would be very hard for me to leave my organization right now, 
even if I want to.   

1 2 3 4 5 

11. Too much in my life would be disrupted if I decided I want to 
leave my organization now.   

1 2 3 4 5 

12. It would be costly for me to leave my organization now.   1 2 3 4 5 

13. Right now, staying with my organization is a matter of necessity as 
much as desire.   

1 2 3 4 5 

14. I feel that I have too few options to consider leaving this 
organization.   

1 2 3 4 5 

15. One of the major reasons I continue to work for this organization 
would be the scarcity of available alternatives.  

1 2 3 4 5 
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Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

16. One of the major reasons I continue to work for this organization is 
that leaving would require considerable personal sacrifice – another 
program may not match the overall benefits I have here.   

1 2 3 4 5 

17. I think that people these day move from company to company too 
often.  

1 2 3 4 5 

18. I believe that a person must always be loyal to his or her 
organization.  

1 2 3 4 5 

19. Jumping from organization to organization seem unethical to me.   1 2 3 4 5 

20. One of the major reasons I continue to work for this organization is 
that I believe that loyalty is important and therefore feel a sense of 
moral obligation to remain. 

1 2 3 4 5 

21. If I got another offer for a better job elsewhere I would not feel it 
was right to leave my organization.   

1 2 3 4 5 

22. I was taught to believe in the value of remaining loyal to one 
organization.   

1 2 3 4 5 

23. Things were better in the day when people stayed with one 
organization for most of their career.  

1 2 3 4 5 

24. I think that wanting to be a ‘company man’ or ‘company woman’ 
is a sensible. 

1 2 3 4 5 
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7) This section of the survey is intended to assess the emotional intelligence of your manager 

in your hotel. The descriptive statements are listed in the following table. Please rate how much 

you agree with each statement. Use the following rating scale: 

Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

1.  My manager has a good sense of why he/she has certain feelings 
most of the time. 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. My manager has good understanding of his/her own emotions. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. My manager really understand what he/she feel. 1 2 3 4 5 

4.  My manager always knows whether or not he/she is happy.    1 2 3 4 5 

5. My manager always know employees’ emotions from their 
behavior. 

1 2 3 4 5 

6.  My manager is a good observer of others’ emotions. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. My manager is sensitive to the feelings and emotions of others. 1 2 3 4 5 

8. My manager good understanding of the emotions of people 
around me. 

1 2 3 4 5 

9. My manager always set goals and then try him/herself best to 
achieve. 

1 2 3 4 5 

10. I always feel that my manager is a competent person. 1 2 3 4 5 

11.  My manager is a self-motivated person. 1 2 3 4 5 

12. My manager always encourage him/herself to try his/ her best. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

13. My manager is able to control his/her temper and handle 
difficulties rationally. 

1 2 3 4 5 

14. My manager is quite capable of controlling his/her own emotions. 1 2 3 4 5 

15.  My manager can always calm down quickly when he/she is very 
angry. 

1 2 3 4 5 

16. My manager has good control of his/her own emotions. 1 2 3 4 5 

 

---- Thank you --- 
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Appendix C 

 

Research Timetable 
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Research Timetable 

Year 

 

2017 2018 2019 

Month 

Activities 

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 

Literature Review  

and Research 

Methodology Design 

                            

Presentation  

of Research Proposal 

                            

Development  

of Research Proposal  

and Research Tools 

Development and 

Testing 

                            

Data Collection                             

Data Analysis                             

Report the Finding, 

Discussion,  

and Conclusions  

                            

Finalization  

and Presentation  

of the thesis 
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Appendix D 

 

The Information of 15 Hotels and the Questionnaires Collected 
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The Information of 15 Hotels and the Questionnaires Collected 

Range of the 

number of hotel 

room 

Hotel The number of hotel 

room 

The number 

questionnaires collected 

Lower than 100   1. Floraville Phuket Resort 35 24   

 2. The Vijitt Resort Phuket 92 27   

 3. The Bay and Beach Club Patong Phuket 39 25   

100-199   1. The Nap Patong 136 30   

 2. Patong Lodge Hotel, Phuket 130 28   

 3. The Senses Resort & Spa 116 32   

200-299   1. Cape Panwa Hotel 205 34  

 2. Deevana Patong Resort & Spa 235 32   

 3. Royal Phuket City 251 33   

300-399  1. Royal Paradise Hotel & Spa 350 40   

 2. Patong Bay Hill 366 39   

 3. Novotel Phuket Vintage Park 303 38   

Over 400   1. Phuket Graceland Resort & Spa 600 45   

 2. Le meridian Phuket Beach Resort 470 40  

 3. Hilton Phuket Arcadia Resort & Spa 665 42   

 Total 509 
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